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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 This dissertation investigates performance practice trends in the music of Tomás Luis de 

Victoria as performed on commercially available recordings.  The study discusses the prevailing 

philosophies surrounding musicians‟ quest for authenticity in performance, and examines five 

elements of performance practice relevant to Renaissance music: the make-up of the performing 

ensemble, the performing pitch level, the tempo and proportional mensural relationships, the use 

of vibrato, and the employment of melodic embellishment.  Ninety-two recorded performances 

of four works by Victoria, O magnum mysterium, O quam gloriosum, O vos omnes, and Officium 

defunctorum contributed to the data.  The findings are contextualized in relation to the 

descriptions of primary source materials from the Renaissance era and modern scholarly research 

in the area of Renaissance performance practice.   

The types of ensembles and the given pitch level of a piece are highly dependent on the 

nature of the singers.  All types of choral ensembles perform Renaissance music, both a cappella 

and accompanied, at a pitch level that suits the ranges of the singers.  Tempo decisions vary 

widely among performers, though they tend to adhere to the belief that the pulse of a human 

informs the pulse of the music.  The character of the text and the complexity of the music also 

influence tempo.  Some performers sing with vibrato and some without, though modern scholars 

agree that the presence of vibrato results from healthy singing and need not detract from the 

Renaissance tonal aesthetic.  A vast majority of performers do not attempt to embellish melodic 

lines despite evidence that Renaissance singers were highly skilled in ornamentation. 

The disparity and variety of practices evident on the recorded performances do not 

produce specific hard and fast rules.  The data show that performers make performance practice 

decisions based on the context of their performance.  Authentic performances blend an 

understanding of historical evidence and research about music performance with the reality of 

performing ancient music within a modern framework. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

PURPOSES AND PROCEDURES 

Purpose of study 

This issue of early music performance practice provides an ongoing scholarly debate and 

offers practical information to performers of early music.  The purpose of this study will be to 

analyze trends in performance practice of Renaissance music in an attempt to supplement 

scholarship regarding reception of performance.  This study will examine the background debate 

surrounding the nature of authenticity in performing music from earlier eras; provide an 

overview of research regarding the performance of music from the Renaissance era; and compare 

the application of performance practice ideas within the performance community of Renaissance 

music. 

This study will first discuss the philosophical arguments surrounding the movement for 

“authenticity” in performance as it relates to Renaissance music.  This is followed by an 

overview of historical prescriptions and interpretations of Renaissance performance practice in 

order to generate principles of performance style according to the musical elements of ensemble, 

pitch level, tempo, tone quality and melodic embellishment.  This study will examine both 

historical and modern scholarly resources.  Then, this study will analyze recordings of the motets 

O magnum mysterium, O quam gloriosum, O vos omnes, and the funeral mass Officium 

defunctorum by Tomás Luis de Victoria to determine what performance trends emerge as related 

to the composition of the ensemble, pitch level, tempo, tone quality, and melodic embellishment.  

Finally, this study will conclude with performance recommendations for modern conductors in 

accordance with the findings.   

The topic of performance practice is relevant given the increasing scholarly discoveries 

and the resultant discourse that emerged during the last quarter of the twentieth century up to the 

present.  This period saw a rebirth of interest in music from both the Baroque and Renaissance 
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eras, which fueled the growth of ensembles that perform and record music from these periods.  

Research into prevalent performance practice techniques currently utilized by performing 

ensembles can help inform future performances and discussions regarding performance of music 

from the Renaissance period. 

The specific questions this research will address are: 1) What are the prevailing attitudes 

toward the quest for authentic performances? 2) What has scholarly research determined to be 

the appropriate approaches to five elements of performance practice as related to Renaissance 

music: the ensemble composition, pitch level, rhythmic composition, tone quality and melodic 

ornamentation? 3)  How do performance ensembles address the questions posed by research in 

these five areas?  and 4) Are performance practice trends evident in recorded performances of 

Renaissance music. 

 

The Nature of Performance 

In the current performance environment, the term authenticity represents an idealistic 

goal for musical performance.  Because musicians perform a broad swath of music spanning 

many centuries and originating from many cultures across the globe, they seek to perform the 

distinct styles inherent in specific types of music.  The search for authenticity therefore requires 

determinate questions: 1) How was music performed when it first came about? 2) From what 

cultural situation did it arise? and 3) What connection does it have to those whom it affects?1 

The debate that emerges from these questions creates various expectations for historically 

authentic performance.   Scholars argue most vociferously about the central elements of this 

debate in relation to Baroque performance practices.  Nevertheless these issues are relevant to all 

music from the past (or more broadly, all music), including music from the Renaissance.  The 

primary argument revolves around the premise of a “moral imperative” to respect a composer‟s 

                                                 

1 Tom Lloyd, Authenticity is a two-way street: being true to the music and true to yourself (Haverford 
College), http://www.haverford.edu/music/faculty/Lloyd/ACDA%202008%20Authenticity%20presentation.php 
(accessed Dec. 1, 2009). 
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intent and wishes.2  Many scholars and performers view this imperative as a command to 

determine and recreate, as closely as possible, the music‟s original performance conditions.  The 

central disagreement with this approach rests with the reality that musical performance is a re-

creative and not creative art.3  This counterargument contends that modern performers must 

accept that their highly researched ideal is nevertheless a reconstruction within the sphere of a 

twentieth or twenty-first century sensibility.4  Performers of Renaissance music need to consider 

these arguments as they attempt to justify their re-creations from both historical and modern 

perspectives. 

The notion that one ought to approach different types of music in distinctive manners 

emerged in the nineteenth century.  Before 1800, musicians did embrace Western music from 

earlier eras, but it was not until around 1832 that performers began to view music from an earlier 

era as stylistically different from music of their current age.  The idea that contemporary 

performance styles did not necessarily suit music from earlier times began to intrigue performers.  

Thus, by the turn of the nineteenth century to the twentieth century, Joseph Joachim could sum 

up the prevailing attitude among performers that “in order to do justice to a piece which he is to 

perform, the player must first acquaint himself with the conditions under which it originated.”5 

To a modern musician this idea seems reasonable and innocuous.  However, this premise 

has founded a raging debate among performers and musicologists alike.  The quest for the 

authentic intention of the composer, an authentic approach to period style, and authentic practice 

of original conditions has now become a deeply philosophical issue.  The need musicians feel to 

create an authentic performance has raised a number of questions about the very nature of music, 

beginning with a reevaluation of what a musical work and a musical performance are. 

                                                 

2 Frederick Dorian, The History of Music in Performance: The Art of Musical Interpretation from the 

Renaissance to our Day (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1942), 78. 
 
3 Thurston Dart, The Interpretation of Music (New York: Harper Colophon Books, 1954), 163. 
 
4 Richard Taruskin, Text and Act (New York: Oxford University, 1995), 1. 
 
5 Colin Lawson and Robin Stowell, The Historical Performance of Music: An Introduction (New York: 

Cambridge University Press, 1999), 1-4. 
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There is perhaps near universal agreement among performers and scholars that the 

starting point for following Joachim‟s suggestion, and ultimately to achieve an authentic 

performance, is the score.  Many scholars maintain that the written notation of the composer 

undoubtedly contains his/her intentions for the intended sound.  Because composers were deeply 

committed masters of their craft, these scholars consider their handwritten scores nearly 

infallible.6  By extension, other primary sources such as treatises, pictorial art, and legal records 

also help realize the goal of authenticity.  

However, other musicians and scholars argue that slavish attention to original documents 

limits the scope of performance on many levels.  They believe a so-called authoritative Urtext 

score imposes a set of prescriptions rather than provides liberation.  For instance, although 

exhaustive research positions the Urtext as an authoritative resource, a particular editor or group 

of editors nevertheless distill the primary source material that informs it.  Therefore, the musical 

ideal that an Urtext purportedly achieves is in fact a construct.  

Because of this contention, musicians who highly esteem the Urtext score as a definitive 

source and follow its “werktreue” (work fidelity) with unwavering faithfulness receive a certain 

degree of scorn.  Richard Taruskin calls this approach “text fetishism” and notes that setting the 

score as the final musical statement of a composer ignores the fact that the score in question is 

not music until it is performed.7   The physical piece of music is not really the music, but rather a 

singular component of it.8 

Stephen Davies puts forth the idea that a score does not solely constitute a musical work 

because musical notation must operate within a set of practices.  He defines these practices as 

period specific sensibilities that fall under the blanket title of “performance practice.”  The term 

“performance practice” refers to the conventions by which performers execute a variety of 

musical components.  Some of these components are: a work‟s specific instrumentation; the 

performance site or locale; the notated and inferred musical phrasing, articulation, and dynamics; 

                                                 

6 Stephen Davies, Musical Works and Performances (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2001), 14. 
 
7 Taruskin, Text and Act, 187. 
 
8 Davies, Works and Performances, 21. 
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and the performer‟s subsequent expressive interpretation of the notation.  Davies believes that 

the execution of these practices coupled with the notation of a musical score define a musical 

work. 

A developed understanding of performance practice helps answer the crucial questions 

implicit in the issue of authenticity: 1) How was music first performed? 2) What is its cultural 

environment? and 3) How did it affect people?  Most performers would agree that a musical 

performance could be considered an authentic performance, only if it addresses performance 

practice issues to some degree.  The controversy instead arises from the understanding of the 

word authentic.  Some musicians propose that authentic performances only arise from the dutiful 

reconstruction of the composer‟s intentions as dictated by the musical notation and the 

historically defined performance practices of the period.9  Haynes calls this interpretation of 

performance practice descriptive, because the performance practice ideas describe a specific way 

performers “ought” to perform music.10 However, some musicians embrace a different view and 

contend that performance practice issues simply inform how and why music was written and 

what relevance music holds within the contemporary period.  Haynes calls this interpretation of 

performance practice prescriptive, because the performance practice ideas prescribe how 

performers interpret music in a modern context.11  Both sides of the argument seem to satisfy the 

definition of the Oxford Dictionary of Music, which calls performance practice, “the gap 

between what was notated and what was thought necessary for performance.”12   

The descriptive realization of performance practice provides a picture or vision toward 

which performers strive.  This vision often includes using replicated instruments or vocal 

techniques, playing or singing with a particular style described in period accounts, and 

performing certain music only in certain venues and contexts.  Davies believes that efforts to 

replicate such musical components are meaningful because they “provide the context for the 
                                                 

9 Raymond Leppard, Authenticity in Music (Boston: Faber, 1988), 73. 
 
10 Bruce Haynes, The End of Early Music, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 11. 
 
11 Haynes, Early Music, 11. 

 
12 Michael Kennedy, ed., The Oxford Dictionary of Music (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), 

922. 
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composer‟s efforts and the notational conventions the composer shares with those he 

addresses.”13  In order to reach authenticity by this route, performers must meet certain 

conditions: using an authorized score; maintaining familiarity with conventions; and a having a 

practical knowledge of stylistic matters.  It is relevant for performers to attempt to make and 

elicit that sound that a composer knew when he or she was writing. 

The reaction to this argument has been, simply, that modern performance of music from 

another period occurs in a different time and place from that when it was written.  When 

considering music of early periods, musicians must confront certain realities: physical 

instruments do not exist, performers do not fully understand playing and singing techniques, 

performers cannot know precisely what a composers intended, and that the individual personality 

or interpretation of the performer is required to fully realize some performance elements of 

music.  The argument also contends that modern listeners cannot hear the same way as listeners 

from a work‟s original period.  Modern performers and audiences have experienced the progress 

of music through a variety of eras.  Therefore, it is impossible for them to experience old works 

as they were originally intended.  Some, like Taruskin, even ask why one would seek 

authenticity by replicating the past. “To be the expressive medium of one‟s own age is…a far 

worthier aim than historical verisimilitude.  What is verisimilitude, after all, but perceived 

correctness.”14 

Peter Kivy states that one cannot literally recreate something and expect to achieve the 

composer‟s intention.  In fact, in order to follow a composer‟s instructions as he/she intended, 

one must interpret them.  Performers add their own style and originality because the musical 

score and performance practices are simply a means to an end and not the end itself.15 

Kivy describes the musician‟s goal to replicate the composer‟s intention as one of four 

types of authenticity.  In his 1995 book, Authenticities: Philosophical Reflections on Musical 

Performance, he lists four types of authenticity: the first type, “composer authenticity,” focuses 

                                                 

13 Davies, Works and Performances, 22. 
 
14 Taruskin Text and Act. 166. 
 
15 Peter Kivy, Authenticities (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1995), 46. 
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on the composer‟s intention in the score; the second type, “sonic authenticity,” is concerned with 

reconstructing the physical materials that the composer had available, such as instruments and 

venue; the  third type, “personal authenticity,” privileges a performer‟s artistic, expressive and 

interpretive decisions; and the fourth type, “sensible authenticity,” ponders the meaning a 

performance provides for an audience.16 

Haynes also questions the belief that a musical score is infallible.  He concludes that 

written notation is, by nature, an undetermined medium and, therefore, will not exhaustively 

convey a composer‟s sonic ideal.  Performance practice is, therefore, an implicit musical notation 

that helps provide a more complete understanding of the composer‟s sonic ideal.  Haynes 

believes that musical performance in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries holds fast to a 

Romantic era musical model in which the score functions as a “how-to” guide.  Modern 

performance therefore requires serendipity to break from this hegemony.  According to Haynes, 

those who believe that descriptive performance practice is the only route to authenticity develop 

a rigid approach to performance, one that follows the Romantic predilection to profess that a 

musical work is an absolute truth.  Taruskin even questions the goal of those who adhere strictly 

to descriptive performance practice.  He believes their aim is not about historical correctness but 

is in fact a reflection of contemporary objectivist values rooted in the Romantic‟s embrace of 

absolutes.  To him, these fanatics are not historical, but post-modern.17 

Therefore, Haynes et al. set the achievement of the rhetorical sense of music, not just the 

literal sense, as the goal of authenticity.18  For Haynes, the real work is the irreducible and 

unchangeable heart of the music from which each performer draws inspiration.  He calls this 

characteristic of music, rhetorical – the ability of music to provoke the emotions.  Within the 

rhetorical realm of performance, musicians are free to interpret all aspects of music that are 

alterable, such as phrasing, dynamics, tempo, timbre, orchestration, instrumentation.  Because 

the techniques and definitions for these components are continually shifting throughout eras, 

                                                 

16 Kivy, Authenticities, 6. 
 
17 Taruskin, Text and Act, 166. 
 
18 Haynes, End of Early Music, 9. 
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different performers say different things with the same musical score.  The performer is 

transparent, conveying the message of the composer within the rhetorical method to which he is 

accustomed. 

Raymond Leppard also shares this view.  He feels that the closer one comes to knowing 

how and why music was written; the closer one arrives to the “inner vitality” of the composer‟s 

mind and the musical work.19  He acknowledges that performance practice research does 

illuminate musical elements of performance.  Therefore, it provides unique insight to performers.  

As a result, though, he believes performers ought to use this insight for the purposes of freedom 

so that older music returns to sentient life through a new way of hearing the works.  All music, 

he says, even old music, requires a sense of the present or “a certain newness,” so that by 

understanding the parameters of old music it is transmitted to a modern understanding.20 

The true nature of a work, then, is its performance.  The performance begins with the 

written score and the elements the score communicates about the composer‟s intentions.  By 

heeding the most authoritative documents, an Urtext for example, and evaluating scholarly 

research, a performer is able to understand the ideas and techniques for performance practice in a 

particular period.  An authentic performance results when a performer combines performance 

practice knowledge with the rhetorical connection between the composer‟s intentions and the 

performer‟s expression.  In this way, the goals of authenticity can be obtained: 1) How was 

music performed when it first came about? 2) From what cultural situation did it arise, and 3) 

What connection does it have to those whom it affects? 

 

Recordings as Performances 

Many writers and musicians observe that the nature of music is in its sound.  Philosopher 

Nicholas Kenyon says, “Music operates from performances.”21 The performance of music, 

                                                 

19 Leppard, Authenticity, 46. 
 
20 Leppard, Authenticity, 47. 
 
21 Nicholas Kenyon, “Authenticity and Early Music: Some Issues and Questions,” in Authenticity and Early 

Music: A Symposium, ed. Nicholas Kenyon (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), 15. 
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therefore, is the ultimate fruition of artistic inspiration and the theoretical ordering of sound.  In 

his dissertation analyzing performances of J. S. Bach, Michael Murphy determines that because 

the experience of music is inseparable from performance, all performance, including recordings, 

are valid expressions of both the process and product of musical experience.22 

The consideration of recordings as viable representations a performance is gaining 

traction in the field of musicology.  The research of Michael Murphy, Robert Philip, Dorottya 

Fabian, and Uri Golomb provides a foundation for this study‟s analysis of how perceptions of 

recorded performances document the actualization of musical style and practice.23  Additionally, 

the Research Centre for the History and Analysis of Recorded Music, the Arts and Humanities 

Council at King‟s College London, and a growing number of philosophers and musicologists 

support the analysis of recordings. 

Recorded music by nature captures a musical performance so that a variety of audiences 

may hear it in many different circumstances.  There is a temporal gulf between the performer of 

a recorded performance and the consumer that fuels the difficulty some scholars find accepting 

recordings as a legitimate portrayal of musical performance.  Additionally, the editing process of 

recording, which alters the auditory production of the musicians before the audience hears it, 

exacerbates the distance between performer and audience.  The inherent separation between the 

performer and listener of recordings gives credence to the opinion that only a truly live 

performance is a legitimate performance.   

A number of writers, including Philip Auslander, Theodore Gracyk, and Stephen Davies 

address these concerns.24  Auslander writes that the experience of recorded music as performance 

                                                                                                                                                             

 
22 Michael Murphy, “Performance Practice of Johann Sebastian Bach‟s Passio Secundum Johannem – A 

Study of 25 Years of Recorded History (1982-2007) as Influenced by Events Surrounding the Historically Informed 
Performance Movement” (Ph. D. diss., Florida State University, 2008). 

 
23 Murphy, “Performance Practice of Bach.”; Robert Philip, Early recordings and musical style: Changing 

tastes in instrumental performance, 1900-1950 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992); Dorottya Fabian, 
Bach Performance Practice, 1945-1975: A Comprehensive Review of Sound Recordings and Literature. Hampshire, 
England: Ashgate Publishing, 2003) and Uri Golomb, “Expression and Meaning in Bach‟s Performance and 
Reception: An Examination of the B minor Mass on Record.” (PhD diss., Cambridge University, 2004). 

 
24 Philip Auslander, “Sound and Vision: Record of the Past or Performance in the Present?” (Proceedings 

of the First Symposium of the Centre for the History and Analysis of Recorded Music CHARM April 14-16, 2005: 
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derives from the audience‟s aural connection to sound, their awareness of the physical actions 

necessary to create the sound, a cultural understanding of performance conventions, and 

recognition of styles of specific musical periods, genres, and performers.25  He contends that 

these elements exist in both live and recorded performances.  Though sensitive to the differences 

between recordings and live performances, Gracyk believes that recordings provide aesthetic 

performances because they allow for a wider audience, both cultural and temporal, and a greater 

variety of interpretations of musical works.26 

Davies accepts a priori that recorded works are “fair substitutes for live ones.”27  

Whether listening in a music hall or to a recording, if the audience member takes the 

performance seriously, they will create ideal situations for listening: a quiet environment, 

appropriate volume, listening from beginning to end, and mental engagement.   Although their 

visual experience will be different, one who listens to a recording will nevertheless understand 

and imagine the visual cues of a performance based on previous contextual experience.  For 

example, one will visualize the conductor on stage, the bows of the string players moving in 

tandem, or a chorus‟ unison breathing.  Therefore, a listener to a recording is no less able to 

assess the performance of a work than one who heard it live. 

The role of the performer is also different depending on whether he or she is performing 

live or in a recording session.  Pianist Alfred Brendel observes that live performances require the 

performer to project the music onto a grand public stage.  In contrast, studio recording sessions 

allow for more intimate and nuanced performance, one he believes comes closer to perfection.28  

Another pianist, Glenn Gould, felt live performance carried too much risk.  Gould found that 

                                                                                                                                                             

Session Five). http://www.charm.rhul.ac.uk (accessed Dec. 1, 2009); Theodore Gracyk, “Listen to Music: 
Performances and Recordings.” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 55.2 (1997); and Davies, Works and 

Performances. 
 
25 Auslander, “Sound and Vision.” 
 
26 Gracyk, “Listen to Music,” 179. 
 
27 Davies, Works and Performances, 295 
 
28 Alfred Brendel and Martin Meyer. Me of All People: Alfred Brendel in Conversation with Martin Meyer, 

trans. Richard Stokes (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2002), 216. 
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recorded performances require technically perfect interpretations and thus instilled in the 

performer a greater admiration of the music.29  The authenticity of performances on recording 

therefore rests with the performer‟s integrity to musical accuracy and interpretation so that 

listeners can imagine the performance in a live setting.30 

 

Tomás Luis de Victoria as a Case Study 

Because scholars define the Renaissance era as the period falling roughly between 1400 

and 1600, Tomás Luis de Victoria was living at the height of the era‟s musical evolution, from 

1548-1611.  Active during the Counter-Reformation, many scholars consider his works examples 

of the mature Renaissance style.31  Robert Stevenson in the New Grove Dictionary of Music and 

Musicians describes him as “not only the greatest Spanish Renaissance composer but also one of 

the greatest composers of church music of his day in Europe.”32   Gilbert Chase and Donald 

Tovey, echo this admiration, respectively calling him “the supreme master of religious 

polyphonic music” and “the „crown‟ of the Spanish school.”  Paul Henry Lang acclaims 

Victoria‟s capacity to express emotion, noting that “[Victoria writes with a] dramatic 

expressiveness that is without parallel in purely choral literature”33 

In particular, scholars deem Victoria‟s sacred compositions as the epitome of the 

polyphonic Renaissance style.  According to musicologist Howard Meyer Brown, Victoria 

“understood the economy of means and was one of the great masters of the „strict‟ contrapuntal 

                                                 

29 Evan Eisenberg, The recording angel: music, records and culture from Aristotle to Zappa, 2
nd

 ed. (New 
Haven: Yale University Press), 82-84. 
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31 Allan Atlas, Renaissance Music: Music in Western Europe, 1400-1600 (New York: W. W. Norton & 

Company, 1998), 633. 
 
32 Robert Stevenson, "Victoria, Tomás Luis de," In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music 

Online,http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.proxy.lib.fsu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/29298 (accessed 
December 2, 2009). 

 
33 Robert Stevenson, Spanish Cathedral Music in the Golden Age (Berkeley, CA: University of California 

Press, 1961), 432. 
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style.”34  Alan Atlas asserts that Victoria, not Palestrina, is the Counter-Reformation composer 

“par excellance” due to the deeply expressive clarity as well as the technically mastery of his 

counterpoint.35  Additionally, Eugene Cramer, in the preface of his bibliography of Victoria 

research, cites the need for a volume dedicated to “one of the masters of sacred polyphonic 

music at the end of the sixteenth century.”36 

This study examines a handful of Victoria‟s motets about which Howard Meyer Brown is 

particularly effusive.  Brown singles out Victoria‟s motets as his most accomplished works.  He 

writes, “[the motets are] so finely made and so perfectly fitted to their words.”37  Victoria‟s 

contemporaries also appreciated his motets.  There is evidence of at least three reprints of his 

motet volumes in Dilligen and Frankfurt Germany in 1589, 1592, and 1611.  Additionally, 

several sixteenth and seventeenth century Italian music anthologies include a number of 

Victoria‟s individual motets.38   

The works chosen for this study are either frequently performed by choirs today or 

considered representative of Victoria‟s finest work.  Alan Atlas indicates that two of the motets 

selected for this study, O vos omnes and O magnum mysterium, are Victoria‟s most performed 

works.39  A tally of the most recorded motets from the listings in Eugene Cramer‟s Victoria 

compendium finds that the chosen motets for this study, O vos omnes, O quam gloriosum, and O 

magnum mysterium, occupy three of the top seven spots.  All three motets have entered the 

canon of choral repertoire and receive numerous performances from choirs of all types, including 

professional, amateur, community, collegiate, grade school and church ensembles.  An 

                                                 

34 Howard Meyer Brown, Music in the Renaissance, (New York: Prentice Hall, 1976), 323. 
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understanding of the performing trends surrounding these works will provide conductors and 

performers with additional performing practice guidance.   

Victoria‟s large-scale funeral mass, written for the death of Empress Maria, the sister of 

King Phillip II of Spain, is an example of a large work that scholars have indicated represents 

Victoria‟s style at its grandest.40  While this work is performed less often than Victoria‟s motets, 

the performing practices required to successfully convey the scale of this work, it‟s 

compositional techniques, and expressive characteristics, provide valuable insight into the 

understanding Victoria‟s entire oeuvre.  Scholars agree that the Officium defunctorum is 

Victoria‟s best work and his “crowning work of great genius.”41  The New Grove Dictionary 

declares that Victoria is admired “above all for his motets and Offices of the Dead.”42 

 

Methodology 

Performers and musicologists alike defend and debate the interpretation of nearly all 

aspects of music.  Appropriate performance practice for Renaissance music, in particular, will 

perhaps never be definitively determined because primary source material is inconsistent and 

unclear.  As a result of this situation, lively scholarly debate has arisen discussing various 

techniques and the appropriate style for the performance of Renaissance music, including, but 

not limited to, the make-up and size of ensemble, pitch level, tempo, metrical and rhythmic 

relationships, tone quality, melodic embellishment, dynamic changes, and the context and 

environment for performance. 

This study evaluates the relationship of five of these musical elements to scholarly 

literature related to the performance practice ideals of the Renaissance era.  These five musical 

elements are: the nature of the ensemble, the performance pitch level, the performance tempo, 

the performer‟s tone quality, and the performance of melodic embellishment.  Documentary 
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material, musical instruments, and musical measurement devices verifiably measure these 

elements in various recorded performances.  The recordings‟ accompanying notes and ensemble 

biographies describe the make-up of the performing ensemble.  A piano or an electronic tuning 

device accurately replicates a performer‟s starting pitch and ultimate pitch level.  A tempo watch 

determines varying tempi throughout the performance.  The presence or absence of vibrato 

defines the performer‟s tone quality.  Finally, a comparison of the recorded performance with a 

critical edition of the musical score establishes the presence of melodic embellishment.  The 

overall recording analysis attempts to show the conformity or divergence of performance 

practice ideals among various ensembles and conductors. 

This study‟s analysis of recordings clarifies trends evident in the recent performance of 

Victoria‟s music.  The extent to which these trends follow the scholarship of performance 

practices in literature will generate general guidelines for future performances of this music.  

These guidelines will ultimately add to the discussion of appropriate performance practice 

techniques and educate future performers with common practices and stylistic characteristics of 

Victoria‟s music, and more broadly, of music of the High Renaissance. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MUSICAL COMPONENTS OF PERFORMANCE PRACTICE 

 

 

ENSEMBLE MAKE-UP 

Ensemble Size 

It seems that two factors guided the composition of Renaissance choirs.  The numbers of 

singers in an ensemble often varied from place to place as did the types of singers and the role of 

instrumentalists within the ensemble.  The size of the choir varied depending on the size and 

prominence of the establishment with which the choir was affiliated.  As a result, smaller 

churches in smaller towns had smaller choirs than the cathedrals and royal chapels in large cities.  

Evidence from the era also appears to imply that despite a prominent a cappella tradition at the 

Sistine Chapel in Rome, in some places instruments joined the ensemble in both accompaniment 

and prominent roles.  

A survey of current choirs at major church institutions around the world reveals that the 

average size ranges between forty and fifty singers.  A review of the recordings in this study 

made by church ensembles also supports this hypothesis.  However, it appears that in the 

Renaissance period a typical church or chapel choir was much smaller.  When the city of 

Florence hosted the Council for the Unification of the Greek and Roman churches, a major 

church event, in the mid-15th century, the number of singers accumulated for it was small.  

Cosimo de‟ Medici, of the influential Florentine family, secured a group of only four singers for 

the church of San Giovanni where the council‟s services took place.  This ensemble, comprised 

of the most skilled polyphonic singers, expanded to six for major feasts and festivals.43   
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Having a small number of singers on a roster implies that each singer sang their own part 

individually.  The chapel master added supplemental singers to the choir, like what happened in 

Florence, only when the music required more voices than there were singers.  In these cases, the 

extra singers simply took up the additional voice parts and did not double other voices.  In one 

particular account from the German College in Rome in 1589, one singer would sometimes send 

a trombonist as his replacement when he had other obligations.44  It is likely that he was the only 

singer assigned to his part, thus rendering him indispensible in a polyphonic texture. 

Some evidence from the Renaissance suggests that choirs contained more than a handful 

of singers.  Timothy McGee cites records from the Cathedral of Notre Dame in Cambrai France 

that the ensemble could range from ten to twenty singers during the fifteenth century and include 

as many as forty singers during the sixteenth century.45  This large ensemble consisted of three 

distinct groups of singers: the lesser vicars, choirboys, and great vicars.  The lesser vicars were 

minor clerics and priests who served as the core group of singers.  In the late fifteenth century, 

they numbered between thirteen and sixteen singers and grew to as many twenty-five in the 

sixteenth century.  Their primary responsibility was to sing at all mass services and those of the 

canonical hours.46 

In addition to the lesser vicars, the Cathedral of Notre Dame in Cambrai employed six 

choirboys and nine great vicars to sing.  Any number of them would join the lesser vicars for 

music that required a larger number of singers.  When the cathedral celebrated major feasts and 

festivals, or when a political or religious dignitary visited, the choir added singers in order to sing 

masses and motets written for more than five or six parts.  For instance, in 1540, Holy Roman 

Emperor Charles V visited the cathedral and thirty-four singers performed at mass.  This number 
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is the sum total of all the singers on the roster of that year: six choirboys, nine great vicars, and 

nineteen lesser vicars.47  

Like the choir at the Cathedral of Notre Dame in Cambai, the Papal Choir of the Sistine 

Chapel was also large.  Records from the seventeenth century indicate that the roster listed up to 

thirty-seven singers.48  However, it is unclear how many of these singers would sing at one time.  

Some members of the choir were tenured despite an inability to sing and others were so elderly 

they could not sing.49  Even with a reduced roster of eligible singers, it appears that the quantity 

of singers varied according to the ecclesiastical, political, or cultural occasion. 

Sixteenth-century composers often reduced the number of voices in some sections of 

their polyphonic mass settings.  Evidence appears to show that for these sections of reduced 

voice parts, only one singer covered each part.  A report from 1583 mentions that during a 

Benedictus movement of the mass intended for one singer per part, a crisis ensued when two 

basses began to sing.50  Additional records document punitive fines for singers who failed to sing 

their part during either a motet or a mass.  Presumably, singers incurred these fines because they 

were the only one assigned to sing and therefore caused a great disruption or “dissonance.”51 

In contrast to these accounts, there is evidence that papal singers performed motets and 

masses en masse.  The official Sistine diary indicates that once in 1585, to accompany the pope‟s 

dinner, the entire choir sang a motet.  The Sistine diary also notes that several times in the 1540s 

groups of singers travelled to local churches and convents to sing mass.  Sometimes the groups 

were only sufficient to have one singer per part, but on other occasions, there was a fuller 

complement of singers.  Even when the entire papal retinue, including the full choir, was present 

for a ceremonial or feast celebration, it is unknown if every singer sang at one time. 
                                                 

47 Wright, “Cambrai,” 300. 
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Most likely, the Sistine Chapel choir sang at times with one singer per part and at other 

times with a larger ensemble.  Records show a concern for individual singer quality for some 

occasions and for a well-balanced ensemble for others.  Despite this flexibility, it seems 

doubtful, though, that the full roster of singers, up to thirty-seven, performed all at once.52 

 

Types of Singers 

Undoubtedly, Renaissance church choirs were comprised of men and boys.  A priesthood 

of men celebrated and continues to celebrate Catholic Mass.  Artistic representations of sung 

mass from the Renaissance show groups of men and boys huddled around a choir book.   Large 

churches throughout Europe maintained choir schools that trained boys in music and educated 

them in the liberal arts.  As part of their training, the choristers learned to sing polyphony and 

were therefore active participants in the choral setting.  

David Fallows, however, questions whether men and boys sang within the same 

ensemble or were perhaps part of separate ensembles.  He finds evidence showing that in 

fifteenth century Burgundy, the boys sang by themselves as a separate unit accompanied by the 

chapel master and one or two other adults.53  Additionally, Fallows points out that the voicing of 

a 1469 Burgundian choir of male falsettists, tenors, and basses could easily sing the prevailing 

repertory of that region and time.  Therefore, he concludes that choirboys and adults functioned 

as separate units who performed different repertoire for different occasions. 

Northern choirs from a later generation followed a similar construction.  Mid sixteenth-

century records from the Cathedral of Notre Dame in Cambrai show that groups of choirboys 

and lesser vicars formed separate choirs to perform independently.54  Therefore, both the 

choirboys and the lesser vicars performed polyphonic music on their own.  Because this 
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arrangement requires that men sing the highest parts of the polyphonic texture, Wright believes 

that some of the men sang the soprano parts in falsetto.55  

The records from the Cathedral of Notre Dame in Cambrai also show a larger number of 

sopranos and basses than middle voice parts.  A list from 1547 accounts for seven sopranos, four 

countertenors (altos), five tenors, seven contrabasses, and six boys.  Another list from 1548 

includes six sopranos, three countertenors, three tenors, seven contrabasses and six boys.56  

Scholars believe that adult male soprano voices were cultivated to provide a proper balance with 

the fuller sound of the lower registers.  Apparently, a small number of boys‟ voices were 

insufficient to balance a complement of contertenors, tenors and basses by themselves. 

Cathedral elders evidently coveted these singers and specifically recruited highly trained 

voices described as superious (high) or cantor sublimice (sublime singer).57
  The documentation 

describes many of those listed as sopranos as juvenes (youths).  This term most likely applied to 

adolescent or post adolescent young men and not boys. 

The signers employed at the Sistine Chapel had achieved a position in the most 

prestigious singing ensemble in all of Christendom.  Therefore, many singers managed to remain 

members of the choir for decades and the size of the choir ballooned to thirty-seven in the mid 

sixteenth century.58  By 1553, Pope Julius III decided to cleanse the choir of singers who were 

either too old to sing or could not sing at all.  Bureaucratic and political favors had awarded spots 

in the choir to men without audition.  Julius‟ reforms denounced such problems but achieved few 

results.  However, in 1565, Pope Pius IV and the Curia of the Council of Trent enacted an 

evaluation process which whittled away some of the poorest singers while retaining twenty-

four.59 
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These remaining singers balanced evenly between the four voice parts: five sopranos, 

five altos, eight tenors, and five basses.  However, the reforms failed to address fully the issue of 

elderly singers, so that within each part only two or three singers were young enough to be 

reliable.  The same issue is evident in the roster of 1577, after another attempt to reform the 

ranks of singers.  Robert Sherr wonders what a choir made up of only four sopranos, four (or 

three) altos, two tenors, and six basses would have sounded like.60  Such a collection seems 

unsuitable for polyphony, raising again the possibility that such music was sung one to a part. 

Sherr concludes that while the roster of the sixteenth-century Sistine Chapel choir was 

large and well balanced among voice parts, it is unclear how many singers were actually singing 

at any given time.  Many members of the choir were poor singers due to age or inability and 

therefore complicated the balance between voice parts.  Nevertheless, all the evidence from 

Renaissance era registers and rosters indicates the choir was comprised solely of men. 

 

Instruments 

Contrasting evidence regarding the implementation of instrumental accompaniment with 

sacred music divides scholars.  Some scholars insist that instruments did not play in sacred 

spaces, while others contend that in some regions, instruments commonly played as part of mass.  

Those who believe instruments played with singers point to the connections that exist between 

instruments and voices in both timbre and association.  The scholars who believe that a cappella 

performance of sacred music was the only method look to musical traditions and expectations.   

In the Renaissance Europe, it was very common for organs to be present in churches.  

Woodcuts and paintings give visual evidence that the organs in churches and chapels could 

accompany the choral singers.  The organ is an apt instrument for this purpose, because its tone 

quality mimics that of voices.   Designed with ranks of pipes to imitate families of instruments, 

the organ produced sound by pumping air through pipes in order to vibrate it at various 

frequencies.  This process is similar to the vibrations that the vocal chords initiate on the breath 
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respiration of a singer.  Organs from the Renaissance were generally softer than modern 

instruments, with registrations that were light and sweet in sound and even included a “vox 

humana” (human voice) stop to directly imitate a the sound of a human voice.61 

Other instruments, in addition to the organ, imitate voices.  Steven Plank has collected 

strong evidence that voices and instruments were capable of playing the same parts 

interchangeably because the goal of instruments was to match the timbre and tone of the human 

voice.62  In general, singers strove for a tone that encompassed the Renaissance aesthetic ideals 

of proportion, balance, and naturalness.  Such homogeneity between individual voices provided 

clarity within a polyphonic texture, a trait also achieved by instrumentalists.   

Additionally, scholars have observed that different kinds of singing occurred according to 

the environment and the range and style of music.  In his discussion of Italian vocal styles from 

the sixteenth century, Mauro Uberti describes two types of vocal production: cappella and 

camera.63  Cappella singing occurred in a church as part of a group of singers chorus and was 

characteristically loud.  Camera singing was a softer style employed for secular genres, typically 

madrigals, often sung one vocalist per part.   

While instruments of the Renaissance era vary widely in timbre, most belong to a family 

of equivalent sonority.  A closed consort is the term that defines a group of nearly identical 

instruments that play similar sounds at various pitch levels.  Larger instruments create a low-

pitched fuller sound, while smaller instruments play a higher pitched, mellifluous tone.  With an 

instrumental consort, it is therefore possible to replicate the sameness of tone color and wide 

range of a vocal choir.   

These families of instruments also fit into designations of loud and soft, much like voices.  

The haut and bas distinctions that carried over from the medieval period characterize certain 
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instrument‟s suitability to accompany particular occasions.  Shawms, crumhorns, and other 

“loud” instruments accompanied ceremonial court events and mass in the reverberant acoustics 

of vast churches.64 

Renaissance era documents also indicate that, by the mid sixteenth century, Spanish 

churches regularly allowed instruments in mass celebrations.  Religious processions that 

originated outside the church walls inevitably brought instruments into the sacred setting.  In 

fact, the monasteries of Aragon, Castille, and Navarre included both choir singers and 

instrumentalists on their register of paid musicians.65 

On the other side of the argument, some scholars contend that the organ was the only 

instrument that contributed to worship in the Renaissance era.  Timothy McGee feels the 

presence of any instrument in church other than an organ would be highly “unusual.”66  James 

McKinnon has carefully examined numerous illuminations that, in nearly every case, depict only 

an organ accompanying mass.67  Leslie Korrick, though, directly contradicts McKinnon by 

noting that the subjects in the majority of art he examined were small private chapels and not 

large public churches.  Korrick feels that the inclusion of instruments with sacred music would 

have been most common in large public churches rather than small private chapels.68  Her central 

premise is that reform theologians, including John Calvin, Andreas Karlstadt, Desiderius 

Erasmus, and Martin Luther, remark on the playing of instruments in public churches with great 

consternation, therefore implying that it must have occurred.  She purports that instruments 

joined the celebration of mass more frequently than rare ceremonial or political occasions. 

Craig Wright found no indications that the choir sang with instruments at the Cathedral of 

Notre Dame in Cambrai among the records he studied.  The only reference to the choirboys and 
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lesser vicars singing with minstrels was for the feast of Saint Nicholas, which was celebrated 

outside of the church either in a public square or in a private abode.  However, Wright believes 

the circumstances at Cambrai are atypical for the sixteenth century.  The strong connection 

between the cathedral in Cambrai and the Papal Chapel in Rome was likely influential in this 

regard. 

Despite increased evidence to the contrary, many scholars adhere to a strictly 

unaccompanied aesthetic for Renaissance sacred music.  Perhaps this is because of the idealized 

concept connected to the Sistine Chapel in Rome, where performances took place entirely 

without instruments.  One description from 1581 observes that the Papal Choir sang with “no 

organs…no descant…as every syllable may be heard.”69  In fact, the modern term for singing 

without instrumental accompaniment, a cappella, derives its meaning from the Italian for “as in 

the chapel” – that is, the Sistine Chapel. 

Christopher Page posits a theory to support the notion that original performing practices 

were without instruments by working backward from current a cappella practices.   He believes 

that because current English early music ensembles sing Renaissance music with a particularly 

pure, clear tone, and with remarkably sensitive intonation and ensemble, they provide a 

reasonable example of the “priorities of the original singers.”70  Some scholars have disdained 

these purely a cappella performances, most notably Howard Meyer Brown, who called them the 

“English a cappella heresy.”71  In spite of the growing musicological arguments supporting the 

idea that instruments played sacred music along with voices, Page concludes that the evidence 

put forth to support the notion that voices alone ought to perform Renaissance sacred music is 

the most convincing.72 

Given the compounding evidence that instruments did play sacred music on occasion, 

many scholars have begun to explore when and how instruments most typically contributed.   
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One area where scholars believe instruments joined voices is in the body of cantus firmus masses 

and motets.  In a cantus firmus mass or motet, the tenor voice sings a preexisting melody in long 

note values.  Overtop of and beneath this melodic line, the additional voices sing an imitative 

polyphonic texture.  The tenor line stands out from the overall texture and an instrumental timbre 

could easily highlight it. 

Scholar William Elders believes that even in the fifteenth century instruments 

accompanied the cantus firmus masses of Josquin des Pres.   He thinks that instruments might 

highlight the cantus firmus because it serves a clear structural role in des Pres‟ masses.  The 

polyphonic lines layer over top of the long held cantus firmus notes and, very often, the cantus 

firmus was written in isorhythm.   Elders contends that because of such isorhythmic and ostinato 

patterns, the cantus firmus line, in some instances, does not logically fit with the mass text 

underlay.  This circumstance encourages performance of the cantus firmus by an instrument.73 

Noted Josquin scholar David Fallows addressed this issue at the Josquin Symposium in 

Cologne in 1984.  Citing a number of arguments, he seems to accept the likelihood that 

instruments may have performed Josquin de Pres‟ cantus firmus masses.  First, he notes that 

performance of sacred music sometimes occurred outside and that instruments would help 

amplify the music.  His second point is that before 1500, composed polyphony only received 

performances at exceptional, ceremonial events, which took place under unique occasional 

circumstances that probably included instruments.  Fallows third point accepts the pictorial 

documented evidence of instruments participating in mass at ceremonial occasions, though it is 

unknown what they actually played.  His fourth point is that by 1500, a variety of instruments 

and performance techniques had developed that allowed instruments to play with an increased 

level of facility suitable to polyphonic music.  Finally, Fallows notes that instrumentalists were 

included on the payrolls of courtly nobles and clergy alike, and therefore required no special 

records or receipts of payment for playing during a service.74 
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Fallows continues to acknowledge that instruments were involved in performing masses, 

if for no other reason than to contribute to the church‟s magnificence and to promote the glory of 

a specific occasion.  He believes that, most likely, instruments were not limited to just the cantus 

firmus line but likely doubled all the vocal lines.  Fallows admits that instruments were expected 

to contain characteristics of the human voice in their sound.  Therefore, it is unsurprising that 

even in church, musicians of the Renaissance sought to unify as many timbres and tone qualities 

as possible by allowing instruments to play along with voices.75  

 Scholars generally agree that by the sixteenth century, it was commonplace, at some 

level, for instruments to play along with singers in church.76  In most instances, the instruments 

would play colla parte (with the voice parts) doubling the vocal lines.  Adding instruments in 

this manner enriched the timbre of sound, allowed for melodic embellishment on top of the 

written notation, and added to the magnificence of the church and/or the occasion.77  Because 

singing in church required cappella voice, the instruments that most likely joined them were of 

the equivalent classification, haut, or brass and winds. 

 

 

PITCH LEVEL 

Scholars have identified a number of issues that attempt to clarify an understanding of the 

appropriate performing pitch standard for music of the Renaissance era.  It is widely accepted 

that pitch standards varied across generations and locales.  Often the overall comfort of the 

singers determined music‟s pitch level.78  An examination of the ranges of actual music, the clefs 

of the various voice parts, and the descriptions of contemporary musicians can provide an 

approximation as to the modern pitch at which Renaissance music might have sounded. 
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Singers‟ Vocal Range 

To begin looking at Renaissance choir singers‟ ranges, one must start by discussing the 

range of plainsong.  For most Renaissance choirs, particularly before 1500, the bulk of their 

repertoire remained plainchant.  William Mahrt finds that most plainchant modes have a span of 

about an octave, a relatively small range of notes that would easily be comfortable for most 

singers.79  Roger Bowers performed independent research of English Tudor period choirs of the 

sixteenth century and reached an identical conclusion.   Because pre-Reformation English choirs 

primarily sang plainchant they were not required to have a wide range.  Therefore, the notated 

pitch of music from this period in England is not a concrete indicator of audible pitch because 

the prevailing method for determining pitch depended on singers‟ ranges and comfort levels. 

The relationship between pitch standards and the singers‟ ranges translates into 

polyphonic music for a variety of reasons.  The first reason is that polyphony is an extension of 

plainchant, as in a cantus firmus composition.  Therefore, the pitch level for chant would relate 

to the pitch level for polyphony.80  Music performed in a comfortable range for singers adheres 

to the naturalness that is widely preferred by Renaissance writers as a vital component for being 

a competent singer. 

Bowers stresses that, in sixteenth-century Tudor England, the voice parts fit the natural 

ranges of the singers.  In the early part of the Renaissance, choir singers sang in one or two 

ranges: one akin to a modern countertenor from c‟ to c” and one consisting of a tenor/baritone 

ranging from c to c‟.  Because men alone realized the three-part voicing of music from early 

Renaissance England, the pitch level needed to fit their ranges.  The two lower parts lay within 

the same tenor/baritone range and the third fell into the countertenor range.  The entire compass 
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of all three parts combined would not have stretched much beyond two octaves.  Drastic 

transposition of the pitches in either direction would have created discomfort for the singers.81 

By the time of the Eton Choirbook, ca. 1500, the standard voicing for English polyphony 

included two additional voices creating a five-part texture.  These additional voice parts 

consisted of an added treble part, sung by boys, and a low reaching bass part.  These voice parts, 

labeled in descending order, triplex (soprano), medius (soprano/alto), contratenor (alto/tenor), 

tenor, and bassus (bass), each reach a range of about an eleventh.  The highest note of the triplex 

lays approximately a fifth above the highest of the medius; the medius‟ highest note was usually 

a fifth above the contratenor and tenor parts, who occupied the same range; below them, the 

bassus voice lay down a fifth.82  The overall compass of a piece could extend as wide as twenty-

three pitches.  This wide span necessitated that the actual performance pitch comfortably fit the 

range of all the singers in all the parts.83    

Bowers believes these conventions limit the overall ranges of performing pitch.  For the 

early Renaissance three-part music, performance pitch would lie between c-c”.  For the five-part 

music of the later Renaissance, the range lay between F-g”.  Variation from these average ranges 

beyond a semitone would unduly tax one voice part or another.84  The result of the five-voice 

layout is a dense texture in which the ranges of the lowest three voices, the contratenor, tenor, 

and bass overlap more than the ranges of the upper two parts.  The triplex and medius parts 

would stand out with the brilliance of their higher range.85 

Simon Ravens presents evidence for a general pitch level that he terms “high pitch,” 

based on his review of music from sixteenth-century Tudor England.  Ravens believes that 

physical evidence from the Renaissance suggests that humans were more diminutive and had 
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smaller larynxes in the Renaissance than they do in modern times.  He bases this assumption on 

the discovery of small doorframes and effigies by archeological research of the Renaissance era.  

Because the size of a human‟s larynx determines the pitch level at which one will speak and sing, 

Ravens surmises that Renaissance singers produced higher voice ranges than modern singers.86  

Additionally, Ravens notes that the specifications of English church organs in the fifteenth and 

sixteenth centuries suggest that builders installed smaller pipes than those found in modern 

instruments.  As a result, organs produced a pitch standard a full step higher than modern notated 

pitch.  Lastly, Ravens purports that the notated pitch range for the countertenor in sixteenth-

century Tudor church music sits at a level a bit low for modern countertenors to sing 

comfortably.  If performers sang this music at a higher, more comfortable pitch than notated, the 

repertoire will sound bright and brilliant as originally intended.87 

 

Clefs 

By the latter part of the Renaissance era, it appears that there was less flexibility when 

determining performing pitch.  As collaboration between singers and instruments increased, the 

need arose for a more unified pitch standard.  To aid in the establishment of a uniform pitch 

standard, Renaissance musician developed a system of clef codes to that loosely defined specific 

pitch standards.  According to Herbert Myers, the majority of vocal polyphony of the sixteenth 

century contains only two combinations of clefs, one to indicate high pitch and one to indicate 

low pitch.   

The low pitch clef code, called chiavi naturali (natural clefs), functioned as the normal 

pitch level.   A “G” clef sitting on the second line of the staff notates the pitches for the cantus 

(soprano) voice part (G2).  A “C” clef notates the medius (soprano/alto), altus (alto), and tenor 

parts.  It sits on the second, third, and fourth lines respectively (C2, C3, and C4).  An “F” clef on 

the third line notates the bassus (bass) part (F3). The high pitch clef code, called chiavette (little 
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clefs), set the pitch level for four-part music at a higher level than chiavi naturali.  A “C” clef 

notates the cantus, altus, and tenor parts.  It sits on the first, third and fourth staff lines 

respectively (C1, C3, C4).  An F clef again notates the bassus part, but in this clef code, it sits on 

a different line, the fourth line (F4). 

 

 

Table 1: Renaissance Clef Codes 

Chiavi naturali 

Cantus Medius Altus Tenor Bassus 

 
 

 
 

 

Chiavette 

Cantus Altus Tenor Bassus  

    

 

   

 

Nicholas Mitchell tries to correlate these high and low clef codes with respective pitch 

frequencies.  He bases his findings on the dimensions of woodwind instruments, in particular, the 

cornetto.  When accompanying singers and playing in the chiavette clef code, woodwind 

instruments require that the performers transpose the pitch level down from its notated level.  

Mitchell pegs this transposed pitch level at a full tone higher than the modern standard of a‟=440 

Hz.  Mitchell also suggests that woodwind instruments required performers playing and singing 

in the chiavi naturali transpose the pitch level up to a frequency one semitone higher than the 

modern pitch standard.88 
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The theory of transposing clef codes leads some scholars to transpose late sixteenth-

century Renaissance music down nearly a fourth.  Andrew Parrott found significant evidence that 

the Italian liturgical style of the late sixteenth century included possible transposition down a 

fourth or a fifth based on the music‟s clefs.   In defending his interpretation of Claudio 

Monteverdi‟s Vespers of 1610, he cites examples of music written in high clefs in the vocal parts 

but not in the instrumental ones.  This situation would imply that the singers and the continuo 

player transposed their part in order to match the instrumentalists‟ pitch.   

Additional evidence comes from examples in the works of the Italians Claudio 

Monteverdi and Ludovico Viadana as well as the German Heinrich Schütz, who studied in Italy.  

Examples of their music contain a written-out continuo part that is notated a fourth or fifth below 

the vocal parts.  Scholars believe this type of notated continuo part is a written-out transposition 

intended to assist less-skilled organists who needed help transposing.  Parrott also supports his 

hypothesis by citing the instructions from late Renaissance theorists, including Giuseffo Zarlino, 

Pietro Cerone, and Michael Praetorius, that organists needed skill in transposition.89 

Though Parrott never directly links this type of transposition to the music of Giovanni 

Pierluigi da Palestrina, he writes that that it was “implicit in music of the late sixteenth and early 

seventeenth centuries.”90  Graham Dixon, in his summation of performance ideals for the music 

of Palestrina, concludes that Parrot‟s argument cannot be ignored and that scholars should revisit 

the issues surrounding pitch in regards to all Italian liturgical music from the end of the sixteenth 

century.  He also points out that the lower and darker sonority that results from downward 

transposition seems to be in line with a described Italian aesthetic.91 

Kreitner sums up the clef issue pointing out that the two types of clef employed in the 

late Renaissance indicated more or less exact ranges.  Music written in chiavi naturali exists side 

by side with music written in chiavette.  Typically, the music written in chiavette was situated 
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one third or fourth higher than the music in chiavi naturali.  Choirs must have confronted music 

written in both clefs, so the logical explanation is that the music written in chiavette required 

transposition down.  Kreitner believes that composers notated in chiavette clefs in order to avoid 

writing ledger lines. 92  Kreitner exhorts that performers address this issue because nearly two-

thirds of Palestrina‟s music was written in chiavette, not to mention that of Orlando di Lasso, 

Tomás Luis de Victoria, and others. 

 

Renaissance Descriptions 

Renaissance era instructions regarding music are not as precise as those given by modern 

musicians.93  In particular, the pitch at which music was sung appears to be based primarily on 

the disposition of the performers.  Most times throughout the Renaissance, the performers had 

leeway to choose the pitch to start a piece of music; however, as the era evolved, it became more 

and more apparent that difficulties arose from this lack of standardization. 

Hermann Finck notes in his Practica musica (The Practice of Music) that singers should 

always sing in a comfortable range so that the “discantus [soprano] and alto not rise higher than 

they should or that no singer strains his voice.”94  The emphasis on keeping naturalness to the 

singing voice also appears in the Compendium musices of the early sixteenth-century music 

teacher Adrian Petit Coclico of Wittenberg.  Coclico advises his pupils to select a teacher who 

sings beautifully “by natural instinct.”95  Additionally, the Italian physician, philosopher, and 
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musician, Giovanni Maffei suggests that the “first rule [for one] who desires to sing is to avoid 

affectation.”96  

The example of the choir of the Sistine Chapel illustrates Renaissance singers‟ efforts to 

sing in a comfortable range.  Jean Lionnet, in his discussion of the practices at the Papal Chapel, 

details the records of the choir‟s elected secretary, the puntatore.  According to the puntatore, the 

most experienced singers selected the music‟s pitch level.  The most senior singer started the 

piece at whatever pitch level he felt most comfortable.97 

Toward the end of the Renaissance era, musicians attempted to encourage more 

standardized pitch constructs.  Michael Praetorius is one of the earliest writers to attempt to 

codify and define standard pitch practices.  In his Syntagma musica (The Ordering of Music) 

published between 1614 and 1620, Praetorius describes several differing pitch standards.  This 

variety exists because of three reasons.98  The first reason is that pitch level affects timbre, 

particularly that of instruments.  The second reason is that pitch level can create convenience for 

the performers.  For instance, voices and strings sound better at lower pitch ranges, while higher 

pitch standards create easier fingering for certain wind instruments.99  The third reason is an 

economic consideration.   Small organs, which naturally sound at a higher pitch standard, cost 

less than larger instruments.  

 Due to the growing practice of mixing many varieties of instruments and singers together 

for performance, Praetorius felt the need to clarify the developing pitch standards.  He introduces 

the pitch standard Chorton (choir tone), which comes from the efforts to standardize pitch by the 

princely chapels of north Germany.100  Praetorius continues that many musicians would like to 
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raise the level of this pitch standard despite the difficulties it would raise for singers and string 

players.   

To appease these different preferences, Praetorius invokes a distinction between two 

pitch levels made in Prague.  He describes two distinct tuning systems: Chorton (choir pitch) and 

Kammerthon (chamber pitch).  The higher pitch level of the Prague systems is Kammerthon and 

is actually equivalent to the north German Chorton.  Intimate, “chamber” music played in the 

house used the Kammerthon standard because it is the most convenient for instruments.  The 

Prague Chorton, which sits a whole tone lower than Kammerthon, found its place in church 

music because it was more comfortable for singers.101 

Praetorius also attempted to identify pitch in absolute terms.  In particular, he outlines the 

precise dimensions of an octave of organ pipes, labeled Pfeifflin zur Chormass, so that organ 

makers could produce instruments to play in the German Chorton (Prague Kammerthon).  

Twentieth-century scholars Alexander Ellis and P. G. Bunjes attempted to recreate the organ 

pipes Praetorius describes.  Their findings, along with additional theoretical calculations made by 

W. R. Thomas and J .J. K. Rhodes, set the pitch for the German Chorton pipes at approximately 

a‟ = 430 Hz (+/- 5 Hz).   Ephraim Segerman and Herbert Meyers, in summing up these scholars‟ 

research, clarify that this pitch standard is indeed the Prague Kammerthon although Praetorius 

sometimes confuses his description by calling it Chorton.102 

Praetorius also contributes an additional method to achieve this pitch standard.   In 

Syntagma musica, he instructs one to play a sackbut with the slide pulled out the width of two 

fingers order to sound an exact tenor A (a‟).  Modern attempts to replicate this pitch on a sackbut 

reproduction have actually produced the a‟ one semitone lower than the comparable a‟ produced 

by the Pfiefflin reproductions.   

Again, Segerman attempts to clarify this discrepancy between Praetorius‟ descriptions.  

He concludes that although it is possible to ascertain a given pitch based on organ pipe 
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specifications, the evidence from instruments and organs is still conflicting.   Evidence still 

shows that pitch levels varied widely according to region and time period. 

 

 

TACTUS, TEMPO, PROPORTION 

The relationship of Renaissance music with time is another important aspect of 

performance practice.  Renaissance ideas of tempo receive their foundation from the concept of a 

steady recurring pulse, or tactus, at which music travels.  The tactus of a piece, its speed, is also 

dependent on the manner of grouping note values and their relationship to one another.  The two 

most common relationships are the simple proportion, when two smaller notes are equivalent to 

one larger note; and the complex proportion, when three notes of a smaller value are equivalent 

to one larger note or two larger notes.  The relationships inherent in complex proportions, 

sesquialtera and tripla, are often misunderstood. 

In his handbook on choral performance practice, Steven Plank explains the importance of 

proportional relationships in the Renaissance by comparing music to architecture.  Citing 

Salisbury Cathedral as an example, he examines the layers of window groups on the church‟s 

walls.  Each layer, or storey, of the wall has a different number of windows across it.  Plank 

determines that the church‟s builders achieved balance over the immense scale of the walls by 

varying the number of windows in each group between two and three.103 

The juxtaposition of groups of two and three in gothic architecture creates an aesthetic 

balance that is also manifest in music.  The duration of any given musical pitch is divisible into 

equal notes of a smaller time value.   The musical notation system of the Renaissance era 

evolved to illustrate that note values sometimes divide into two equal parts and sometimes divide 

into three equal parts.  Renaissance composers contrasted these different proportional 

relationships for musical effect and interest.   
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Tactus and Tempo 

The tactus is the fundamental aspect of how Renaissance music relates to time.  The 

tactus is the constant pulse at which speed music passes through time.   A particular note value 

receives the assignment of the tactus, thus setting a piece‟s speed, or tempo.  The tactus 

developed in the Renaissance period because the increasing complexity of polyphonic music 

required the synchronization of all the performers playing and singing contrapuntal parts.   To 

coordinate individual musical lines, the steady beat governed the passage of music through time. 

Renaissance music theorists commonly equate the speed of the tactus with the pulse of 

life in a human.  Giovanni Maria Lanfranco wrote in 1533 that the beat is “a particular sign 

formed in imitation of the pulse of a healthy person by means of a rising and a lowering of the 

hand of the person who conducts.”104  The Italian Renaissance music theorist Gioseffo Zarlino 

expresses that this hand gesture for beating the tactus needed to “be regulated in its movement 

with the human pulse.”105  Modern scholars accept these recommendations and  find that a tactus 

roughly equivalent to the natural human pulse results in an approximate duration of one beat per 

second, or MM = 60.   

Additional arguments for equating tactus with one beat per second also appear to reflect 

the natural rhythms of humanity.  J. A. Bank observes that in addition to approximating the beat 

of the human heart, the rate of one pulse per second also correlates roughly to the stride of the 

natural human gait and the “principle percussions of speech patterns” in many languages.106  

Many musicians and musicologists, however, are quick to acknowledge that research has not 

finalized an exact determination of rate of pulse for Renaissance music.  Scholars commonly 
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accept an acceptable range for the tactus tempo that extends from thirty beats per minute to 

eighty beats per minute.107 

One element that informs the speed of the tactus is the mood of the piece of music.  A 

somber, reflective work will likely have a slower tactus than one based on lively dance elements.  

A work‟s polyphonic complexity is another factor.  Intricate counterpoint needs requires a 

performing speed that allows for notes and lines to be clearly articulated and not blurred.  The 

atmosphere of the performance is another influence.  Music sung at a banquet hall during a feast 

will likely have a different tempo or tactus than music sung in a dressing chamber.  The same 

connection relates to church music, music at a small intimate gathering will likely have a 

different tactus than music sung for high mass on Christmas.  The performing forces singing and 

playing music will also determine the speed.  Large ensembles may find that faster tempi make 

keeping the ensemble together more difficult, because instruments such as the brass cannot 

perform with the same facility or speed, as voices, strings, and winds.  A final factor that might 

influence the speed of the tactus is the acoustical performance space.  An exceedingly 

reverberant room would blur the sound of music performed too fast.   

Scholars, both Renaissance and modern, have found that when interpreting these musical 

elements to determine tactus, flexibility becomes inevitable.  In a treatise about plainchant, the 

fifteenth-century writer Conrad von Zabern notes that the speed at which priests chant the service 

depends on the solemnity of the feast.108  Priests should sing music more slowly for somber mass 

liturgies and more quickly at festive and joyous mass celebrations.  Musical performance in the 

Renaissance also follows the association of mood with music speed.   Nicola Vincentino, writing 

in his L’Antica musica (The Ancient Music) notes that, “a composer should confer on [the notes] 

a rate of motion appropriate either to the subject inherent in the words or to other ideas.”109  As a 
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result, musicians perform music relating to joy and happiness at a faster rate than music that is 

more reflective or pious in character. 

Alexander Blachly believes the great Renaissance theorist Johannes Tinctoris sets the 

debate to rest.  In Jeffery Kite-Powell‟s Performer’s Guide to Renaissance Music, Blachly states 

flatly that “it should be self-evident that any single [mensuration] sign used for as large a varied 

repertory of more than a hundred years could not always have been meant to indicate exactly the 

same tempo.”110  Blachly concludes that speed is open to choice, though not a broad one, based 

on affective and practical concerns.  He writes that, “the speed of the beat may be decided by the 

performer according to the perceived needs of each piece, and of each section of the piece.  

Tempo is thus removed from the domain of non-musical, mathematical criteria and restored to 

the domain of performance, where it keeps company with such notions as phrasing, tone color, 

mood, expression, declamation, gesture, and volume.”111 

 

Nature of Mensuration: Note Values, Signs, and Proportion 

Renaissance mensuration is comprised of three elements of musical notation.  The first, 

and most basic, element is the hierarchy of note values.  Different notes values have various 

lengths of duration and are divisible into sub-groups of either two or three smaller, equal note 

values.  The second element is the application of a mensural signature.  Mensural signatures 

specify which note value takes the role of the tactus and the equivalent proportion of larger to 

smaller note values.  The third element is the relationship of different mensurations to one 

another.  When the proportion of larger to smaller note values changes, the relationship between 

note values produces a proportional mensuration. 

The note values of the Renaissance era are similar to those in use today.  The longa is an 

open square with a tail.  The term maximodus describes the division of the longa into the next 

smallest note value, the breve.  The breve appears in notation as an open square.  Modus is the 
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division of the breve into semibreves.  Tempus is the division of the semibreve, notated as an 

open diamond, into minims.  The minim appears as an open diamond with a tail.  Prolatio is the 

division of the minim into semiminims, which appears as a black diamond with a stem.  All of 

the note values consist of either two or three equal notes of the successive smaller value. 

 

 

Table 2: Renaissance Note Values 

Note name (15-16
th

 century)  Musical notation (15-16
th

 century) 

longa  

breve  

semibreve 
  

minim  

semiminim  

 

 

Mensuration signs placed at the beginning of the score indicate both tempus and prolatio.  

These signs appear as either a circle (ö) or a semicircle open to the right (¡).  The circle 

component of the mensuration sign determines the proportional division of the breve, the tempus.  

A full circle (ö) indicates tempus perfectum: the breve divides into three equal semibreves.   A 

semicircle (¡) shows that the breve divides into two equal semibreves, called tempus 

imperfectum.  To indicate prolatio, the mensuration sign contains a dot in center, or is blank in 

the center.   The presence of a dot indicates a triple subdivision of the semibreve, prolatio major, 

while the absence of a dot notates a duple subdivision, prolatio minor.    
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Table 3: Renaissance Mensural Signs 

Mensuration name Symbol Division of note values 

tempus imperfectum  

prolatio minor 
¡ 

breve divided into two  

semibreve divided into two 

tempus perfectum      

prolatio minor 
ö 

breve divided into three  

semibreve divided into two 

tempus imperfectum  

prolatio major 
Ë 

breve divided into two 

semibreve divided into three 

tempus perfectum      

prolatio major 
§ 

breve divided into three 

semibreve divided into three 

 

 

The mensural sign also assigned a particular note value to represent the pulse of the 

music, the tactus.  Typically, the mensuration sign assigns the tactus to the semibreve.  An 

unaltered mensuration sign, for example ¡and ö, has the name integer-valor.  Integer-valor 

became the standard tactus against which various mensurations and proportions were 

measured.112  However, composers also assigned the tactus to the breve, initiating a proportional 

relationship in which the music occurs twice as fast.  To do this, a vertical slash bisects the 

mensuration sign, for example ¢ and ¤.  This practice brought about the modern term alla 

breve.113 

Regardless of which note value the mensuration sign assigned as the tactus, Renaissance 

composers commonly altered the subdivision of the tactus between triple or duple.  When these 

proportional mensuration changes occurred, performers often became confused about the 

appropriate speed of the tactus.  The proportional shift between triple and duple could occur at 

one of two levels and was called either tripla or sesquialtera. 
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The tripla proportion occurs when a single semibreve of integer valor becomes 

equivalent with three semibreves in the new proportion.  The fraction 3/1 expresses this 

relationship; the top number represents the semibreve in the proportional mensuration and the 

bottom number represents the semibreve in integer valor.  In a sesquialtera proportion, one 

semibreve of integer valor, or two minims, consists of three minims in the proportional 

mensuration.  The fraction 3/2 expresses this relationship by comparing the common note value, 

the minim. 

 

 

Table 4. Renaissance Proportions 

Tripla Sesquialtera 

Integer valor Proportion Integer valor Proportion 

          (    )       

 

 

Although the notation of these two ternary proportions is different, there is great 

confusion regarding the practical differences between them.  Gordon Paine points out that a 

variety of seemingly interchangeable signs and figures denote ternary proportional shifts.114  

Paine lists the signs that Praetorius records in Syntagma musica: ¢3, ¤3, ¤3/1, ¢3/2, ¤3/2, or 3.  

Ruth DeFord attempts to clarify scholars‟ confusion.  She concludes that by the sixteenth 

century, composers notated sesquialtera in groups of either three semibreves or minims and 

introduced the proportion with a variety of figures: a mensuration sign followed by 3 or 3/2, by 

the numerals 3 or 3/2 alone, or by black notes with no signs, called coloration.115   When written 
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in semibreves sesquialtera was called “major” or “of tempus,” when written in minims it was 

called “minor” or “of prolation,” and when written in coloration it was called hemiola.116 

She continues to express that in the “classic theory of Tinctoris and Gaffurius, 

proportions are defined as ratios of note values only,” yet, their realization in performance 

requires a relationship with the tactus.117  Therefore, in both types of proportion, tripla and 

sesquialtera, the triple subdivision applies to the prevailing tactus, or pulse.118  As a result, tripla 

and sesquialtera both appear to notate the triple subdivision of the tactus.119 

DeFord cites theorists from the 1520s and 1530s, Pietro Aron, Stephano Vanneo, and 

Giovanni Maria Lanfranco to explain how sesquialtera relates to both note values and tactus.  

When the tactus of the binary mensuration, integer valor, is a semibreve, sesquialtera is “minor,” 

and applies to the minims, as notated in the chart above.  When the tactus is a breve, in ¢ or ¤, 

sesquialtera is “major,” and applies to the semibreves.  According to DeFord, “major” and 

“minor” sesquialtera perform the same function because the three notes that form the metrical 

unit in sesquialtera fill the time of a single tactus. 

One of the Renaissance theorists DeFord cites, Pietro Aron, describes three conditions of 

sesquialtera.  The chart above represents what Aron describes as the correct sesquialtera: ¡or ö

 = 3/2    .  What he calls incorrect sesquialtera is the actually the mathematical definition 

of tripla: ¡or ö  =  3/2 .  A third type Aron suggests is the unusual sesquialtera of 

two tacti: ¡or ö  = 3/2 .  These examples assume that the semibreve remains the 

tactus in integer valor.   

Through the sixteenth century, evidence shows that musicians considered the semibreve 

the standard tactus in both integer valor (¡or ö) and so-called alla breve (¢ or ¤).120  Coming 
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from integer valor (¡or ö), composers most often wrote sesquialtera as minor, following the 

mathematical definition.  In this situation, the group of three minims of the ternary proportion 

would equal one tactus, or the semibreve, of the preceding binary mensuration.  DeFord notes 

that by the middle of the sixteenth century, composers commonly altered the major sesquialtera 

when coming from ¢.  In this situation, three semibreves of the ternary proportion should equal 

one tactus, or one breve, of the preceding binary mensuration.  Instead, the three semibreves of 

the ternary proportion were equivalent with one semibreve of the preceding binary mensuration.   

In this case, the semibreve of the so-called alla breve (¢ or ¤) is the tactus, rather than the breve.  

Despite the confusion of symbols, the function of the ternary relationship remained the same: 

three notes in the space of one tactus.121 

Scholars also speculate that the numerical relationship between the two sides of a 

mensural proportion is not always exact.  As discussed earlier, many factors determine an 

appropriate speed for the tactus.  The sections within musical works frequently differ in mood, 

polyphonic complexity, and textual meaning.  As a result, moderately appropriate tempi in both 

binary and ternary sections often deviate from the mathematical precision of mensural 

proportions. 

Most scholars, though, contend that the tripla and sesquialtera proportions are different 

mathematical relationships that performers need to observe.  It would, perhaps, be authentic for a 

performer to alter the major sesquialtera as DeFord describes when one understands precisely 

what the composer indicated.   Due to the wild discrepancy of notational conventions, if a 

performer knows how composers indicate individual tripla and sesquialtera proportions one can 

better interpret the music.  From this point, performers can add other factors to their 

interpretation, such as the simultaneous proportional shift between all parts, or a simultaneous 

change in the meaning of the text. 
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VOCAL TIMBRE 

Reconstructing a vocal sound from the Renaissance era is an inexact science.  Performers 

generally take two routes to achieve this goal.  The first path is to work backward through the 

historical understanding of the singing voice.  The second course is to attempt to recreate the 

vocal technique as the literature of Renaissance teachers and musicians describes it.  One 

component of vocal tone that scholars debate is the employment of vibrato in vocal production 

by Renaissance singers and modern singers attempting authentic performances of Renaissance 

music. 

 

The Vocal Mechanism 

John Potter has extensively researched the vocal techniques of western styles of singing.  

He believes that musicians have shifted their perspectives on singing several times throughout 

history.  One of the major developments in singing technique came in the nineteenth century 

because of a more complete understanding of human physiology.  Two specific developments in 

vocal production led to the discovery of new concepts of vocal sound.  Singers in the nineteenth 

century began to utilize diaphragmatic breathing and a lower laryngeal position. 

According to Potter, it was Manuel Garcia, a nineteenth-century musician and scientist, 

who made these key observations about singing voices.122  After Garcia witnessed the first 

occasion of a tenor singing a high c” in chest voice, he recognized that singers were singing with 

their larynx in a lower position than those singers of an earlier generation were.  This lowered 

laryngeal position contributes a rich sound to the vocal timbre that is common among modern 

singers.  By lowering the larynx, one can expand their mouth space vertically by lengthening the 

vocal tract that extends between the larynx and the lower teeth.  A lowered larynx also requires 

that one‟s jaw be lowered as well, thereby widening the space in the mouth. 123   The result is an 
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enlarged resonating chamber in the throat and mouth that produces a darker colored sound.  The 

increased space in the vocal tract and mouth increases a singer‟s vocal resonance so that one can 

project his sound in large concert halls and over a full orchestra.  However, because this amount 

of space is larger than what is required for speech, singing in this manner inhibits the tongue‟s 

ability to differentiate vowel sounds and coloration.124  

Another aspect of modern singing, the concept of systemized breathing, also developed in 

the nineteenth century.  Modern singers achieve efficient use of their breath by engaging the 

musculature of the diaphragm, abdomen, and ribcage.  Regulated breath inhalation and 

respiration enforces a steady flow of air through the larynx and vocal tract.  Potter believes that 

this type of breath support was unknown before the nineteenth century.  He supposes that one 

reason for this development was the decline of castrato singers.  Prior to the nineteenth century, 

castrati were the most highly cultivated singers.  However, due to their hormone deficiency, they 

possessed child-sized larynxes, which require a small amount of air pressure to vibrate the vocal 

folds.125  Potter believes that modern breathing technique emerged as castration became 

increasingly distasteful, and the best singers were forced to sing with a greater air pressure in 

order to produce sound through a mature, full-sized larynx. 

These two singing developments create a homogenous timbre across a singer‟s vocal 

range and enable long sustained musical phrases.126  If, as in the Renaissance, these techniques 

are unavailable, it seems that a different impetus would drive vocal production.  Potter speculates 

that by removing these Romantic singing techniques, it is possible to imagine a varied tonal 

palette reflective of everyday speech.127  His conclusion is that speech-like vocal production 

guided Renaissance era singing. 

Because speech-like singing is rooted in the elocution of text, Renaissance singing 

technique would have placed emphasis on the elements of language and the pronunciation of 
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words.  The fundamental parts of words, vowels and consonants, would have informed how 

singers produced tone.128  Lutenist Anthony Rooley describes vowels as horizontal components 

of speech because they extend through time and they bring color to sound.129  He calls 

consonants vertical parts of speech because they disrupt the flow of vowels.  The sounds of 

individual syllables made up of vowels, vowel combinations, and consonants, as well as the 

natural poetic stresses of language would then carry the phrases of music and words.130   

Additionally, scholars note that individual singers pronounce words differently from one 

another based on their own regional accent.  It is almost certain that Renaissance singers‟ accents 

were more widely varied and much different from the accents of modern performers.   Potter 

supposes that a variety of vowel colors, particularly in diphthongs, result from the multitude of 

accents within individual language.  This diversity provides a wide tonal palette for vocal 

production.131 

In order for a singer to base his or her technique on the elements of language, scholars 

believe that Renaissance singing technique was not far from the physiology of speaking.  Singers 

would have sung with their larynx positioned high in the throat and with their jaw narrowly 

closed, and jutting forward.132  These physical traits create a smaller vocal tract and semi-closed 

mouth, resulting in a smaller vocal resonating space.   Vowels would be more clearly discernable 

and provide a colorful spectrum of overtones.133   Rooley concludes that this manner of speech-

like singing would result in an overall softer dynamic level than modern singing and would allow 

the singer to enunciate and express the word intricately and delicately. 
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Renaissance Descriptions of Vocal Production 

Renaissance descriptions of vocal production emerge from the ideal to seek naturalness 

through balanced, sweet, and pleasing sounds.134  Reports describe a well-trained singer as one 

whose voice includes a variety timbres and dynamics throughout his vocal range.  Renaissance 

musicians highly favored this tonal concept to the extent that even instrumentalists attempted to 

replicate the quality of the human voices  

Writings about singing from as early as the fifteenth century are not very common, 

though a few works exist.  The German monk Rutgerus‟ text, De recta, congrua devotaque 

cantione dialogus (A Dialogue of Proper, Fitting, and Devout Song) of 1500 is a dialogue 

discussing the “proper, fitting and devout” characteristics of singing. 135  He places strong 

emphasis on the correct pronunciation of words through clean consonant diction and consistent 

pronunciation of vowels.  He implores singers to be mindful of the word‟s meaning and sing 

with “good breath.”136 

The fifteenth-century Italian, Biagio Rossetti, also wrote extensively about word 

pronunciation in his 1529 treatise Libellus de rudimentis musices (Little Book of the Rudiments 

of Music).  He adds that in order to produce the best sound, a singer needs to avoid singing in his 

nose and keep his mouth from opening too wide.137  Even at this early date, Rossetti recognizes 

the connection between good breathing and good vocal production.  His most emphatic 

exhortation is for a singer to be careful when a breath occurs so that it does not disrupt the vocal 

or textual line.  A singer should not take a breath in the middle of a word.  Instead, he writes, 

breathing should be “moulded to the contour of the melody.”138  Rossetti implores that a singer‟s 

breath needs to be an effortless, even, and steady process. 
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Writers from the later Renaissance reinforce many of the ideas linking singing with text.  

The descriptions of singing by Hermann Finck, Giovanni Maffei, Conrad von Zabern, and others 

support the conclusion that, in the Renaissance, musicians did not fully understand the 

physiology of singing technique.  Vocal production remained closely aligned with speech 

production. 

The German musician, priest, and theologian Conrad von Zabern outlines six 

requirements for good singing in his treatise De modo bene cantandi (The Method of Good 

Singing).  His tenets require physical, musical, and spiritual faculties from a singer.  Conrad 

instructs a singer to sing in the of his or her middle range, in the proper time, with 

discrimination, and with beauty and refinement.  Additionally, he implores that a vocalist should 

sing with one spirit and accord, and with devotion. 139 

Potter believes that the key phrase of Conrad work is “satis ubraniter cantare (to sing 

with proper refinement.)140 The treatise gives no clear description of vocal technique; instead, 

Conrad talks about what he believes a good singing voice should sound like.  He distinguishes 

singing from the act of mere vocalizing, because singing provides a means of sophisticated and 

cultivated performance. 

Conrad aims his recommendations at his fellow priests to encourage them to sing chant in 

a more refined style than the rustic singing of a commoner.  He considers added h‟s on moving 

notes within a melisma and the practice of singing through the nose pedestrian.141  He tells 

singers to pronounce vowels clearly and without distortion.  Letting the voice vibrate is, for 

Conrad, another cause of distortion and strain in the voice.  Singing too loud can also cause vocal 

strain, particularly on high notes, so Conrad suggests that a singer regulate his voice‟s volume 

across the entire vocal range. 
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Conrad‟s recommendations provide performers an idea of how singers in the Renaissance 

era sang and what vocal qualities were preferred.  Inefficient breathing would likely have caused 

aspirant h‟s that he deplores in melismatic passages.  The tendency to strain on high notes is 

another common singing problem associated with weak breath support.  A lack of resonating 

space would also contribute to a singer finding difficulty in singing high notes.  Additionally, a 

singer will sing individual vowels less clearly through a small mouth space. 

Another German musician, Hermann Finck, writes in 1556 that a singing voice should 

produce a variety of colors.  Specifically, he identifies three shades of color that correlate to a 

singer‟s range.142  He encourages singers to have a full sound in the lowest part of their range, a 

moderate sound in the middle section of their range, and a soft sound at the highest portion of 

their range.  This instruction mirrors Conrad‟s preference that the voice should become lighter 

and softer as it ascends to the top of the range. 

Italian writers from the Renaissance era also contribute sophisticated descriptions of 

singing.  For instance, Giovanni Maffei, Ludovico Zucconi, Gioseffo Zarlino, and Nicola 

Vicentino distinguish between two types of vocal production: cappella and camera.143  Cappella 

singing refers to a full-bodied, loud vocalism that a singer would employ in the large space of a 

church and as part of a chorus.  Camera singing was a softer style utilized for secular genres, 

typically madrigals, often sung with one vocalist on each part.144  Potter writes that the two styles 

were distinctive enough that singers would differentiate between them according to the style of 

the music.145  There is even an account of a fifteenth-century Italian singer who could not use his 

“voce di camera” because he had recently sung in church for an extended period.146 

Like Conrad and Finck, the Italians‟ descriptions of singing relate it to speech-like 

oratory.  Giovanni Maffei was a musician, physician, and philosopher who wrote a fictional 
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letter describe singing technique in 1562, Delle lettere del S
or

 Giovanni Camillo Maffei da 

Solofra (Letter on Singing).  In it, he writes that a virtuosic singer produces a soft sound through 

a small mouth opening.147  Ludovico Zacconi, a musician priest, writes in his 1596 treatise, 

Prattica di musica (The Practice of Music), that camera singing is soft and contains parallels 

with skilled oratory.148  He also comments that a singer should change tempo and dynamics at 

will in order to suit the meaning and declamation of the text.  Nicola Vicentino, who spent many 

years at the house of Este in Ferrara, makes clear in his 1555 volume, L’antica musica, that a 

singer must keep the poet in mind and “express the composition [in] diverse ways of singing.”149  

Additionally, Giulio Caccini provides a distinctive name for this type of singing.  When a singer 

allows his tempo to contain elasticity, he sings with sprezzatura, creating the illusion of 

speech.150 

 

Vibrato 

Scholars believe that Renaissance era writers understood the concept of vibrato.  They 

describe vibrato as an affectation of sound rather than a natural tendency of vocal production.  

One of the greatest contrasts in vocal concepts between Renaissance and modern singing is the 

notion that vibrato is not an inherent feature of sound, but is something that could be added 

according to the discretion of the singer.151  Because of this conceptual discrepancy, the decision 

of whether or not to sing with vibrato is one of the primary issues facing modern performance of 

early music. 

In an attempt to explain Renaissance musicians‟ understanding of vibrato, Steven Plank 

compares vocal vibrato with tremulants on an organ.  Italian organists Girolamo Diruta and 
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Constanzo Antegnati suggest that organists add tremulants only in distinctive circumstances, in 

music that is slow and mournful.152  In this capacity, the tremulant is an ornamental addition to 

otherwise austere music.  Renaissance-era singers probably employed vibrato in a similar 

manner. 

Ludovico Zacconi writes that singers should use vibrato sparingly.  “The tremolo should 

be short and beautiful, for if it is long and forceful, it tires and bores.”153  He speaks for most 

Renaissance era writers when he considers vibrato an ornament, something a singer could add 

from time to time for expressive purposes.  These writers believed that the lack of vibrato in the 

voice produced the cleanest texture for polyphonic lines to sound clearly.154  In fact, this type of 

singing continues to influence many modern performances of Renaissance choral music.155   

Scientific explanations of vocal production also contribute to this issue.  Andrea van 

Ramm, a singer who specializes in early music, states flatly that a “so-called natural vibrato does 

not exist.”156  She defines vibrato as the controlled interaction of breathing muscles and throat 

muscles.  Other vocal scientists, including Meredith Bunch and William Vennard contend that 

vibrato occurs naturally in the singing voice.  They write that the physiological vibration of 

muscles in the throat cause vibrato.  These vibrations result from fluctuation in breath pressure, 

which alters pitch.157 

The sound of vibrato appears as the fluctuation of pitch, volume, and intensity of sound.  

Van Ramm contends that the fluctuations vibrato creates are antithetical to Renaissance music.  

She recommends that singers restrict their vibrato through breath control and air support.158  
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Modern voice teachers resist these ideas because they believe that a singer who stops their 

vibrato engages extraneous muscles to control their voice.  George Newton codifies these voice 

teachers‟ argument, writing that vibrato in a modern singer‟s voice results primarily from the low 

placement of the larynx.159  If a singer allows his or her larynx to rest in a median position in the 

throat and then lift the tongue in order to create distinctive vowels, his or her vocal tone will 

become brighter and vibrato will reduce. 

Scholarly opinion about performance of Renaissance music with vibrato remains mixed 

and contentious.  In general, though, it appears that there is an increasing acceptance that a gentle 

vibration of the voice is natural and expressive.  Ellen Hargis comments that modern vocal 

science indicates that vibrato is an intrinsic part of a healthy singing voice.160  In her opinion, the 

only vibrato incompatible with Renaissance singing is one with a wide pitch variation or one that 

a singer alters purposefully.  She encourages singers to experiment with various levels of vibrato 

so that one can employ it as an element of Renaissance style.161 

As discussed earlier, there appears to be a general agreement among Renaissance writers 

that ideal vocal production mimicked speech production.  Therefore, the most important function 

of singing was the pronunciation of words.  Renaissance singing technique placed emphasis on 

clear articulation of consonants and vowels.  To facilitate this goal, Renaissance singers strove to 

have a sweet and pleasing tone without affectation that could result from muscular tightness, 

nasality, or bellowing. 
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MELODIC EMBELLISHMENT AND IMPROVISATION 

 Scholar Bruce Dickey supposes that of all performance practice issues in Renaissance 

music the one “with the most potential to radically affect the sound of the music [as we know it] 

is improvised ornamentation.”162  Rarely employed in modern performance, musicians from the 

Renaissance capably improvised musical material using existing melodic or bass lines as a 

departure point.  Additionally, Renaissance musicians ornamented written lines of music both as 

soloists and as part of an ensemble.   

Most of the Renaissance era manuals instructing ornamentation address solo singers or 

instrumentalists in mind.  Therefore, modern scholars assume that soloists were those who 

primarily performed ornamentation in Renaissance music.  However, two specific documents 

mention that ornamentation occurred as part of ensemble music as well.  Giovanni Maffei and 

Ludovico Zacconi both provide cautions for how to employ ornamentation in an ensemble 

setting. 

Maffei gives advice in his Delle lettere del S
or

 Giovanni Camillo Maffei da Solofra.  He 

writes that ensemble ornamentation should be restricted mostly to cadences and be simpler than 

the ornamentation performed by soloists.  He also recommends that only one voice should 

ornament at a time and that the number of instances be limited to four or five per piece.163  

Zacconi also encourages a small amount of ornaments sparsely spaced across the whole piece.  

To preserve the text, he cautions against ornamenting the opening motive of a polyphonic line.  

To insure that performers do not muddle individual words, he instructs singers to concentrate 

ornaments on longer notes rather than shorter ones.164  Other Renaissance writers say that the top 

or outer voices are the most ideal for ornaments.165  The ornaments, called divisions, are those 
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most suitable for longer notes and therefore most discussed in reference to ensembles.  Shorter 

types of ornaments are called graces.166 

   

Divisions 

 A division in Renaissance music was the practice of filling in the space of long held notes 

with a series of faster moving notes.   The faster moving notes would complement those 

originally notated so that the contour of the melodic line remained intact.  The division would 

also highlight the primary notes of the melodic line by starting on and often ending on them.  

Other names for divisions in the Renaissance era are: passaggi, diminutioni, or gorgia.  This last 

term refers specifically to sung divisions because the gorgia, the throat articulates the divisions.   

 A number of treatises and texts describing methods for divisions exist from the 

Renaissance era.  Two of them appear before 1584: Opera intitulata Fontegara by the Venetian 

Silvestro di Ganassi in 1535, and Tratado de glosas sobre clausulas by the Roman Diego Ortiz 

in 1553; while the majority lies within the forty years from 1584 onwards.  Based on these 

manuscripts‟ publication dates, it seems that the practice of performing divisions erupts in the 

sixteenth century and evolves in style dramatically and rapidly.167  Bernard Thomas is quick to 

caution however, that the explosion of diminution manuals represents an extreme of style rather 

than a norm.  The art of diminution reached its height in terms of complexity and abundance as 

an outgrowth of the mannerist movement, the avant-garde of its time.168 

Nevertheless, singers regularly added ornamentation performances throughout the 

Renaissance era.169  All types of music, from sacred and secular vocal polyphony, to 
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accompanied solo song, to instrumental dance were suitable for diminution.170  Therefore, both 

instrumentalists and singers were knowledgeable in the fundamental principles of composing 

divisions. 

 The primary principle for constructing divisions requires the performer to extrapolate the 

background level of a melodic line.  The background level is a reduction of the composer‟s 

written melody to its most basic structural elements.  This level reduces most of the melodic 

motion to an outline of the line‟s contour expressed in long note values.  Divisions fill in the 

space between these long note values thereby connecting a piece‟s structural points with fast 

moving, scalar figures. 

 Bruce Dickey highlights the rules of Venetian Aurelio Virgiliano as the most useful.171  

Virgiliano‟s 1600 treatise, Il dolcimelo, teaches: 

1. The diminutions should move by step as much as possible. 

2. The notes of the divisions will be alternately “good” (i.e., consonant) and “bad” (i.e., 

dissonant) notes. 

3. All the division notes that lesap must be “good” (i.e., consonant). 

4. The original note must sound at the beginning, in the middle, and at the end of the 

measure, and if it is not convenient to return to the original note in the middle, then at 

least a consonance and never a dissonance must sound. 

5. When the subject goes up, the last note of the division must also go up; the contrary is 

also true. 

6. It makes a nice effect to run to the octave either above or below, when it is 

convenient.172 

As described by these rules, divisions are commonly scalar in nature and revolve around the 

single note that is ornamented.  Divisions must subscribe to the rules of counterpoint by 
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following the structural motion of the melodic line and by allowing dissonant pitches to occur 

only in passing.  Musicians considered consonant leaps and octave displacement of the original 

note as particularly attractive elements of a division, because they offer heightened 

ornamentation without interfering with contrapuntal rules.   

It is perhaps Virgiliano‟s fourth rule that provides the greatest insight into the nature of 

divisions.173  This instruction to return to the original note in the middle and at the end of the 

division not only maintains the fundamental structure of the melodic subject, but it also splits a 

division into a two-part formula.  The first half of a division is essentially a starting figure that 

functions as a departure from the original note and the second half of the division is a finishing 

figure leading back to the same note. 

 An example of this structure is evident in nearly all the division manuals published, in 

varying degrees of complexity.  The common template within these manuals consists of a 

succession of division possibilities for various intervals.  Figure 5, taken from Giovanni 

Bassano‟s work Ricercate/Passaggi et Cadentie, offers an example of a division‟s bipartite 

structure as well as the common method for demonstrating them.  In the each example, the 

division starts on the original note, and returns to it at the halfway point, the ninth pitch of the 

division, and at the very end of the division. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Diminutions from Giovanni Bassano Ricerate/Passagi et Cadentie (1535)
174
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An example of divisions within an actual piece of music appears on a recording by Carlos 

Mena of Tomás Luis de Victoria‟s O quam gloriosum.175  To illustrate how Carlos Mena 

constructed his divisions, Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the opening cantus melodic line as written by 

Victoria, its background structure, and with Mena‟s divisions added. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Tomás Luis de Victoria, O quam gloriosum, opening cantus line
 176

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Victoria, O quam gloriosum, opening cantus line reduced to background 

structure 
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Carlos Mena‟s first division occurs on beat four of the second measure between the first 

two notes of the background line, the g‟ and a‟.  In the fifth measure he adds another division in 

the form of a rising scale between the second and third note of the background line, the a‟ and 

the c”.  A similar rising scale figure occurs in measure seven between the g‟ and the c”.  Finally, 

the cadential motion between the f-sharp‟ and the g‟ contains a division in measure eight. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Victoria, O quam gloriosum, opening cantus line with Carlos Mena's divisions 

 

 

Graces 

Graces are ornamental figures that serve to highlight a single pitch.  Performers included 

these shorter and less florid ornaments at places unsuitable for divisions, typically at the 

beginning of a phrase or at a moment of strong affect.177  Graces provide a flourish by repeating 

a single pitch or by fluctuating between an original pitch and a neighboring pitch.  Renaissance 

era musicians codified graces into stock ornaments, and performed them individually or in 

combination.  In modern terms, graces consist of mordents, turns, appoggiaturas, trills, and 

vibrato (tremolo).  The instructional manuals that detail divisions also discuss a variety of graces, 
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suggesting they were common throughout the Renaissance era and across all regions of 

Europe.178   

The tremolo and trillo are closely related graces, and describe any kind of fluctuation of 

pitch.  Ludovico Zacconi describes the tremolo as a “trembling voice” that is “short and 

beautiful” and is controlled in the throat.179  Others define the vocal tremolo as a rhythmic 

fluctuation of a single note.  Francesco Rognoni in his Selva de varii passaggi notates two 

distinct rhythmic values for tremolo that imitate the tremolo stop on an Italian organ (Figure 9).  

Modern scholars equate these types of modulation with vibrato.  The trillo is similar to the 

tremolo but is a rapid “beating” of the throat similar to the articulation of a division.  Musicians 

performed the faster trillo during quick passages and the slower moving tremolo in slower used 

in slower music.180 

 

 

 

Figure 5: The tremolo due modi from Francesco Rognoni (1620)
181

 

   

 

 The groppo is a cadential figure that highlights a cadence‟s finality.  A two- note trill 

fluctuation precedes a four-note turn, which leads into the final cadence pitch.  Giovanni Luca 

Conforto distinguishes two types of groppi in his 1593 treatise Breve et facile maniera: the 
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groppo di sopra and the groppo di sotto.182  Additionally, it was common to use groppi as 

terminating features of trilli. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: The groppi, and trilli with groppi from Giovanni Conforto (1593)
183

 

  

 

 The accento ornaments ascending intervals or descending seconds.  In an ascending 

interval, the accento is essentially a short passing note that precedes the second pitch of the 

interval.  For a descending step, the accento is an escape tone that steps up from the initial pitch 

and leaps down a third to the second pitch of the interval.  Zacconi describes the accento as 

“lazy” which, contradictorily, seems to mean an unaccented passing figure.184  Through the end 

of the sixteenth century, the descending version of the accento becomes more popular and even 

more highly ornamented.185  Figure 11 provides examples of accenti taken from Ludovico 

Zacconi‟s 1592 Prattica di musica and Girolamo Diruta‟s 1593 Il transilvano. 
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Figure 7: Accenti from Zacconi (1592) and Diruta (1593)
186

 

  

  

Like divisions, graces increased in complexity throughout the sixteenth century and 

evolved into highly intricate, virtuosic figures.  Musicians developed a certain vocabulary of 

motifs that they could employ in specific musical situations.187  The repetition and codification 

of these ornaments naturally lead to their development into elaborate musical flourishes.  

Additionally, the character and meaning of ornaments developed from simple musical highlights 

into expressive devices. 

Divisions and graces eventually became dramatic and rhetorical statements within a piece 

of music.  The ability to improvise divisions and graces was highly regarded in Renaissance 

singers and instrumentalist because it represented the highest ability one could achieve in 

musical performance.  Luigi Zenobi, a singer and cornettist at the court in Ferrara, speaks of the 

soprano as the “perfect musician.”188  For it is the best soprano who contains the greatest vocal 

and improvisation skill to elevate the musical art to a projection of affection and grace.189 

 It is this concept of grace that Baldassare Castiglione espouses in his famous Book of the 

Courtier.  Castiglione believes that human actions should be devoid of affectation and instead 
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possess sprezzatura – a seeming effortlessness in the manner one achieves great things.190  

Musical ornamentation is simply an extension of the musicians‟ efforts to elevate music to its 

highest potential.  The attempt to perform ornamentation as a natural manifestation of music 

girds the Renaissance era‟s overall ethos of naturalness. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 MUSICAL BACKGROUND – O MAGNUM MYSTERIUM, O QUAM GLORIOSUM, O VOS 

OMNES AND OFFICIUM DEFUNCTORUM 

  

 

Background of Motets 

The motets O magnum mysterium, O quam gloriosum, and O vos omnes, were all a part 

of Tomás Luis de Victoria‟s first published collection.  The famous Venetian printing family, 

Gardano, published his Motecta quae partim quaternis, partim quinis, alia senis, alia octonis 

vocibus concinentur (Motets in 4, 5, 6, and 8 parts) in 1572.  The volume contains thirty-three 

motets whose popularity was strong enough to warrant five reprints of the volume over the next 

thirty years.  It is widely agreed that Victoria‟s posthumous reputation rests on the poignancy of 

expression in his motets.  Robert Stevenson posits, “Since his fame…rests so largely on his 

motets, this one imprint may be described as the bedrock on which his reputation is founded.”191 

At the time of the motets‟ publication, Victoria was twenty-four years old and teaching at 

the Collegio Germanico in Rome, where he himself had attended.  Additionally, he was in the 

middle of a long tenure as organist, singer, and chapel master at the church of Santa Maria de 

Monserrato, a national church of Spain situated in Rome, and the final resting place of two 

Spanish popes.  Victoria dedicated his first volume to the cardinal-archbishop of Augsburg, Otto 

von Truchsess von Waldburg.  Cardinal Truchsess was a primary benefactor of the Collegio 

Germanico and became one of Victoria‟s earliest and most important supporters and protectors. 

In the dedication, Victoria writes a stirring declaration of gratitude for the Cardinal‟s 

protection and patronage, “From the moment of Your taking me under your protection You have 

omitted absolutely nothing that would conduce to my development and enlargement.”192  

Victoria particularly highlights the Cardinal‟s devotion to religious music and his promulgation 
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of the church.  Because the Cardinal made it possible for Victoria to practice music, he offers 

him the “first fruits of his labor.”193 

 

Brief Analysis: O magnum mysterium 

Victoria designated the motet O magnum mysterium for the Feast of the Circumcision in 

his 1572 collection Motecta quae partim quaternis, partim quinis, alia senis, alia octonis vocibus 

concinentur.194  However, the liturgical occasion for the text given by the 1938 Tournai edition 

of the Liber usualis is the Feast of the Nativity.195  Presently, O magnum mysterium receives 

frequent performances during the Advent and Christmas seasons both liturgically and non-

liturgically. 

The text highlights two elements of mystery and wonder surrounding Christ‟s birth.  The 

first part recalls a passage from the first chapter of Luke that focuses on the juxtaposition of the 

image of Christ as the heir to King David and the Son of the Most High with his place of birth 

among animals and shepherds in a manger.196  Ron Jeffers believes these lines not only represent 

the awe and wonder of imagining the scene of Christ‟s birth but also fulfill God‟s promises to 

exalt and honor the humble and meek of the earth.197  The second part of the text illuminates the 

mystery of Christ‟s birth from the womb of a Virgin.  A third section simply exalts with the 

praise of “Alleluia.” 
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Table 5: Translation and sections, O magnum mysterium
198

 

O magnum mysterium 

Section One (A) Section Two (B) Section Three (C) 

O magnum mysterium et 

admirabile sacramentum, ut 

animalia viderent Dominum 

natum, jacentem in praesepio:  

O Beata Virgo, cujus viscera 

meruerunt portare Dominum 

Jesum Christum.   

Alleluia. 

O great mystery and 
wonderful sacrament, that 
animals should see the Lord‟s 
birth, lying in a manger: 

Blessed Virgin, whose womb 
was deemed worthy to bear 
the Lord Jesus Christ.   

Alleluia. 

 

 

The work is set in the Hypoaeolian mode on D, with a b-flat in the sign at the opening of 

the piece.199  The cantus voice, which opens the work, begins on a‟, leaps down to d‟, and returns 

to a‟.  The altus voice imitates this figure at the fifth: d‟ – g‟ – d‟, followed by the tenor: a – d – 

a, and the bassus: d – G – d.   

The first section of the motet, as outlined by the text, describes the first mystery of the 

text through the words “jacentem in praesepio.”  This A section is set in imitative polyphony and 

delineated by a strong perfect authentic cadence on G, the fourth scale degree.  Marked by 

contrary motion expanding from a sixth on the penultimate chord to an octave on the final chord, 

the cantus approaches the final tone from a raised preparatory leading tone while the tenor steps 

down to the G.  The bass drops a fifth to the G and the altus sings a raised third on the final 

chord.  The mensuration sign ¢ defines the metrical organization of the A and B sections 

dividing the breves and semibreves in duple and assigning the tactus to the breve. 

The second section of the work celebrates the second mystery of the text: the Virgin 

birth.  The delineation between the A and B sections stems from the strong closing cadence of 

the A section and the contrast of all voice parts singing simultaneously in the B section.  The 
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parts continue in homorhythm until a brief moment of polyphony sets up this section‟s closing 

cadence, again on G.  The mensuration remains the same as at the beginning. 

The third section, C, is an extended expression of the word Alleluia.  The delineation 

between the B section and the C section also results from a strong authentic cadence that closes 

the B section.  Additionally, Victoria changes the mensural sign to contrast the joyfulness of the 

word Alleluia with the solemnity of the motet‟s preceding text.  Here the breve is divided into 

three semibreves with the sign ¤3/2.  Because scholars believe that Victoria oversaw the 

publication of this motet, they believe it is clear that he intends sesquialtera proportion, or three 

semibreves of the proportion in the space of two semibreves of the preceding section.200   

The ternary proportion, ¤3/2, reverts to the original mensuration, ¢, for the final flourish 

of the motet.  Building up to the closing cadence Victoria returns the four voices to imitative 

polyphony elongating the word Alleluia through descending scales.  The final cadence is a 

perfect authentic cadence on G approached by the raised leading tone in the cantus and against 

contrary motion down to the raised third and fifth in the altus and tenor. The bassus drops a fifth 

to G. 

 

Brief Analysis: O quam gloriosum 

The motet O quam gloriosum is an antiphon for the second Vespers on the Feast of All 

Saints.  It is the antiphon  to the Magnificat that closes the office.201  Despite the somber nature 

of the feast, this text of O quam gloriosum is a triumphant account from the book of Revelation 

celebrating the saints‟ glory in the Kingdom of God.  The text is set in two large sections that 

break in half to create four small sections. 
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Table 6: Translation and sections, O quam gloriosum
202

 

O quam gloriosum 

Section One (A) Section Two (B) Section Three (C) Section Four (D) 

O quam gloriosum est 

regnum  
in quo cum Christo 

gaudent omnes Sancti!   
Amicti stolis albis, sequuntur Agnum 

quocumque ierit. 

O how glorious is the 
kingdom, 

where all the Saints 
rejoice with Christ!   

Dressed in white 
robes, 

they follow the Lamb 
wheresoever he goes.   

 

 

The motet is in the Aeolian Mode on C.  The opening of the motet, Section A, begins 

with a unique tonal shift and elongated rising figure indicating the expanse of heaven.  The 

cantus, altus, and tenor parts begin the motet by spelling the interval of an open fifth based on g: 

g – d‟ – g‟ respectively.  The next harmony, when the bassus enters, spells the pitches of the 

chord based on c: c – c‟ – e‟ – g‟ from bassus to cantus.  The following chord is based on the 

fourth scale degree, f: f – c‟ – f „– a‟ from basses to cantus.   These three chords move in 

following the rhythmic motion of the breve.  Next, the four voices move in a faster rhythmic 

motion based on semibreves and minims, though they continue to move simultaneously.  The 

next chord is built on the second scale degree, d, followed by a chord built on f and then a chord 

built on b in first inversion.  The cadential chord on this opening passage is based on c.  After 

this point, the motet‟s tonality stays firmly in Aeolian C with strong sectional cadences on c and 

g. 
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Figure 8: Opening Chord Progression, O quam gloriosum 

 

 

After the short homorhythmic opening sequence, the motet shifts into independent equal-

voiced imitative polyphony, in the second section, Section B.  A strong authentic cadence on c 

with a drop of a fifth in the bassus delineates this shift.  Without hesitation, the voices 

immediately begin rigorous counterpoint at the words in quo.  Short phrases are imitated across 

all voices in regular intervals at the fourth and fifth.  Long melismas highlight descriptive words, 

such as the rising scales on the word gaudent.  The sudden continuation of the motet after each 

cadence gives the work a relentless sense of motion. 

A second cadence point separates the second section with a third, Section C.  A drop of a 

fifth in the bassus marks another strong cadence that acts as a demarcation.  The third section 

contrasts the earlier counterpoint with homorhythmic motion and a dance-like rhythmic figure of 

a dotted minim and semiminim for the words Amicti stolis albis.   An authentic cadence on G 

with a drop of a fifth in the bassus and contrary motion from a sixth to an octave (with a raised 

leading tone) between the cantus and tenor closes this section.  

Again, Victoria delineates sections with imitative counterpoint.  For the fourth section, 

Section D, each voice sings a long descending scale over the words sequuntur Agnum.  The 

imitation continues for the last phrase before the final cadence authentic cadence on G.  This last 

cadence is identical to the cadence closing section three.  The bassus drops a fifth while contrary 

motion between the raised seventh scale degree of the cantus and the second scale degree of the 

tenor expands a sixth to an octave between them. 
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Brief Analysis: O vos omnes 

The motet O vos omnes, composed in 1572, is a different setting than the one included in 

Victoria‟s 1585 collection of music for Holy Week Officium Hebdomadae Sanctae.  This motet 

is included along with the O magnum mysterium in Victoria‟s first book of published motets, 

Motecta quae partim quaternis, partim quinis, alia senis, alia octonis vocibus concinentur.  The 

1572 setting includes the inscription Feria Sexta in Parasceve (Good Friday) implying that it was 

sung on Good Friday.  This text also functions liturgically as a Responsory to the fifth lesson 

during the second Nocturne for Matins on Holy Saturday.203  The extremely mournful text comes 

from the book of Lamentations as Jeremiah is lamenting the Babylonian captivity of Jerusalem 

under King Nebuchadnezzar.204   

 

 

Table 7: Translation and sections, O vos omnes
205

  

O vos omnes 

Response Section Verse Section Response  Section 

Part One Part Two  Part Two 

O vos omnes qui 

transitis per viam, 

attendite et videte, 

si est dolor similis 

sicut dolor meus 
Attendite universi 

populi, et videte 

dolorum meum. 

Si est dolor similies 

sicut dolor meus 

O all you who pass by, 
behold and see 

if there is any sorrow, 
like unto my sorrow. 

Behold all you people, 
and see my sorrow 

if there is any sorrow 
like unto my sorrow. 

 

 

The form of this motet follows the form of Responsory V for Matins on Holy Saturday.  

A Responsory consists of a response and a verse.   Responsory V begins with the response, 

which is also divided into two parts.  Part One of the response contains the text from the 
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beginning words, O vos omnes to the words, attendite et videte.  Part Two of the response 

contains the text si est dolor similis, sicut dolor meus.  The verse section of Responsory V 

contains the text Attendite universi populi.  Following the verse, Part Two of the response is 

repeated: si est dolor similis, sicut dolor meus 

The work is set in the Hypodorian mode on D.  The major cadences occur on the fifth 

scale degree a, and on the final, d.  Part One of the response portion of the motet begins with a 

rising imitative figure.  The tenor begins the motet with d‟ – f‟ – e‟ motion that the other voices 

imitate.  The altus enters next on d‟ – a‟ – f‟, followed in tandem by the bassus: d – a – b-flat, 

and cantus: a‟ – c-sharp” – d”.  Victoria employs imitative counterpoint, such as this, to 

introduce new lines of text throughout the motet.  The words attendite et videte emerge 

dramatically, as a rising fifth in the tenor and bassus leads to a chromatic sigh motive on the 

word videte.   

Part Two of the response contains perhaps the most heart-wrenching music of the motet, 

expressed through two types of melodic sighing.  In the first sigh motive, the altus and tenor sing 

a dotted-note figure over a downward moving scale.  All the parts sing the second sigh motive as 

part of their melody.   A repeated single note steps up and then back down one step.  Sometimes 

this step becomes a half step, increasing the harmonic tension.   

The verse portion of this Responsory begins with a reiteration of the declamation 

attendite.  The top voices initiate this exclamation of attendite which occurs at a higher pitch 

level than the previous attendite et videte.  The extended text following attendite et videte that 

occurs in the Verse is built of overlapping melodic motives that descend stepwise after an initial 

leap.   Victoria then repeats Part Two of the response exactly, just as the form of the Responsory 

prescribes. 

 

Background of Officium defunctorum 

Upon returning to Spain from Rome in 1583, Victoria was highly respected and very well 

connected.  The Spanish king Phillip II appointed him to serve as the personal chapel master to 

the king‟s sister, the Dowager Empress Maria.  Maria was the daughter of the late Holy Roman 
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Emperor Charles V, wife of the late Holy Roman Emperor Maximilian II, and mother of the 

future Holy Roman Emperors Rudolph II and Matthias. After her husband‟s death in 1576, Maria 

retired to Madrid at the Royal Convent of the Barefoot Nuns.  This abbey was particularly lavish 

and maintained a reputation for exceptional musical and artistic activity.  A cohort of priests and 

a boys‟ choir attended the abbey for its mass celebrations. 

Victoria‟s service to the Dowager Empress brought many advantages.  He was personally 

associated with a highly cultivated royal lineage, lived in luxury at the royal convent, and resided 

in the proximity of the cultural and cosmopolitan capital of the kingdom.  Victoria clearly 

enjoyed the freedom and benefits of his position because he never left for any of the major 

Spanish cathedrals that sought his services. 

It is also evident that Victoria felt great affection and indebtedness toward the Dowager 

Empress Maria.  Upon her death, Victoria composed what scholars consider his greatest work, 

the Officium defunctorum.206  Maria died in February 1603 and it is likely that Victoria 

composed his setting of the Requiem Mass for a great service in her memory at the Jesuit 

Cathedral of Saints Peter and Paul in Madrid in April.  There was a funeral service for Maria in 

early March immediately following her death, but it is unlikely that the Officium defunctorum 

was performed.  Thorough accounts of the vigil make no mention of Victoria or his music.207 

The Officium defunctorum was published in Madrid in 1605.  Victoria dedicated the work 

to Maria‟s daughter, Princess Margaret, and bestowed kind words toward the late Dowager 

Empress in the dedication.  He calls the work a swan song for Maria, a mournful cry over her 

death.  He also praises the whole house of Charles V for their support of music. 

 

Brief Analysis: Officium defunctorum 

Victoria revolves his polyphonic setting of the Latin Requiem Mass around the traditional 

plainchants.  He inserts sections of plainchant, intoned as they would be liturgically, in between 
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sections of six-voice polyphonic choral writing.  Additionally, the polyphonic sections embellish 

a cantus firmus chant line sung in long held notes.  For most of the work, the second cantus part 

sings both types of chant lines.  In the Offertorium movement though, the altus sings the chant 

lines. 

The Officium defunctorum consists of ten sections.  In addition to setting standard 

sections of the Requiem Mass, Victoria adds three additional pieces.  He appends a Responsory, 

Libera me, a motet Versa est in luctum, and a lesson from the Matins of the Office of the Dead, 

Taedet animam meam.  Both the Versa est in luctum and Taedet animam meam take their texts 

from the book of Job.  These supplements add to the mournful and memorial nature of the work. 

Victoria opens his work with the Taedet animam meam lesson, which occurs liturgically 

during the Matins office that precedes the Requiem proper.  The liturgical portions of the 

Requiem Mass follow, though Victoria‟s does not set the complete liturgical structure.  He only 

includes the Introitus (Introit), Kyrie (Lord, have mercy), Graduale (Gradual), Offertorium 

(Offertory), Sanctus and Benedictus (Holy, holy, holy and Blessed is he), Agnus Dei (Lamb of 

God), and Communio (Communion).  Missing from his setting are portions of the service that are 

proper to the Requiem yet commonly set musically, the Tractus (Tract) with the text Absolve, 

Domine, the Dies Irae Sequentia (Sequence), and the Antiphon (Antiphon) In paradisum.  

Victoria does add the motet Versa est in luctum following the Communio as well as the 

Responsory Hymn Libera me as a finish to the work. 

The text for both the Taedet animam meam and the Versa est in luctum comes from the 

book of Job.  These chosen verses add a description of loathing of life and hopelessness that 

deliverance will never come.  On the other hand, the Requiem Mass compiles its text from a 

variety of sources.  The Kyrie, Sanctus and Benedictus, and Agnus Dei are part of the regular 

Mass ordinary that are fitting for the celebration of death.  The Kyrie and Agnus Dei are prayers 

petitioning for mercy.  The Sanctus and Benedictus are both exclamation of praise for God‟s 

redemption.  The former said to come from the seraphim in the book of Revelation and the latter 

is a verse from the Psalms.    The remaining liturgical sections are Propers of the Mass that are 

specific to the Requiem Mass.  These texts offer mournful petitions as in the Introitus, Graduale 

and Communio.  The text of the Offertorium begins as a prayer for the deceased but changes 

dramatically into an image of hope and light as the archangel Michael reminds of God‟s 
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covenant to protect the seed of Abraham.  The Responsorium, while non-liturgical, accompanies 

the burial service while the coffin receives sprinkles of holy water.  It borrows texts of anger and 

fear toward death from the Sequentia and the Introitus portions of the liturgy. 

 

 

Table 8: Translation and Sections 

Officium defunctorum 

Taedet animam meam 

Homorhythm 

Taedet animam meam vitae meae dimittam adversum me eloquium meum,loquar in amaritudine 

animae meae.  Dicam Deo: Noli me condemnare:indica mihi cur me ita iudices.  Numquid 

bonum tibi videtur,si calumnieris et opprimas me, opus manuum tuarum, et consilium impiorum 

adiuves?  Numquid oculi carnei tibi sunt: aut sicut videt homo, et tu vides?  Numquid sicut dies 

hominis dies tui,et anni tui sicut humana sunt tempora, ut quaeris iniquitatem meam, et 

peccatum meum scruteris?  Et scias quia nihil impium fecerim, cum sit nemo qui de manu tua 

possit eruere 

I loathe my own life; I will give full vent to my complaint; I will speak in the bitterness of my 
soul.  “I will say to God, „Do not condemn me; Let me know why You contend with me.  Is it 
right for You indeed to oppress, To reject the labor of Your hands, And to look favorably on the 
schemes of the wicked?  Have You eyes of flesh?  Or do You see as a man sees?  Are Your days 
as the days of a mortal, Or Your years as man‟s years, That You should seek for my guilt And 
search after my sin?  According to Your knowledge I am indeed not guilty, Yet there is no 
deliverance from Your hand. 

Introitus 

Section One (A) Section Two (B) Section Three (A) 

Plainchant Polyphony Plainchant Polyphony Plainchant 
Polyphon
y 

Requiem 

aeternam  

dona eis, 

Domine, et 

lux 

perpetua 

luceat eis.   

Te decet 

hymnus, 

Deus, in 

Sion,  

et tibi reddetur votum 

in Jerusalem.  Exaudi 

orationem meam, ad te 

omnis care veniet.   

Requiem 

aeternam  

dona eis, 

Domine, 

et lux 

perpetua 

luceat 

eis. 

Grant them eternal rest, 
Lord, and let perpetual 
light shine on them.   

You are praised, God, in Zion, and 
homage will be paid to You in 
Jerusalem.  Hear my prayer, to You 

Grant them eternal rest, Lord, 
and let perpetual light shine 
on them. 
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Table 8: Translation and Sections 

Officium defunctorum 

all flesh will come. 

Kyrie 

Section One (A) Section Two (B) Section Three (A) 

Polyphony Polyphony Polyphony 

Kyrie eleison,  Christe eleison,   Kyrie eleison. 

Lord have mercy, Christ have mercy, Lord have mercy. 

Graduale 

Section One (A) Section Two (B) 

Plainchant Polyphony Plainchant 
Polyphon
y 

Requiem 

aeternam  

dona eis, Domine, et lux perpetua 

luceat eis.   
In memoria aeterna  

erit 

iustus. 

Grant them eternal rest, Lord, and let perpetual light shine 
on them.   

The just will be remembered 
forever, he will not fear those who 
hear evil. 

Offertorium 

Section One (A) Section Two (A’) 

Plainchant Polyphony Plainchant Polyphony 

Domine 

Jesu 

Christe, 

Rex 

gloriae, et 

semini 

ejus.   

libera animas omnium fidelium 

defunctorum de poenis inferni et 

de profundo lacu.  Libera eas de 

ore leonis, ne absorbeat eas 

tartarus, ne cadant in obscurum.  

Sed signifer sanctus Michael 

repraesentet eas in lucem 

sanctam.  Quam olim Abrahae 

promisisti 

Hostias et preces tibi, 

Domine, laudis 

offerimus.  Tu sucipe 

pro animabus illis, 

quaram hodie 

memoriam facimus.  Fac 

eas, Domine, de morte 

transire ad vitam,   

Quam olim 

Abrahae 

promisisti et 

semini ejus 

Lord Jesus Christ, King of glory, liberate the 
souls of the faithful, departed from the pains of 
hell and from the bottomless pit.  Deliver them 
from the lion's mouth, lest hell swallow them up, 
lest they fall into darkness.  Let the standard-
bearer, holy Michael, bring them into holy light.  
Which was promised to Abraham and his 
descendants.   

Sacrifices and prayers of praise, Lord, we 
offer to You.  Receive them in behalf of those 
souls we commemorate today.  And let them, 
Lord, pass from death to life, which was 
promised to Abraham and his descendants. 
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Table 8: Translation and Sections 

Officium defunctorum 

Sanctus and Benedictus 

Section One (A) Section Two (B) Section Three (C) 

Plainchant Polyphony Plainchant Polyphony Plainchant Polyphony 

Sanctus,  sanctus, 

sanctus, 

Dominus Deus 

Sabaoth.   

Pleni sunt  coeli et terra 

gloria tua.  

Hosanna in 

excelsis.   

Benedictus  qui venit in 

nomine 

Domini.  

Hosanna in 

excelsis. 

Holy, holy, holy Lord God of 
Hosts.   

Heaven and earth are full of 
your glory.  Hosanna in the 
highest.   

Blessed is He who comes in 
the name of the Lord.  
Hosanna in the highest. 

Agnus Dei 

Section One (A) Section Two (B) Section Three (C) 

Plainchant Polyphony Plainchant Plainchant Polyphony 

Agnus Dei  qui tollis 

peccata mundi, 

dona eis 

requiem. 

Agnus Dei qui tollis peccata 

mundi, dona eis requiem 

.   

Agnus Dei  qui tollis 

peccata mundi, 

dona eis 

requiem 

sempiternam. 

Lamb of God who takes away 
the sins of the world, grant 
them rest.   

Lamb of God who takes away 
the sin of the world, grant 
them rest.   

Lamb of God who takes away 
the sin of the world, grant 
them eternal rest.   

Communio 

Section One (A) Section Two (B) 

Plainchant Polyphony Plainchant Polyphony 

Lux aeterna  luceat eis, Domine, 

cum sanctis tuis in 

aeternum, quia pius es.   

Requiem aeternum 

dona eis, Domine,  

et Lux perpetua luceat eis, 

cum Sanctus tuis in 

aeternum, 

quia pius es.  Requiescat in 

pace. 

Let eternal light shine on them, Lord, as 
with Your saints in eternity, because 
You are merciful.   

Grant them eternal rest, Lord, and let perpetual light 
shine on them, as with Your saints in eternity, 
because You are merciful.  Let them rest in peace. 

Versa est in luctum 
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Table 8: Translation and Sections 

Officium defunctorum 

Polyphony 

Versa est in luctum cithara mea, et organum meum in vocem flentium.  Parce mihi, Domine, 

nihil enim sunt dies mei. 

My harp is turned to morning and my music into the voice of those that weep.  Spare me, Lord, 
for my days are nothing. 

Responsorium 

Section One (A) Section Two (B) Section Three (C) Section Four (D) 

Polyphony Plainchant Polyphony Plainchant Polyphony Plainchant 
Polyphon
y 

Libera me, 

Domine,  

de morte 

aeterna, in 

die illa 

tremenda  

quando 

coeli 

movendi 

sunt et 

terra, 

dum veneris 

judicare 

saeculum 

per ignem.   

Tremens 

factus sum 

ego, et 

timeo dum 

discussio 

venerit, 

atque 

ventura 

ira 

Quando 

coeli 

movendi 

sunt et 

terra.   

Dies illa, 

dies irae, 

calamitati

s et 

miseriae, 

dies 

magna et 

amara 

valde.   

Deliver me, O 
Lord,  

from eternal death in 
that dreadful day, when 
the heavens and the 
earth shall be moved, 

when Thou shalt come to 
judge the world by fire.  
Fear and trembling lay 
hold on me 

when I consider the 
wrath to come, when 
the heavens and the 
earth shall be moved.  
O that day, the day of 
wrath, of calamity and 
misery, that great and 
bitter day, 

Responsorium (continued) 

Section Five (E) Section Six (A) Section Seven (B) Section Eight (C’) 

Plainchant Polyphony Polyphony Plainchant Polyphony Plainchant Polyphony 

dum 

veneris 

judicare 

saeculum 

per ignem.   

Requiem 

aeternam, 

dona eis 

Domine, 

et lux 

perpetua 

luceat eis. 

Libera me, 

Domine,  

de morte 

aeterna, in 

die illa 

tremenda  

quando 

coeli 

movendi 

sunt et 

terra, 

dum 

veneris 

judicare 

saeculum 

per ignem.   

Kyrie 

eleison 

when Thou shalt come Deliver me, O from eternal death in when Thou  
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Table 8: Translation and Sections 

Officium defunctorum 

to judge the world by 
fire.  Grant them eternal 
rest, Lord, and let 
perpetual light shine 
upon them. 

Lord, that dreadful day, when 
the heavens and the 
earth shall be moved, 

shalt come 
to judge the 
world by 
fire.   

 

 

Victoria sets the lesson for Matins, Taedet animam meam, in a simple homorhythmic 

style.  He achieves a beautiful speech-like recitation of the text in a number of ways.  The 

individual lines of text are set individually and separated by pauses.  The musical lines are 

strictly syllabic and occasional agogic stress and short melisma-like passages highlight specific 

word stress.  With a mensural sign of ¢, the words flow at a regular chant-like pace with of about 

two syllables per breve or tactus.    

As Victoria begins the Requiem Mass movements, he incorporates several musical 

devices to unify the work as a whole.  As mentioned before, the work revolves around the 

plainchants of the Requiem Mass, which the choir intones homophonically, and which comprise 

the cantus firmus in each polyphonic movement.  The intoned plainchants also serve to provide 

divisions in the structure by signally the beginning of a new movement or introducing a new 

section within a movement.   Additionally, the work revolves around a central mode, Aeolian 

based on F.  The first two movements, Introitus and Kyrie are in this mode.  The next two, the 

Graduale and Offertorium are a step and third  lower, based on E and D, respectively.  The 

Sanctus is related by fifth at A, and the Benedictus steps down to D and stays at that level 

through the Agnus Dei, Communio, Versa est in luctum and Responsorium to the end of the 

work. 

Similar melodic motives unify the Officium defunctorum.  For instance, at the opening of 

the polyphony at the word dona in the Introitus, an ascending stepwise four-note scale rises to a 

peak and then descends.   This figure is also prominent in the Kyrie and the Agnus Dei although 

with a slight variation.  Another melodic pattern that appears in several places in the work is 
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another four note melodic pattern.  In both the Introitus and the Agnus Dei movements, the 

words of petition, dona…, appear in two sequential downward leaps, the second starting at a 

higher pitch. 

The cadences in the work serve two functions.  They elide into the next phrase of music 

or signify a separation point between two movements or sections within movements.  The 

predominance of elided cadences coupled with the sustained cantus firmus chant line results in a 

continually unfolding texture.  Therefore, when strong cadences interrupt this seemingly endless 

expanse of polyphony, they provide clear sectional separation.  These separations happen 

between the movements, but also within them segmenting specific lines of text. 

 These strong cadences and the plainchant insertions divide the Requiem Mass into 

smaller parts.  The first movement of the mass portion, the Introitus, breaks down into three 

distinct sections.  Each section begins with a plainchant line, followed by polyphony.   As shown 

in Table 8, Sections One and Three of the Introitus are musically and textually identical, 

buffeting the middle section.  The Kyrie follows a similar alignment, with the identical settings 

of the text Kyrie eleison, surrounding the middle portion, Christe eleison.  Unlike the Introitus, 

however, the Kyrie consists entirely of polyphony without plainchant introductions. 

 The Graduale movement returns to the structure of plainchant followed by polyphony.  

The musical material of the two polyphonic sections is similar because the polyphony of Section 

is a repetition of the second half of the polyphony in Section One at the words, quam olim 

Abrahae.  The Sanctus and Benedictus need to be considered as one movement due to their 

shared refrain, hosanna in excelsis.  Interestingly, though, Victoria does not treat the repetition of 

this line in a manner similar to the repeated text in the Graduale.  Instead, he divides the 

movement into three sections that begin with a very brief, one or two word, plainchant incipit 

before breaking into polyphony. 

 The Agnus Dei also breaks into three musical sections due to its three-part textual 

structure.  Victoria divides the movement by the three incantations of the words Agnus Dei.  

Section One and Section Three follow the plainchant/polyphony format, again utilizing a short 

single word incipit.  Between these two sections, he sets the second occurrence of the Agnus Dei 

text in its traditional plainchant in its entirety.  This extended line of plainchant breaks up the 
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ongoing polyphonic texture of the work that has been building to this point.  The Communio 

movement returns to a two-part segmentation.  Both sections begin with a plainchant line, 

followed by polyphony. 

 Victoria sets the Versa est in luctum motet in strict polyphony because it is not part of the 

Requiem Mass texts.  The final movement of the work, the Responsorium, contains the most 

insertions of plainchant of all the movements, and therefore is divided into the most number of 

sections, eight.  Victoria slightly alters his plainchant/polyphony formula for this movement by 

beginning the opening text, Libera me with polyphony.  Section Two then begins with plainchant 

and continues into polyphony at the line, de morte aeterna.  Sections Three, Four, and Five 

follow in the same manner, but at Section Six, there is a repetition of text.  As he does in the 

opening movement, the Introitus, Victoria sets the repetition of text at with a repetition of music.  

The polyphonic section at the words Libera me is repeated from Section One, while them text 

and music of Section Two are repeated for Section Seven at the text, de morte aeterna.  For the 

final section of this movement, Section Eight, the plainchant of dum verneris repeats from 

Section Three, before beginning a different polyphonic portion to conclude the work. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CASE STUDY 

 

 

This purpose of this study was to examine available recordings of music of Tomás Luis 

de Victoria to determine specific trends in performance practices.  This study examined five 

musical elements in four of Victoria‟s most famous and most acclaimed pieces.  This study 

analyzed recordings of Victoria‟s O magnum mysterium, O quam gloriosum, O vos omnes and 

Officium defunctorum to determine their ensemble composition, performance pitch level, tempi, 

vibrato use, and  melodic embellishment.  As many commercially available recordings as 

possible were obtained for this study: forty-two recordings of O magnum mysterium, twenty-five 

recordings of O quam gloriosum, fourteen recordings of O vos omnes and eleven recordings of 

Officium defunctorum.  Recordings came from the library of Florida State University, from the 

online subscription classical music libraries: Naxos and Classical Music Library, and from the 

online retailers: Arkivmusic.com, Amazon.com, Hbdirect.com, harmoniamundi.com, and iTunes. 

This case study attempted to answer several research questions posed by the research 

literature of Renaissance performance practice.  Scholarly sources from both the Renaissance era 

and modern times indicate various practices for performing in regards to ensemble make-up, 

pitch level, tempo, vibrato use, and melodic embellishment.  This research also attempted to 

determine if any trends emerge in recorded performance practice in these five areas. 

 

Ensemble Make-up 

 The nature of performing ensembles on the various recordings can be broken apart 

according to three categories.  The first category documents the types of singers in each 

recording.  The various groups consisted of Men and Boys, Men only, Men and Women, Boys 

and Girls, and Instruments alone.  Table 9 shows the number of these ensemble types in each of 

the four works analyzed, O magnum mysterium, O quam gloriosum, O vos omnes, and Officium 

defunctorum.   The second category organizes the recordings according to the quantity of singers 
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present in the ensemble.  The numbers in the ensembles ranged from a single singer to a chorus 

of around forty singers.  The third category of ensemble make-up that is measured is the 

inclusion of instrumental accompaniment with the choir. 

 For all of the pieces, the majority of the choruses were comprised of both men and 

women.  Sixty of the nine-two total recordings (65%) have mixed gender ensembles.  Although 

the research literature indicates women would not have sung sacred music in the Renaissance 

era, this trend is apparent due to the common inclusion of women on the high vocal parts in 

modern choral voicing.  The next most common type of choir was a choir of men and boys.  

Seventeen recordings (18%) had choirs of men and boys.  The historical nature of the men and 

boys choir in England and Europe helps explain this trend.  Schools attached to churches and 

chapels have educated boys and young men for centuries.  Indeed, many of the today‟s most 

famous church institutions with men and boys choirs date from the Renaissance era.  As a result, 

Renaissance music has remained in their repertoire over the years.  Given the fact that it was 

common in the Renaissance era for choirs to be comprised solely of priests, there were a 

surprising few number of choirs comprised of men alone on the recordings.  Only eight 

recordings of ninety-two (9%) sang with only men, an unexpected fact in light of the growing 

prevalence of countertenor voices in modern times. 

 The number of singers in each choir spread rather evenly across the range between one 

singer and forty.  Of the choirs that recorded O magnum mysterium nearly half are made up of 

twenty or more singers (52%) and the other half (48%) contain fewer than twenty singers.  A 

similar distribution exists for the choirs that recorded O vos omnes and the Officium defunctorum 

where for both works exactly half the choirs have twenty or more singers and less than twenty 

singers.  O quam gloriosum provides a slightly different picture.  The majority of the choirs that 

recorded it, seventeen of twenty-five (68%), are larger than twenty singers. 

The data also indicate that a minority of performing ensembles are comprised of one or 

two singers per part.  Of the ninety-two recordings, only twenty (22%) were made with a choir 

smaller than ten singers. Scholars have surmised that single singer per part performances were 

commonplace and perhaps even the norm in the Renaissance era.  However, on these recordings, 

the size of the choirs appears more closely in line with the modern definition of a chamber choir, 

averaging around twenty to thirty members.   The sole discrepancy with these trends appears in 
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the Officium defunctorum where seven of the eleven (64%) ensembles numbered less than thirty.  

This distribution might be explained by the relative obscurity of the work in traditional choral 

circles and the tendency for more specialized Renaissance ensembles to take up its performance. 

 The same reason likely explains why the performances of Officium defunctorum contain 

instrumental accompaniment more frequently than the motets.  Several of the Officium 

defunctorum recordings were made by Renaissance scholars who added organ, brass, or the 

bajón (an early bassoon) to the vocal parts.  These instruments do not play throughout the entire 

work, but instead alternate with a cappella singing in various movements and sections.  For 

example, an organ and bajón accompany Harry Christophers and his ensemble, The Sixteen, in 

the Introitus, Kyrie, Graduale, Offertorium, Sanctus, and Communio.  However, for more 

introspective sections of the work, the opening hymn Taedet, the Christe portion of the Kyrie, the 

Benedictus portion of the Sanctus, the Agnus Dei and the motet Versa est in luctum they perform 

a cappella.  Paul McCreesh, Raul Mallaviberra, and Carles Magraner follow a similar, if not 

identical, pattern.   

Two of the motets, O magnum mysterium and O quam gloriosum, were also recorded 

with an instrumental accompaniment.  Carlos Mena sings a solo on the cantus line of the motet 

while accompanied by the Spanish guitar-like instrument, the vihuela.  The plucking strings play 

the contrapuntal lines beneath the voice.  The resulting effect is an intimate piece of chamber 

music, evoking a solo song, rather than a full-bodied choral work.  Additionally, three 

instrumental consorts, a clarinet quartet, a saxophone quartet, and panpipe and flute ensemble 

have recorded Victoria‟s motets without singers, demonstrating that the homogeneous 

polyphonic texture is suitable for any like-sounding collection of instruments. 

 

 

Table 9: Ensemble Make-up 

Types of singers O magnum 

mysterium 

O quam 

gloriosum 

O vos 

omnes 

Officium 

defunctorum 

Men and Women 31 14  8 7 

Men and Boys 4 7  3 3 

Men only 3 2 2 1 
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Table 9: Ensemble Make-up 

Types of singers O magnum 

mysterium 

O quam 

gloriosum 

O vos 

omnes 

Officium 

defunctorum 

Boys and Girls 2 1 0 0 

Instruments only 2 0 1 0 

Boys only 0 1 0 0 

Numbers of 

Singers 

O magnum 

mysterium 

O quam 

gloriosum 

O vos 

omnes 

Officium 

defunctorum 

40≥ 5 6 5 0 

30≥39 10 6 1 4 

20≥29 7 5 1 1 

10≥19 6 3 1 5 

1≥9 9 2 5 1 

1 1 2 0 0 

Unknown 4 1 1 0 

Instrumental 

Accompaniment 

O magnum 

mysterium 

O quam 

gloriosum 

O vos 

omnes 

Officium 

defunctorum 

A cappella 38 23 13 7 

Organ and bajòn 0 0 0 3 

Organ and Brass 0 0 0 1 

Strings and Brass 1 0 0 0 

Vihuela 1 2 0 0 

Woodwinds 2 0 1 0 

 

 

Pitch Level 

 Based on the data from the recordings, the common determinant for assigning the pitch 

level of Victoria‟s music seems to be the nature of the ensemble that is performing.  Conductors 

appear to choose a pitch level that best suits the ranges of their singers.  Additionally, it is likely 
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that the pitch level chosen by various editors for modern performing editions plays a factor in the 

pitch level chosen by a conductor or ensemble. 

 In O magnum mysterium the range of starting pitch stretches over a perfect fourth from a-

flat‟ to d-flat”.  The notated starting pitch for the cantus line in Victoria‟s 1572 edition, Motecta 

quae partim quaternis, partim quinis, alia senis, alia octonis vocibus concinentur, is an a‟; 

however, most of the recordings, thirty of forty-two (71%), start on either a b‟ or a c”.  This is 

perhaps likely because this pitch level allows the cantus line to fit within the vocal range of a 

female soprano.  A similar trend is evident with O quam gloriosum where the most common 

starting cantus pitches are a‟ and b-flat‟ while Victoria‟s notated starting pitch in the cantus part 

is g‟.  In this case, sixteen of the twenty-five recordings (64%) begin on one of these two pitches.  

The range of starting pitches for O vos omnes is wider than the other two motets.  Victoria‟s 

notated starting pitch for the bassus line is a c‟.  The majority of starting pitches, ten of fourteen 

recordings (71%), is bunched around this note between b and d‟, though Table 10 indicates that 

there are a few higher starting pitch as well.  These higher starting pitch levels result from the 

type of choirs singing: children‟s choirs. 

 

 

  Table 10: Starting Pitches, Motets 

Starting 

Pitch 

O magnum 

mysterium 

Starting 

Pitch 

O quam 

gloriosum 

Starting 

Pitch 

O vos omnes 

a-flat‟ 1 g-flat‟ 3 b 2 

a‟ 4 g‟ 3 c‟ 3 

b-flat‟ 5 a-flat‟ 0 d-flat‟ 2 

b‟ 14 a‟ 7 d‟ 3 

c” 16 b-flat‟ 9 e-flat‟ 0 

d-flat” 2 b‟ 3 e‟ 1 

    f‟ 1 

    g-flat‟ 2 
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In the Officium defunctorum, the various movements and sections of movements are set 

in different modes and begin on differing pitches.  The compass of deviation between the various 

recordings is much smaller than in the motets because all but two recordings start the Taedet on 

either an a‟ or b‟.  Two recordings did not include the Taedet at all.  Once the Introitus begins the 

Requiem Mass, all the recordings start on either an f‟ or g‟.  The bulk of the recordings generally 

maintain consistency across the movements adjusting the starting pitch for successive movement 

to the same degree that Victoria does.  One notable exception is the recording by Alberto 

Blancafort, which jumps around to various starting pitches much higher than those Victoria 

notates and higher than the other recordings in the study. 

 

 

Table 11: Starting Pitches, Officium defunctorum 
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Victoria’s 
Notation 

a’ f’ f’ g’ e’ a’ a’ a’ a’ a’ 

Blancafort, 
Alberto 

c” f‟ e‟ b-
flat‟ 

g‟ c” c” c” b-
flat‟ 

c” 

Cave, Phillip b‟ g‟ g‟ a‟ g-
flat‟ 

b‟ b‟ b‟ b‟ b‟ 

Christophers, 
Harry 

b‟ g‟ g‟ a‟ g-
flat‟ 

b‟ b‟ b‟ b‟ b‟ 

Guest, George NA g‟ g-
flat‟ 

a‟ g-
flat‟ 

b-
flat‟ 

b‟ b‟ NA b‟ 

Hill, David b‟ g‟ g‟ a‟ g-
flat‟ 

f‟ b‟ b‟ a‟ b‟ 

Magraner, 
Carlos 

a‟ f‟ f‟ b-
flat‟ 

e‟ a‟ a‟ a‟ a‟ a‟ 

Mallavibarrena, 
Raul 

a‟ f‟ f‟ b-
flat‟ 

e‟ a‟ a‟ a‟ a‟ a‟ 

McCreesh, Paul a‟ f‟ f‟ f‟ e‟ a‟ a‟ a‟ a‟ a‟ 
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Table 11: Starting Pitches, Officium defunctorum 
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Monks, 
Christopher 

b-
flat‟ 

g‟ g‟ a‟ g-
flat‟ 

b‟ b‟ b‟ b‟ b‟ 

Phillips, Peter NA g‟ g‟ a‟ g-
flat‟ 

b‟ b‟ b‟ b‟ b‟ 

Segarra, Ireneu a‟ g‟ g-
flat‟ 

b-
flat‟ 

f‟ b‟ b-
flat‟ 

b-
flat‟ 

b-
flat‟ 

b-
flat‟ 

 

 

Tempo, Tactus, Proportion 

 Of the five musical elements analyzed in these recordings, the greatest level of 

inconsistency between various performances appears in the results of tempo measurements.  The 

Tempo measurements were recorded at the beginning of the motet or Requiem Mass movement, 

and within them at various sectional points.  In this way, it is possible to judge the degree of 

change in tempo the ensembles took at equivalent spots in a piece.   Additionally, the motet O 

magnum mysterium contains a proportional sesquialtera relationship.  The tempo data show how 

different conductors approach this situation.  

 In O magnum mysterium, the tempo measurement is beats per minute.  Because a faster 

moving pulse facilitated accurate measurement with a tempo watch, the measured pulse of the 

duple portion of the piece is equivalent to the minim, or the modern quarter note.  For the triple 

alleluia section, the measured pulse is the semibreve, or the modern half note.  Measurement 

occurred at four places in the motet: at the opening line, O magnum mysterium; at the line ut 

anima; at the homorhythmic section that begins with the words O beata; and at the proportional 

sesquialtera change at the word alleluia.  These four places demark new sections of the piece 

with a change of textual meaning and emotional meaning.  Additionally, they serve as structural 

posts following a cadence and breaking up polyphony with homorhythm.  Table 12 shows the 

beats per minute of the minim at the four measuring places in the piece, and the beats per minute 
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of the breve at the two sections preceding and following the sesquialtera proportion, o beata, and 

alleluia. 

 

 

Table 12: Tempi, O magnum mysterium 

 “O 

magnum”  

minim 

beats per 

minute 

“ut 

animalia” 

minim 

beats per 

minute 

“o beata” 

minim 

beats per 

minute 

“o beata” 

breve 

beats per 

minute  

“alleluia” 

semibreve 

beats per 

minute 

“alleluia” 
breve 

beats per 

minute 

Agren, Solveig 98 100 100 25 122 40.7 

Albinder, Frank 73 64 72 18 102 34 

Barron, John,  82 76 76 19 90 30 

Brensinger, 
David 

73 73 72 18 102 34 

Broadbent, 
Peter 

80 92 72 18 160 53.3 

Burgomaster, 
Frederick 

92 90 84 21 150 50 

Caillard, 
Philippe 

60 68 58 14.5 150 50 

Canby, Edward 70 84 84 21 93 31 

Cohen, Joel 126 112 92 23 175 58.3 

Crossin, Carl 82 88 80 20 146 48.7 

de Kerret, Gaël 100 102 120 30 156 52 

Flummerfelt, 
Joseph 

66 66 66 16.5 90 30 

Gough, Rupert 80 80 72 18 144 48 

Guest, George 90 90 90 22.5 123 41 

Hill, David 66 66 58 14.5 124 41.3 

Høgset, Carl 100 94 92 23 130 43.3 

Hughes, Indra 66 72 54 13.5 82 27.3 

Keene, Dennis 78 78 70 17.5 180 60 
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Table 12: Tempi, O magnum mysterium 

 “O 

magnum”  

minim 

beats per 

minute 

“ut 

animalia” 

minim 

beats per 

minute 

“o beata” 

minim 

beats per 

minute 

“o beata” 

breve 

beats per 

minute  

“alleluia” 

semibreve 

beats per 

minute 

“alleluia” 
breve 

beats per 

minute 

Leroy, Eric 96 96 90 22.5 150 50 

Llewellyn, 
Grant 

68 78 62 15.5 148 49.3 

Lydon, Tom 84 80 84 21 132 44 

McCreesh, Paul 72 72 66 16.5 132 44 

McCrisken, 
Donal 

80 80 72 18 160 53.3 

Mena, Carlos 94 94 85 21.25 110 36.7 

Nelson, Eric 96 96 92 23 142 47.3 

Peterson, 
Patricia 

86 80 80 20 80 26.7 

Pujol, Joan Pau 108 100 100 25 108 36 

Rossin, Thomas 71 76 70 17.5 106 35.3 

Rutter, John 65 65 65 16.25 144 48 

Rutter, John 72 69 62 15.5 144 48 

Salgo, Sandor 74 86 72 18 115 38.3 

Savall, Jordi 90 84 84 21 138 46 

Shaw, Robert 64 80 66 16.5 124 41.3 

Sidwell, 
Martindale 

75 70 66 16.5 140 46.7 

Smith, Stephen 78 76 72 18 120 40 

Stopford, Philip 76 76 76 19 120 40 

Summerly, 
Jeremy 

62 62 62 15.5 114 38 

Walker, 
Anthony 

74 78 60 15 130 43.3 

White, Nicholas 102 77 77 19.25 136 45.3 

Willcocks, 66 71 71 17.75 117 39 
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Table 12: Tempi, O magnum mysterium 

 “O 

magnum”  

minim 

beats per 

minute 

“ut 

animalia” 

minim 

beats per 

minute 

“o beata” 

minim 

beats per 

minute 

“o beata” 

breve 

beats per 

minute  

“alleluia” 

semibreve 

beats per 

minute 

“alleluia” 
breve 

beats per 

minute 

David 

Washington 
Saxophone 
Quartet (no 
conductor) 

94 bpm 92 94 23.5 160 53.3 

Issy Paris 
Clarinet Quartet 
(no conductor) 

100 88 90 22.5 154 51.3 

  

 

The proper proportion for sesquialtera is for three semibreves of the triple section, the 

alleluia, to equal two semibreves of the preceding duple section, o beata.  The ratio 3/2 

expresses this relationship.  The 3/2 semibreve relationship translates to a relationship of 1/1 

between the breve of the triple and duple sections.  The breve of the triple mensuration divides 

into three semibreves while the breve of the duple section divides into two.  This 1/1 relationship 

of the breves between the triple and duple sections determined if the recorded performances 

created a proper sesquialtera proportion.  Dividing the minim measurement by four determined 

the beats per minute of the breve for the final duple section, o beata.  Dividing the semibreve 

measurement of the alleluia triple section by three to determined the number of beats per minute 

of the breve.    These two figures should be roughly equivalent in order to have three triple 

semibreves in the space of two duple semibreves as prescribed by sesquialtera.  Interestingly, 

only three recordings come moderately close to having the proper sesquialtera relationship.  The 

relationship in Patricia Peterson‟s performance is a 26/20 where the first number is the triple 

breve beats per minute and the second number is the duple breve beats per minute.  Edward 

Canby and Carlos Mena come the next closest, but their relationships are 31/21 and 36.7/21 

respectively.   
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 Many of the recordings appear to treat the sesquialtera proportion in O magnum 

mysterium as a tripla proportion.  To create a tripla relationship, three semibreves of the triple 

section would be equivalent to one semibreve of the duple section resulting in a relationship of 

3/1.  In this piece, a tripla relationship would dictate that the breve of the triple section (three 

semibreves) would equal the semibreve of the duple section, thus 3/1.  The beats per minute of 

the triple breve and duple semibreve were calculated and it seems that a number of recordings 

indeed treat this proportional relationship as tripla rather than sesquialtera. 

 Indra Hughes and Thomas Rossin are nearly exact in their tripla proportional 

relationship.  The ratios between the beats per minute of the triple breve and the duple semibreve 

are 27.3/27 and 35.3/35 respectively.  Eighteen of the forty-two recordings (42%) exhibit tripla 

ratios within a difference of six beats per minute between the triple breve and duple semibreve 

measurements. 

 

 

Table 13: Proportion Ratios, O magnum mysterium 

 “o beata” 

minim beats 

per minute 

“o beata” 

semibreve 

beats per 

minute 

“alleluia”  
semibreve 

beats per 

minute 

“alleluia” 
breve beats 

per minute 

Agren, Solveig 100 50 122 40.7 

Albinder, Frank 72 36 102 34 

Barron, John,  76 38 90 30 

Brensinger, David 72 36 102 34 

Broadbent, Peter 72 36 160 53.3 

Burgomaster, Frederick 84 42 150 50 

Caillard, Philippe 58 29 150 50 

Canby, Edward 84 42 93 31 

Cohen, Joel 92 46 175 58.3 

Crossin, Carl 80 40 146 48.7 

de Kerret, Gaël 120 60 156 52 

Flummerfelt, Joseph 66 33 90 30 
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Table 13: Proportion Ratios, O magnum mysterium 

 “o beata” 

minim beats 

per minute 

“o beata” 

semibreve 

beats per 

minute 

“alleluia”  
semibreve 

beats per 

minute 

“alleluia” 
breve beats 

per minute 

Gough, Rupert 72 36 144 48 

Guest, George 90 45 123 41 

Hill, David 58 29 124 41.3 

Høgset, Carl 92 46 130 43.3 

Hughes, Indra 54 27 82 27.3 

Keene, Dennis 70 35 180 60 

Leroy, Eric 90 45 150 50 

Llewellyn, Grant 62 31 148 49.3 

Lydon, Tom 84 42 132 44 

McCreesh, Paul 66 33 132 44 

McCrisken, Donal 72 36 160 53.3 

Mena, Carlos 85 42.5 110 36.7 

Nelson, Eric 92 46 142 47.3 

Peterson, Patricia 80 40 80 26.7 

Pujol, Joan Pau 100 50 108 36 

Rossin, Thomas 70 35 106 35.3 

Rutter, John 65 32.5 144 48 

Rutter, John 62 31 144 48 

Salgo, Sandor 72 36 115 38.3 

Savall, Jordi 84 42 138 46 

Shaw, Robert 66 33 124 41.3 

Sidwell, Martindale 66 33 140 46.7 

Smith, Stephen 72 36 120 40 

Stopford, Philip 76 38 120 40 

Summerly, Jeremy 62 31 114 38 

Walker, Anthony 60 30 130 43.3 

White, Nicholas 77 38.5 136 45.3 
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Table 13: Proportion Ratios, O magnum mysterium 

 “o beata” 

minim beats 

per minute 

“o beata” 

semibreve 

beats per 

minute 

“alleluia”  
semibreve 

beats per 

minute 

“alleluia” 
breve beats 

per minute 

Willcocks, David 71 35.5 117 39 

Washington Saxophone 
Quartet (no conductor) 

94 47 160 53.3 

Issy Paris Clarinet 
Quartet (no conductor) 

90 45 154 51.3 

  

  

One trend that appears from the tempo data in O magnum mysterium is the wide variety 

of tempi considered at all four structure points in the piece.  The conductors and performers 

display considerable individuality in their tempi choices resulting in a wide range of performance 

tempi throughout the motet.  As figure 17 shows, the compass of starting tempi for the motet 

ranges over sixty beats per minute between sixty and one hundred twenty beats per minute.  At O 

beata the range is around seventy beats per minutes between about fifty and one hundred twenty.  

By the Alleluia triple section the difference in tempi reaches one hundred beats per minute 

ranging between eighty and one hundred eighty beats per minute. 

Similar variety appears in the tempo data of O quam gloriosum.  In this motet, tempo data 

comes from three places: at the opening, O quam gloriosum; at the line in quo cum Christo; at 

the beginning of the homorhythmic section amicti stolis albis; and for the line sequuntur Agnum.  

The compass of starting tempi ranges between fifty-five and one hundred thirty beats per minute.  

Figure 18 shows a noticeable trend among the recordings of O quam gloriosum.  It appears that 

with a few exceptions, the majority of performers slow down just slightly after they begin the 

piece and settle into a more relaxed tempo.  The most obvious outlier to this trend is Krista 

Blackwood whose tempi fluctuate wildly in the motet.  She begins at around one hundred 

twenty-five beats per minute before dropping to one hundred ten at the second section, in quo 

cum Christo.   Her tempo speeds up again at amicti stolis albis to one hundred forty beats per 

minute before settling back to around one hundred twenty for the final section of the work at 

sequuntur.  
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On the other hand, the deviation of tempi choices in O vos omnes is not nearly as 

pronounced as the other two motets.  Most of the recordings cluster around two specific tempi 

throughout the work.  Six recordings of fourteen (43%) begin the motet at around sixty beats per 

minute and five of fourteen (36%) begin at around eighty beats per minute.  Figure 19 also 

reveals that nearly all the conductors choose a slower tempo than their previous tempo for the 

beginning of the section si est dolor.  This line is an extremely emotional crying out in anguish 

for the words “see if there is any sorrow like unto my sorrow.” 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Range of Tempi, O magnum mysterium 
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6. Burgomaster, Frederick 

7. Caillard, Philippe 

8. Canby, Edward 

9. Cohen, Joel 

10. Crossin, Carl 

11. Flummefelt, Joseph 

12. de Kerret, Gaël 

13. Gough, Rupert 

14. Guest, George 

15. Hill, David 

16. Høgset, Carl 

17. Hughes, Indra 

18. Keene, Dennis 

19. de Kerret, Gaël 

20. Leroy, Eric 

21. Llewellyn, Grant 

22. Lydon, Tom 

23. McCreesh, Paul 

24. McCrisken, Donal 

25. Mena, Carlos 

26. Nelson, Eric 

27. Peterson, Patricia 

28. Pujol, Joan Pau 

29. Rossin, Thomas 

30. Rutter, John (1) 

31. Rutter, John (2) 

32. Salgo, Sandor 

33. Savall, Jordi 

34. Shaw, Robert 

35. Sidwell, Martindale 

36. Smith, Stephen 
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37. Stopford, Philip 

38. Summerly, Jeremy 

39. Walker, Anthony 

40. White, Nicolas 

41. Willcocks, David 

42. Washington Saxophone Quartet 

43. Issy Paris Clarinet Quartet 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Range of tempi, O quam gloriosum 
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Figure 11: Range of tempi, O vos omnes 

  

 

 In Victoria‟s Officium defunctorum, conductors also vary the tempi according to the 

affect of the text.  One particular spot where all the conductors move at a faster tempo than in the 

previous section is the first appearance of the word coeli following the opening Sanctus section.  

Only Alberto Blancafort does not increase speed for the acclamation that “heaven and earth are 

full of Thy glory,” but he does not get slower either, and maintains the same tempo as before.  

Another example where the majority of conductors change tempo according to the text is at the 

Christe section in the Kyrie movement.  The music at this spot reduces in texture from six to 

three voices and the petition to Christ sounds more sweet and therefore moves faster.  Again, 

Blancafort bucks the trend and is the lone conductor to perform this section slower than the 

preceding Kyrie.   

 Tempo variations also occur because of the divisions of the Requiem Mass text into 

movements.  The data show smaller variations in tempi at these spots in the work because the 

performers come to a complete cadence to close the preceding section and must restart their 

tempo for the new section.  It is therefore unlikely that performers intended a considerable 

change in tempo.  Examples of these small variations are apparent between the Introitus and 

Kyrie or between the Agnus Dei and Communio.   Peter Phillips only changes tempo slightly in 
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between the Introitus and Kyrie and from seventy-six to eighty between the Agnus Dei and 

Communio. 

 

 

Table 14: Tempi, Officium defunctorum 
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Blancafort, 
Alberto 

108 96 100 96 98 100 98 98 98 106 90 94 96 96 

Cave, 
Phillip 

96 75 78 94 62 82 66 98 66 66 70 70 64 70 

Christopher
s, Harry 

64 88 80 116 62 92 88 102 84 94 80 70 62 81 

Guest, 
George 

NA 62 62 67 95 104 62 98 86 86 73 78 NA 58 

Hill, David 85 60 50 63 81 96 58 89 61 86 48 60 48 48 

Magraner, 
Carlos 

102 81 81 86 103 86 81 89 85 85 87 83 90 87 

Mallavibarr
ena, Raul 

100 82 70 80 82 86 81 100 86 81 71 85 72 90 

McCreesh, 
Paul 

102 72 72 78 84 106 70 90 74 84 70 75 66 98 

Monks, 
Christopher 

93 47 61 80 97 98 52 84 50 94 49 80 52 52 

Phillips, 
Peter 

NA 74 77 83 80 78 72 112 105 
 10
5 

76 80 72 69 

Segarra, 
Ireneu 

86 87 86 87 88 89 85 88 87 82 89 89 74 90 

 

 

Vibrato 
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 Some recordings of Victoria‟s music from the Renaissance contain performances with 

vibrato and others contain performances without vibrato.  This study simply indicates whether 

the performing ensemble utilized vibrato in their tone production or not.  This study did not 

quantify the rate of vibrato, though in some instances a wide vibrato was clearly discernable to 

the naked ear.  However, on most of the recordings on which performers did sing with vibrato, 

the vibrato rate is rather minimal. 

 Overall, slightly more than half of the recordings performed Victoria‟s music without 

vibrato.   Fifty-four of the total ninety-two recordings (59%) have performances without vibrato 

while on thirty-eight of the total ninety-two recordings (41%) the performers do sing with 

vibrato.  Of the sixty total choirs made up of men and women, thirty-seven (62%) sing without 

vibrato and twenty-three (38%) sing with vibrato.  In contrast, of the eight choirs formed by men 

alone, six of them (75%) sang with vibrato leaving only two (25%) that sang without.  This result 

could stem from the fact that those male voices singing the higher voice parts employ vibrato to 

create a warmer, less strident sound. 

A unique situation is evident in the choirs of men and boys.  In most of these choirs, the 

lower voices sing with vibrato and the treble choristers do not.  In fact, in all instances when 

vibrato was evident in choirs of men and boys, this scenario is true.  Of the seventeen choirs of 

men and boys, eleven (65%) sing with vibrato in the men‟s voices while leaving the boys voices 

vibrato-less.  In the remaining six recordings (35%), both the men and boys sing without vibrato.  

In relationship to size, it appears that larger choirs employed vibrato more frequently than 

smaller choirs did.  When the data is distributed according to the size of ensembles, a clear trend 

emerges.  Thirty-seven of the ninety-two choirs in the study (40%) are “large”,: comprised of 

thirty of more voices.  The remaining fifty-five ensembles (60%) contain fewer than thirty voices 

and are “small.”  Of the thirty-seven groups that make up the bloc of “large” choirs, twenty-four 

sing with vibrato (65%) while thirteen (35%) do not.  In the group of choirs with less than thirty 

singers, only fifteen (27%) sing with vibrato and forty (73%) do not. 
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Table 15: Vibrato use According to Ensemble Make-up 

 O magnum 

mysterium 
O quam gloriosum O vos omnes Officium 

defunctorum 

 Types 

of 

Singers 

Use of 

Vibrato 

Types 

of 

Singers 

Use of 

Vibrato 

Types 

of 

Singers 

Use of 

Vibrato 

Types 

of 

Singers 

Use of 

Vibrat

o 

  Y N  Y N  Y N  Y N 

Men and 
Women 

31 12 19 14  2 12 8 3 5 7 1 6 

Men and 
Boys 

4 3* 1 7  5* 2 3 2* 1 3 3* 0 

Men only 3 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 0 1 1 0 

Boys and 
Girls 

2 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Instruments 
only 

2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 

Boys only 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 Numbe

rs of 

Singers 

Use of 

Vibrato 

Numbe

rs of 

Singers 

Use of 

Vibrato 

Numbe

rs of 

Singers 

Use of 

Vibrato 

Numbe

rs of 

Singers 

Use of 

Vibrat

o 

  Y N  Y N  Y N  Y N 

40≥ 5 4 1 6 4 2 5 4 1 0 0 0 

30≥39 10 6 4 6 2 4 1 0 1 4 4 0 

20≥29 7 2 5 5 1 4 1 0 1 1 0 1 

10≥19 6 2 4 3 0 3 1 0 1 5 0 5 

1≥9 9 3 6 2 0 2 5 3 2 1 1 0 

1 1 0 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Unknown 4 2 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 

*In choirs of men and boys vibrato appears only in the men‟s voices. 
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Melodic Embellishment 

 This study produced the most lopsided data in regards to melodic embellishment.  Only 

three performers of the ninety-two recordings (3%) attempted melodic embellishment.  In Carlos 

Mena‟s O quam gloriosum and Joan Pau Pujol‟s O magnum mysterium singers ornament the 

melodic lines.  In Kaori Muraji‟s O quam gloriosum, he improvises on all four of the 

contrapuntal lines on the vihuela while accompanying a solo soprano and solo bass singer.  

These rare instances of ornamentation occur in extremely small ensembles.  In the case of Mena, 

he is the only singer and has great freedom to improvise at will.  Likewise, there are only two 

singers on Muraji‟s recording and only one singer per voice part on Pujol‟s.  These lightly 

textured performances provide autonomy and clarity for individual performers to ornament. 

 

 

Figure 12: Melodic embellishment in all recordings 

 

  

  

Throughout O quam gloriosum Carlos Mena sings many division and graces as 

prescribed by the relevant literature.  He fills intervals between pitches with scalar runs and sings 

trills and ornaments as part of cadential figures.  The tempo of his performance is one of the 

slowest of all the recordings.  He begins at fifty-eight beats per minute while the majority of 

performers start the motet faster than eighty beats per minute.  This slow tempo allows for clean 
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execution of the ornaments, with an elegance that approaches sprezzatura.  Kaori Muraji begins 

O quam gloriosum at a tempo nearly identical to Mena‟s.  His tempo at the start of the motet is 

fifty-seven beats per minute, much slower than the majority of recordings, and the slowest tempo 

recorded.   

The ornaments in Joan Pau Pujol‟s performance of O magnum mysterium are not as 

complex as those ornaments sung by Mena.  Pujol‟s singers do not sing divisions and only sing a 

few trills to ornament the cadences in the piece.  The tempo Pujol takes at the beginning of the 

motet is faster than a majority of the recordings.  However, Pujol does not deviate too much from 

his original tempo throughout the entire work, even at the triple sesquialtera proportion.  This 

constant steady rate of speed allows the performers to ornament freely. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PERFORMANCE OF RENAISSANCE MUSIC 

 

 

This study of recorded performances of music of Tomás Luis de Victoria set out to 

address four research questions: 1) What are the prevailing attitudes toward the quest for 

authentic performances? 2) What has scholarly research determined to be the appropriate 

performance approaches to five components of Renaissance music: the ensemble composition, 

pitch level, rhythmic composition, tone quality and melodic ornamentation? 3)  How do 

performance ensembles address the questions posed by research in these five areas?  and 4) Are 

trends evident in recorded performances of Renaissance music of performance practices.  This 

study‟s analysis of the authenticity debate, the scholarly research on performance practice 

techniques, and recorded performances produces few concrete answers to the research questions.  

The disparity of opinions and practices do not introduce specific hard and fast rules.  However, it 

is possible to tease out a few broad guidelines to help performers approach Renaissance music 

with an informed conscience so that decisions regarding performance practice can be made. 

 

Authenticity 

After examining the debate surrounding authenticity in music performance, the answer to 

the first research question is quite clear.  A spectrum exists which gauges the beliefs surrounding 

how early music performances is approached.  Musicians who perform Renaissance music must 

balance the ideas of those who attempt perfectly accurate performance reproductions and those 

who place a higher value on the contemporary performing climate.   

On one edge of the spectrum lie those who believe that historical reproduction of 

performance practices from the Renaissance era offers the best performance of its music.  These 

scholars and performers attempt to replicate the exact performing elements of the Renaissance 

era by approaching the music from its original source material and its original function.  

Performers consult Renaissance era sources in order to recreate the specific techniques for 
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producing sound, to determine specific ensemble, venue, and occasion; and to follow the precise 

instructions of the musical score.  These scholars believe that the duplication of these 

Renaissance era conditions provides the most authentic performance of Renaissance music. 

At the other side of the spectrum reside those who believe that performances can only 

reflect the musical setting of the current, modern world.  They contend that it is fruitless to 

attempt literal interpretations of Renaissance music because of the physical impossibilities that 

inhibit the precise recreation of Renaissance era conditions.  Instead, these scholars believe that 

authentic performance requires musical performance in accordance with modern techniques for 

producing sound, modern sensibilities for performing environments, and modern interpretations 

of musical source material.   

The definition of authentic performance therefore fluctuates between extremes.  At one 

extreme is the performance that it historically informed to the extent that the replication of 

original conditions is attempted.   At the other extreme is the performance that is historically 

informed so that the history of the music informs a modern sensibility.  This debate plays out 

most acidly in circles of early music performing specialists who feel the need to defend their 

research and approach to performance practice.  Non-performing scholars add to the fray by 

continuing the discovery and refinement of information from the Renaissance era. 

In spite of the two strong camps on opposing sides of the spectrum, it is also possible to 

fall in the middle and embrace the ideals of both those who espouse the necessity for historical 

performance to approximate a replication of previous eras, and those who believe that all 

performances in a modern era must be considered modern.  Most of the recorded performances 

in this study reflect various compromises that attempt to recreate an approximation of a supposed 

sound but also embrace a modern context.  

Performers reach this middle ground by recognizing what these two sides in the 

authenticity argument can agree upon.  Both camps acknowledge that thorough information is a 

requirement for attempting early music performance.  An understanding of primary source 

material and current scholarship is a requisite starting place for performance of Renaissance 

music.  The Urtext edition of the music illustrates most closely the presumed intentions the 

composer.  Renaissance era treatises, artwork, and literature unearth addition revelations on the 
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nature of singing and music.  Highly intricate modern scholarship pieces together additional 

hypotheses, which help performers develop new ideas to approach Renaissance performance.  

When combined, this knowledge forges a comprehension of Renaissance performance practices 

that is as complete as possible, and that helps guide performers in their performances of early 

music. 

The authenticity debate begins after such knowledge is put into practice.  Of primary 

concern, is the extent to which such information can be, or should be replicated through 

performance.  The scholars who believe that modern performances should replicate earlier 

practices feel that the utilization of research and scholarship allows for close approximation of 

Renaissance era performance.  Those who espouse a modern approach counter that the loss of 

untold information and knowledge, coupled with the development of humans‟ musical 

sensibilities over time prevents a truly authentic musical experience of early music. 

 

Musical Elements 

The art of performance comprises a myriad of musical elements combined into a singular 

whole.  This study has helped illuminate five performance practice elements of Renaissance 

music.   The nature of the performing ensemble, the performing pitch level, proper tempo and 

proportion, the use of vibrato, and improvisatory ornamentation are all characteristics of 

Renaissance performance practice subject to varying degrees of debate.  Because of this 

situation, it is difficult to establish clear cut, hard and fast rules about performing Renaissance 

music.  Nevertheless, the data of this study points to several simplified trends and adds to the 

overall understanding of performance practice techniques. 

There is a variety of opinions regarding the nature of Renaissance performing ensembles.  

Outside of a few rare examples of women singing sacred music, males performed the music of 

the church.  While it may seem ludicrous to decry the use of women‟s voices in singing 

Renaissance music today, there are some who contend that a choir or either men and boys or men 

alone provides the most authentic performance.  Peter Phillips of the Tallis Scholars therefore 

finds himself on the defensive for having a mixed choir.  He points out that it would be 

impossible to have singers sing exactly as they had in the Renaissance.   For  not only do women 
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of the twenty-first century sing differently than the boys of the Renaissance, but twentieth-

century boys do as well.208  For one thing, boys‟ voices changed at a much later age in the 

Renaissance, around seventeen and eighteen years old, than boys voices do in modern times.  

Additionally, modern choirs employ highly skilled women singers who are fully capable of 

carrying the treble parts.  Christopher Page recognizes a trend that the English cathedral and 

university choir systems, notably Oxford and Cambridge, help breed such highly skilled singers.  

These institutional choirs require finely attuned sight-reading fluency, aural skills, and a clear 

tonal timbre so that they can sing the sheer volume of music that passes before them for services 

and concerts.  These skills are suitably appropriate for early music singing.  Additionally, the 

medieval and gothic spaces in which these choirs sing reinforce a homogenous, clear, and pure 

tone.  The final product is a corpus of singers, women included, whose controlled sound is ideal 

for early music.209  The evidence of this study strongly supports the idea that women contribute 

solidly to the quality of modern early music ensembles. 

  The data of this study also indicate that a variety of sizes of ensembles can and do 

perform early music with success.  Scholars agree that, excepting the most important or wealthy 

church institutions, the majority of Renaissance choirs were smaller than those of today.  The 

large-scale church and cathedral choirs in this study numbered around forty voices, while around 

half of all the choirs consisted of greater than twenty singers.  These more traditional-sized 

choirs for the twentieth and twenty-first centuries continue to incorporate Renaissance music in 

their repertoire.   Additionally, it is also clear that early music is being performed by highly 

specialized choirs of very small numbers, including one singer per part.  Many of the smaller 

ensembles embrace as their mission the presentation of early music.  Alexander Blachly 

recommends the ideal vocal ensemble to be one singer per part, but he also acknowledges that 

performing with one voice per part can create difficulty in finding a pleasing ensemble sound.210  

He is particularly concerned if singers are of differing ability or are more or less untrained.  Paul 
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Hillier finds a route of compromise, espousing the belief that “there is no such thing as a norm” 

when it comes to a particular ensemble size.211  He believes that music of the Renaissance ought 

to suit the forces we, as modern performers, have, rather than to try and suit the performing 

forces to the music.212  Hillier will approach motets from Byrd‟s Gradualia, for instance, with 

one singer per part because these pieces were performed in intimate private celebrations of 

Catholic mass.  Meanwhile, he believes Byrd‟s Anglican works, such as the Great Service, are 

wholly suitable for performance by a church choir of modern standards.213 

 The vast majority of recordings contained a cappella performances.  There is a 

hegemonic tendency for choirs to perform Renaissance choral music a cappella because 

European church and cathedral institutions curated the repertoire up until the early twentieth 

century when it became more widely sung.  The traditions of the Papal Chapel, the Cathedral of 

Notre Dame in Cambrai and other leading church centers contributed to the philosophy that 

Renaissance sacred music was performed without instrumental accompaniment.   

The scholarly literature however, is somewhat mixed in this regard.  Howard Meyer 

Brown feels that the notion that all instruments except the organ were normally withheld from 

sacred music will “likely hold up under scrutiny,” with perhaps a few exceptions.214  Stephen 

Plank indicates that evidence from the Renaissance show instances where instruments played 

along with choirs and instances when they explicitly did not.215  The nature of instrumental 

involvement, particularly in sacred music, therefore, remains markedly uncertain.  Perhaps 

because of this reason, scholars have developed strong opinions on both sides of the issue. 

The recommendation based on the data of this study is to perform Renaissance music 

with the ensemble that is available.  Trending toward a smaller choir will provide for a more 

unified ensemble tone.  Evidence from the Renaissance era clearly supports a “small-ensemble” 
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approach; though other evidence, including the increasing rosters of church and chapel choirs in 

the sixteenth century, suggests that performance with a larger choir cannot be ruled out.  

Additionally, it is common in modern performing ensembles for women to sing the higher voice 

parts.  Therefore, the gender make-up of the ensemble could be a mixture of men and women or 

it could be a single gender: men alone, men and boys, women alone, or women and girls. 

The exploration of instrumental accompaniment with Renaissance sacred polyphony 

certainly seems worthwhile.  A majority of the performers who recorded Victoria‟s Officium 

defunctorum are musicologists and early music specialists.  A quarter of them incorporated 

instruments with their performance.  Such exploration raises the additional quandary of 

performing with “period” vs. “modern” instruments.  Experimenting with additional timbres in 

Renaissance music can help highlight musical structure of a piece, increase the magnificence of a 

performance, and enrich the overall sonic world. 

 Paul Hillier also takes a pragmatic approach to performance pitch levels.  Scholarship 

indicates that before the latter portion of the sixteenth century there was great deal of flexibility 

regarding performance pitch level.  Although composers indicate certain pitch levels in notation, 

these often were more closely associated with singers‟ ranges than with absolute pitch frequency.  

The need for a pitch standard only emerged as instrumental forces played a more prominent role 

as accompaniment forces across the various regions of Europe.  Therefore, for vocal music 

Hillier says, “it‟s perfectly appropriate to perform a piece at more or less any pitch…[but] make 

sure it‟s pretty much in the range of your choir or your singers.”216  This practice is evident in the 

body of evidence from this study.  While pitch derivation between the recorded ensembles does 

occur, the compass of the potential starting pitch is only around a third or fourth.  Choirs with 

boys and women routinely sang at a higher pitch level than those with just men.  Performers 

commonly chose a starting pitch that suited the singers in their ensemble: their range, ability, and 

vocal timbre. 

 The nature of the music, and its place within Renaissance ideals should also play a role in 

determining the pitch level.  Hillier points out that, for example, there are pieces that exploit 
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lower registers, and ought to have a certain sonic depth and not be transposed too high.217  This 

concern stems from the desire for “naturalness” that permeates the ideal of Renaissance music.218  

Both the singers‟ voices and the written music must maintain the character of sounding 

natural.219  For unaccompanied voices, one solution to help voices find their most natural sound 

is to transpose the pitch level to the singers‟ most comfortable range.220 

 It is clear that pitch level fluctuated in the Renaissance at various times and places in the 

era.  Performers maintained a certain flexibility to change the pitch level was prudent for the 

occasion and context of the performance.  This study recommends that performers allow for a 

degree of flexibility when approaching pitch level.  Choirs can be temperamental ensembles that 

may perform best in modes that differ from the edited score or recorded performance.  Therefore, 

it is probably paramount to maintaining a comfortable practice when performing Renaissance 

music. 

 The need for flexibility extends from the performer‟s endeavor to convey naturalness in 

performing Renaissance music.  This goal requires the recognition of a performance‟s context.  

The nature of the performance ensemble, the extent to which they follow scholarly research, and 

the present occasion and locale of the performance all contribute to performance practice of the 

music.  The context of performance, therefore, stems from the historical implications found in 

research and the time and place of the performance.  In addition to finding flexibility in 

performance pitch level, context also explains how this study‟s data illustrate why the 

performers‟ tempo and proportional decisions are widely divergent. 

 Even though scholars agree that Renaissance music achieved naturalness by moving at a 

rate approximately related to the human pulse, flexibility in tempo results from a performer‟s 

consideration of context.  Many of the slower tempi on the recorded performances came from 

choirs with a largest numbers of singers or choirs who reside and perform in a larger reverberant 
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acoustic.  By choosing a tempo slower than the average human pulse, these ensembles achieved 

unity of the many voices of the ensemble and aural clarity of the polyphonic lines. 

 Other considerations for selecting various tempi are the musical and textual changes that 

occur within the music itself.  Scholars are quick to point out that a constant steady pulse 

probably did not override an entire piece, particularly when the mood of the work changed.  In 

the O vos omnes, for example, the performers‟ overall trend was to begin the motet at a 

moderately slow tempo.  At the imperative, attendite et videte (Behold and see!) , the trend was 

to move the tempo a little bit faster, and then start the mournful plaintive text si est dolor similis 

(see if there is any sorrow like unto my sorrow) slower than the preceding line.  While the tempo 

derivation in this case was not extreme, the effect is quite significant and sets apart the changing 

affects of the work. 

The performers approached the proportional relationship between a duple mensuration 

and triple mensuration in O magnum mysterium in a variety of ways.  Very few of the performers 

came close to performing the relationship as a true sesquialtera relationship.  Many ensembles 

actually performed the relationship as tripla.  There are several layers of context at play in this 

evidence.   

 By looking at the score as published by Victoria, there should be no question that the 

mathematical equation he indicates is a sesquialtera proportion.  However, scholars also believe 

that by Victoria‟s lifetime a confluence of confusing notations and explanations blurred the 

understanding and practice of triple relationships.   What Victoria intended as sesquialtera may 

have been performed at the time as tripla despite the note value‟ mathematical equivalencies.  

While this conjecture is uncertain, a body of evidence finds that it could have been possible. 

 The structure of context can inform performance practice by simply investigating the 

manner in which Victoria deploys the triple within the motet.  Victoria changes from duple 

mensuration to triple mensuration between all the parts simultaneously.  The texture at this meter 

shift also changes from polyphonic counterpoint to homorhythmic declamation.  The meaning of 

the words takes on a different character at this shift as well.  In the polyphonic duple section, the 

text evokes a sense of awe and wonder while at the triple section the motet becomes an 

exclamation of the word “Alleluia.”  These musical factors, combined with the knowledge 
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provided by scholarly literature that tempo within a motet could change according to the 

emotional connotation of the text, encourage a joyous rendering of the “Alleluia” triple section in 

O magnum mysterium.  Therefore, many performers who sing the “Alleluia” section faster than a 

perfectly mathematical sesquialtera have a justifiable case. 

 Making a case based on context like this is precisely what is meant by the term “informed 

performance.”  Chester Alwes, conductor and scholar at the University of Illinois, writes that 

tripla works equally well in this situation and is not wrong even though it is not what Victoria 

indicated. “I think that a conductor has the right to make that decision in spite of Victoria's 

notational preference; that's informed performance (knowing what the composer said or intended 

and choosing to do it differently for whatever reason).  It certainly is easier to conduct [this 

proportion] as tripla since the tactus doesn't change (for example, one binary tactus in alla breve 

= two "measures" of triple meter).”221 

 This study recommends that performers of Renaissance music approach the issue of 

tempo and proportion with a level of flexibility in accordance with the work‟s context.  

Renaissance theorists equate the steady pulse that drives a piece of music with the beat of the 

human heart.  But, this depiction when applied in a metaphorical sense, allows for the heart of 

the work, that which drives the music, to fluctuate according to the work‟s meaning and 

character. 

 It is, perhaps, important to consider context when approaching the performance practice 

element of vocal timbre and sound.  The debate over vibrato singing versus “straight-tone” 

singing, not only in Renaissance music, but also in the choral music world is lively and 

contentious.  The proponents of these two diametrically opposed ideals of vocal sound hold 

strong aesthetic and health arguments for their positions. 

 The argument that supports vibrato-less tone quality finds support in scholarly evidence 

indicating a difference between how Renaissance singers and modern singers produce tone.  

Although there can never be auditory examples, the written accounts of what was considered 

proper singing describe a process that runs counter to the current standards of vocal technique.  
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Additionally, those performers and scholars who favor vibrato-less singing believe that the 

complexity of Renaissance polyphony requires a clear tone quality that vibrato-less singing 

provides.   If wavering voices blur the tone quality, they will also obscure the intricacy of the 

musical lines.  Additionally, Renaissance era writers were deeply concerned that the text of 

music was clear.  Excessive vibrato can interfere with the proper pronunciation or words, 

particularly of vowels.  Renaissance music therefore demands a tone quality that cleanly 

expresses the text. 

 These arguments for producing a natural Renaissance sound ideal are perfectly rationale.  

Where they find resistance, though, is from the modern understanding of vocal physiology.  

Ellen Hargis writes that a naturally produced voice will have an inherent vibrato.222  She states 

that, “nobody benefits from non-vibrato singing that results in a harsh sound, straining, or vocal 

discomfort.”223  Vocal pedagogues like William Vennard express concern that controlled 

straight-tone singing can have a detrimental impact on a singer‟s vocal folds and larynx.224  Even 

scholars of Renaissance music share a concern for their singer‟s vocal health.  Alejandro 

Planchart cautions that, unless a conductor is working with highly trained singers, “a director 

would be well advised…not to try for an absolutely vibrato-less sound [because] singers 

without…modern vocal training have little or no control over their vibrato and any attempt to 

iron it out will produce tense singing and tire their voices.”225 

It seems that among some scholars, there is opinion that only highly trained singers 

should attempt singing Renaissance music without vibrato.  Highly trained singers, presumably, 

have the skill to minimize vibrato without negatively affecting their vocal health.  Therefore, this 

study recommends that performances of Renaissance music in the modern era must consider the 

healthy production of the voices available to perform it.  Although an excess of vibrato pitch 

modulation will indeed mar the intricacies of the music, it is nevertheless unlikely that the 
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Renaissance sound ideal was monolithic.  In practice, the warmth of tone that results from 

vibrato singing can be quite expressive and the timbre and tone quality of voices can be quite 

distinctive.226  It is likely that an idealized Renaissance sound would originate from a 

homogeneous concept of tone quality, but would also allow tonal color, as produced by vibrato, 

to provide expressive and affective beauty. 

The final performance practice element this study considered conforms, perhaps, too far 

with modern context.  A strikingly small number of recordings analyzed in this study contain 

examples of melodic embellishment.  This fact poses a variety of questions, the most obvious of 

which is, why.  Why are there so few examples of performances with ornamentation and 

improvisation when there are numerous and cogent historical accounts of this practice?  In fact, 

this area of performance practice has generated, perhaps, the least amount of enmity among 

scholars and performers.  Most scholars agree that it was commonplace for singers and 

instrumentalists to improvise ornamentation to melodies, yet very few modern scholars espouse 

strong opinions regarding this element of performance practice. 

It is in relation to melodic embellishment where the constraints of hegemony are most 

apparent.  Modern musicians receive training that follows a particular model.  This education 

emphasizes one‟s ability to read music perfectly and to execute its technical production 

flawlessly.  Therefore, the virtues of improvisation remain unexplored because of fears of error 

and impropriety.  As a result, modern performers reproduce the notated pitches exactly with little 

desire to experiment with moving away from the score. 

While some scholars argue that ornamentation in polyphonic music was minimal during 

the Renaissance era, there is near universal acknowledgement that it did occur.  Steven Plank 

believes that ornamentation in an ensemble setting was likely impractical or undesirable.227  He 

suggests that modern performers could try it as an experiment.  On the contrary, other scholars 

contend that ornamentation was indeed desirable.  Anthony Newcomb writes that the resultant 
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“spicy heterophony” that occurs from ensemble melodic embellishment may have “delighted 

rather than offended the sixteenth-century ear.”228 

It seems that regarding this element of performance practice, the context of modernity 

ought to accept a wider embrace of the unexpected.   Given a notated score, musicians of the 

Renaissance era attempted to add to the music on the page.  The modern musician, however, 

seems content to adhere only to the clearly prescribed rules of the score.  The modern sense of 

what music, particularly historical music, should be in fact controls what the music could be.  

The authenticity movement seems to have missed this aspect of performance practice and the 

resulting silence runs counter to the lively debate that typically surrounds Renaissance 

performance practices. 

 

Conclusions 

It is the balance between a wide embrace of scholarly research ideas and situational 

context that best informs authentic performance practices of Renaissance music.  The notion of 

balance itself seems to come from concepts prevalent in the Renaissance era.   The ideal of 

naturalness guides all aspects of Renaissance music.  Baldassare Castiglione, in his famous 

description of the ideal courtier, defines one‟s ability for naturalness as sprezzatura.  For him 

ideal grace can be achieved through the concept of sprezzatura, as one who “hides art and 

demonstrates that that which one does and says is done without effort and almost without 

thought.”229 

Bruce Dickey‟s definition of sprezzatura explains how a performer can easily balance the 

forces of performance practice.  He calls sprezzatura a studied carelessness akin to “walking a 

tightrope between ugliness and affectation.”230  Those performers who follow a single standard 

in regards to performance practice, whether it is a vehement reproduction of the past or an 
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anything goes approach, limit their ability to perform music authentically.  The authentic 

performance is not only authentic to the past or the present, but also to the music itself.  The 

depth of the music contains elements of the score, elements of the modern performance 

environment, elements of previous performances, and elements of the performer‟s 

idiosyncrasies.  Performance practice of music from the Renaissance era must embrace all that 

the particular music is and represents, from its origins to its present state. 

  A performer will find meaning if her or she knows the historical and modern contexts 

for the performance of Renaissance music, because these scenarios suggest certain expectations.  

For some there are expectations of historical recreation, individual singers per part, perhaps.  For 

others, there are expectations of a modern sensibility, healthy singing, for example.  But, the 

contexts of performance practice allow tradition, continuity, and interpretation to coexist within a 

creative tension.231  It becomes up to the performer, the individual, to make the decisions 

required of the music.  

The decisions of performance practice carry much weight.  They require a comprehensive 

understanding of the scholarly literature, an awareness of convention, a respect for the music‟s 

contextual existence, and an interpretation of the music‟s meaning.  With proper guidance and 

insight, performers can reach a level of authenticity in performance that remains true to the 

nature of the music itself. 

This study sought to develop absolute rules for Renaissance performance practice.  

Instead, it found that the element of context plays a greater role in developing authenticity than 

any hard and fast prescriptions.  As such, more research into this area will provide additional 

insight into performance practice issues in Renaissance music.  This study found that the analysis 

of recorded performances provides a meaningful method to explore performance practice trends.  

Future research could continue the examination of recorded performances to extend the 

documentation of how performers actually perform music.  Future studies could examine a larger 

body of repertoire from additional composers beyond Tomás Luis de Victoria, or from a 

sampling of many Renaissance era composers.  This study was limited in scope and focused 

primarily on performance practice trends in sacred polyphony from the late sixteenth century.  It 
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would be interesting for future studies to examine how performers interpret music from earlier 

dates in the Renaissance era.  Additionally, it would also be beneficial if future research into 

performance practice helped clarify and expound upon the trends suggested as a result of this 

study. 
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APPENDIX B 

ENSEMBLE MAKE-UP DATA 

 

 

Table 16: Ensemble Make-up Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Ensemble 

Type 

Ensemble 

Size 

Agren, Solveig 
Stella Sovieg 
Agren's Chamber 
Choir 

Julens stjärna 2005 
Men and 
Women 

35 

Albinder, 
Frank 

Chanticleer 
Sing We 
Christmas 

1995 Men 12 

Barron, John,  
Amabile 
Chamber Choir 

Wrapped in 
Song 

2003 
Boys and 
Girls 

Unknown 

Brensinger, 
David 

Atlanta Singers Chantez Noel 2001 
Men and 
Women 

18 

Broadbent, 
Peter 

Joyful Company 
of Singers 

Plum Pudding 2003 
Men and 
Women 

30 

Burgomaster, 
Frederick 

Christ Church 
Cathedral Choir 
Indianapolis 

Britten: 
Ceremony of 
Carols 

1999 Men 30 

Caillard, 
Philippe 

Philippe Caillard 
Vocal Ensemble 

A cappella 
motets 

1966 Unknown 20 

Canby, Edward Canby Singers O Great Mystery Unknown 
Men and 
Women 

20 

Cohen, Joel Boston Camerata 
A Renaissance 
Christmas 

1991 
Men and 
Women  

4 

Crossin, Carl 
Adelaide 
Chamber Singers 

O Magnum 
Mysterium 

1996 
Men and 
Women 

16 

Flummerfelt, 
Joseph 

Westminster 
Choir 

O Magnus 
Mysterium 

1992 
Men and 
Women  

40 

Gough, Rupert 

Choir of Royal 
Holloway, 
University of 
London 

O Sacrum 
Convivium 

2008 
Men and 
Women 

23 
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Table 16: Ensemble Make-up Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Ensemble 

Type 

Ensemble 

Size 

Guest, George 
Choir of St. 
John's College 
Cambridge 

Requiem Mass 
in six parts 

1968 
Men and 
Boys 

30 

Hill, David 
Westminster 
Cathedral Choir 

Victoria: O 
Magnum 
Mysterium 

1986 
Men and 
Boys 

30 

Høgset, Carl Grex vocalis 
Magnum 
Mysterium 

2006 
Men and 
Women 

35 

Hughes, Indra 
Musica Sacra 
(NZ) 

Christmas a 
cappella 

2001 
Men and 
Women 

30 

Keene, Dennis 
Voices of 
Ascension 

Beyond Chant: 
Mysteries of the 
Renaissance 

1994 
Men and 
Women 

16 

de Kerret, Gael 
Maitrise des 
Hauts-de-Seine 

Gregorio Allegri, 
Miserere Mei 
Deus 

2009 
Men and 
Boys 

Unknown 

Leroy, Eric 

Les Petits 
Chanteurs de 
Saint-Francois de 
Versailles 

Allegri, Desprez, 
Palestrina, 
Victoria 

2004 
Boys and 
Girls  

25 

Llewellyn, 
Grant 

Handel and 
Haydn Society 

Peace - A Choral 
Album for our 
Time 

2004 
Men and 
Women 

30 

Lydon, Tom 
The Choir of 
Lincoln Collge 
Oxford 

O Magnum 
Mysterium 

2001 
Men and 
Women 

40 

McCreesh, 
Paul 

Gabrieli Consort Mass 1993 
Men and 
Women 

4 

McCrisken, 
Donal 

Cappella 
Caeciliana 

O Quam 
Gloriosum 

2008 
Men and 
Women 

20 

Mena, Carlos 
Rivera, Juan 
Carlos 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Et 
Jesum 

2003 
Man and 
vilhuela 

1 

Nelson, Eric 
Atlanta Sacred 
Chorale 

This 
Christmastide 

2004 
Men and 
Women 

40 

Peterson, Fortuna Ensemble Christmas 1993 Men and 18 
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Table 16: Ensemble Make-up Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Ensemble 

Type 

Ensemble 

Size 

Patricia Motets from 
Renaissance 
Europe 

Women 

Pujol, Joan Pau La Colombina In Natali Domini 2004 
Men and 
Women 

4 

Rossin, 
Thomas 

Exultate Choir 
and Orchestra 

Gloria Unknown 
Men and 
Women 

Unknown 

Rutter, John 
Cambridge 
Singers 

The Cambridge 
Singers 
Christmas 
Album 

2003 
Men and 
Women  

32 

Rutter, John 
Cambridge 
Singers 

Portrait of the 
Cambridge 
Singers 

1990 
Men and 
Women 

32 

Salgo, Sandor 
The Carmel Bach 
Festival Chorale 

Vivaldi: Beatus 
Vir 

1985 
Men and 
Women 

Unknown 

Savall, Jordi Hesperion XX 
Victoria: Cantica 
Beatae Virginis 

1992 

Men and 
Women 
strings colla 
parte; then 
brass at 
"jacentem,” 
then both 

4 

Shaw, Robert 
RS Festival 
Singers 

O Magnus 
Mysterium 

2000 
Men and 
Women 

40 

Sidwell, 
Martindale 

St. Clement 
Danes 

Music from St. 
Clement Danes 

1985 
Men and 
Women 

8 

Smith, Stephen Ensemble Corund Navidad Iberica 1998 
Men and 
Women 

10 

Stopford, 
Philip 

Keble College 
Chapel Choir 
Oxford 

Lux Mundi 2003 
Men and 
Women 

24 

Summerly, 
Jeremy 

Oxford Camerata 
Discover Early 
Music 

2005 
Men and 
Women 

9 

Walker, 
Anthony 

Cantillation 
(AUS) 

Allegri, 
Miserere: Sacred 
music of the 

2003 
Men and 
Women 

20 
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Table 16: Ensemble Make-up Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Ensemble 

Type 

Ensemble 

Size 

Renaissance 

White, 
Nicholas 

The Tiffany 
Consort 

O Magnus 
Mysterium 

2004 
Men and 
Women 

9 

Willcocks, 
David 

Choir of King's 
College 
Cambridge 

Christmas at 
King's College 

1996 
Men and 
Boys 

40 

 (no conductor) 
Washington 
Saxophone 
Quartet 

Daydream 2000 Saxophones 4 

 (no conductor) 
Issy Paris Clarinet 
Quartet 

Discussion 2008 Clarinets 4 

 

 

Table 17: Ensemble Make-up Data, O quam gloriosum 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Ensemble 

Type 

Ensemble 

Size 

Barnes, Philip 
The Saint Louis 
Chamber Chorus 

Songs of the Soul 2004 
Men and 
Women 

45 

Blackwood, 
Krista 

Octarium Octarium 1998 
Men and 
Women 

8 

Brown, Tim 
Choir of Clare 
College 
Cambridge 

Light of the Spirit 2005 
Men and 
Women 

30 

Buschini, 
Stefano 

Il Convitto 
Armonico 

Tomaso da 
Vittoria: Missa O 
quam gloriosum  

2008 
Men and 
Women  

17 

Caillard, 
Philippe 

Philippe Caillard 
Vocal Ensemble 

A cappella motets 1966 
Men and 
Women 

20 

Christophers, 
Harry 

The Sixteen Into the Light 2007 
Men and 
Women 

16 

Cleobury, 
Stephen 

Choir of King's 
College 
Cambridge 

Música Española 1994 
Men and 
Boys 

40 
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Table 17: Ensemble Make-up Data, O quam gloriosum 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Ensemble 

Type 

Ensemble 

Size 

Darlington, 
Stephen 

Christ Church 
Cathedral Choir 

Oxford Church 
Anthems 

1995 
Men and 
Boys 

30 

Gardiner, John 
Monteverdi 
Choir 

Pilgrimage to 
Santiago 

2005 
Men and 
Women 

21 

Guest, George 
Choir of St. 
John's College 
Oxford 

Choral Works: 
Vittoria 

1970 
Men and 
Boys 

30 

Hill, David 
Westminster 
Cathedral Choir 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: O Quam 

1985 
Men and 
Boys 

30 

Hurford, Peter 
Choirs of St. 
Albans and Ely 
Cathedrals 

St. Albans and Ely 1970 
Men and 
Boys 

40 

Johnson, 
Simon 

The Choirs of 
All Saints' 
Church 
Northampton 

Saints & Souls 2000 
Men and 
Boys 

30 

Jones, G. L. 
Eastbourne 
College Chapel 
Choir 

100 Hymns & 
Songs of 
Inspiration v. 5 

2009 
Boys and 
Girls 

40 

Kammler, 
Reinhard 

Augsburg 
Cathedral Boys' 
Choir 

Choral Recital 2009 Boys 32 

Keene, Dennis 
Voices of 
Ascension 

Beyond Chant: 
Mysteries of the 
Renaissance 

1994 
Men and 
Women 

20 

McCrisken, 
Donal 

Cappella 
Caeciliana 

O Quam 
Gloriosum 

2008 
Men and 
Women 

20 

McKewan, 
Neil 

The Choir of 
Christ Church, 
St. Laurence 

Missa Surge 
Propera 

2006 
Men and 
Women 

50 

Mena, Carlos 
Rivera, Juan 
Carlos 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Et Jesum 

2003 
Man and 
vihuela 

1 

Muraji, Kaori The Sixteen Into the Light 2007 
Man and 
Woman  
with lute 

2 

Shafer, Robert National Shrine O Quam 1978 Men and 22 
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Table 17: Ensemble Make-up Data, O quam gloriosum 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Ensemble 

Type 

Ensemble 

Size 

of the 
Immaculate 
Conception 

Gloriosum Women 

Solomons, 
David W. 

dwsChorale 
When One is 
Gathered Together 

Unknown Man 1 

Summerly, 
Jeremy 

Oxford Camerata Victoria 2004 
Men and 
Women 

9 

Unknown 

The Brotherhood 
of St. Gregory 
and the Sisters of 
Mercy Choir 

Unknown 2007 
Men and 
Women 

Unknown 

Willcocks, 
David 

Choir of King's 
College 
Cambridge 

The Music of 
Byrd and His 
Contemporaries 

1965 
Men and 
Boys 

40 

  

 

Table 18: Ensemble Make-up Data, O vos omnes 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Ensemble 

Type 

Ensemble 

Size 

Buschini, 
Stefano 

Il Convitto 
Armonico 

Tomasso da Vittoria: 
Missa O Quam 
Gloriosum 

2008 Men 4 

Caillard, 
Philippe 

Philippe Caillard 
Vocal Ensemble 

Motets a cappella 1966 
Men and 
Women 

20 

Christophers, 
Harry 

The Sixteen 
The Flowering of 
Genius 

2006 
Men and 
Women 

16 

Greenberg, 
Noah 

Primavera 
Singers of the 
New York Pro 
Musica 

Anthology of 
Renaissance Music 

1965 
Men and 
Women 

6 

Hunt, Donald 
Choir of Leeds 
Parish Church 

In quires and Places 
no. 2 

1970 
Men and 
Boys 

40 

Kerret, Gaël de 
Maitrise des 
Hauts-de-Seine 

Gregorio Allegri, 
Miserere Mei Deus 

2009 
Men and 
Boys 

30 
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Table 18: Ensemble Make-up Data, O vos omnes 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Ensemble 

Type 

Ensemble 

Size 

Ledger, Philip 
Choir of King's 
College 

Music for Holy Week 1980 
Men and 
Boys 

40 

Lewkovitch, 
Bernhard 

Copenhagen 
Schola Cantorum 

Choral 1987 
Men and 
Women 

40 

Peltola, Heikki 
The 
Chamberlains 

Ramirez: Misa Criola 1998 Men 8 

Pujol, Joan Pau La Colombina 
Tomás Luis de 
Victoria 

2008 
Men and 
Women 

4 

Salgo, Sandor 
The Carmel Bach 
Festival Chorale 

Vivaldi: Beatus Vir 1985 
Men and 
Women  

20 

Scheibe, Jo-
Michael 

University of 
Miami Chorale 

Love of My Soul 2002 
Men and 
Women 

40 

Shaw, Robert 
RS Festival 
Singers 

O Magnus Mysterium 1989 
Men and 
Women 

45 

Stramp, Barry Barry Stramp The Renaissance 1998 
Flutes and 
Panpipes 

4 

  

 

Table 19: Ensemble Make-up Data, Officium defunctorum 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Ensemble 

Type 

Ensemble 

Size 

Blancafort, 
Alberto 

Coro de 
Radiotelevision 
Espanola 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Officium 
defunctorum 

2000 
Men and 
Women 

30 

Cave, Philip Magnificat 
Officium 
defunctorum 

1996 
Men and 
Women 

12 

Christophers, 
Harry 

The Sixteen Requiem 1605 2005 

Men and 
Women; 
Organ and 
Bajón 

16 

Guest, George 
Choir of St. 
John's College 
Cambridge 

Música española 1968 
Men and 
Boys 

30 
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Table 19: Ensemble Make-up Data, Officium defunctorum 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Ensemble 

Type 

Ensemble 

Size 

Hill, David 
Westminster 
Cathedral Choir 

Victoria Requiem: 
Officium 
defunctorum, 1605 

1987 
Men and 
Boys 

30 

Magraner, 
Carles 

Capella de 
Ministrers 

Requiem: Tomás 
Luis de Vitoria 

2006 

Men and 
Women; 
Organ and 
Brass 

12 

Mallavibarrena, 
Raul 

Musica Ficta 
Vocal Ensemble 

Tomás Luis de 
Vitoria: Officium 
Defunctorum 

2003 

Men and 
Women; 
Organ and 
Bajón 

13 

McCreesh, 
Paul 

Gabrieli Consort 
Victoria Requiem: 
Officium 
defunctorum, 1605 

1995 
Men; 
Organ and 
Bajón 

4 

Monks, 
Christopher 

Armonico 
Ensemble 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Requiem 

2005 
Men and 
Women 

21 

Phillips, Peter Tallis Scholars Requiem 1987 
Men and 
Women 

12 

Segarra, Ireneu 
Escolania y 
Capella de 
Montserrat 

Victoria : Requiem 1977 
Men and 
Boys 

34 
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APPENDIX C 

STARTING PITCH DATA 

 

 

Table 20: Starting Pitch Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Starting 

Pitch 

Agren, Solveig 
Stella Sovieg Agren's 
Chamber Choir 

Julens stjärna 2005 c” 

Albinder, 
Frank 

Chanticleer Sing We Christmas 1995 b-flat‟ 

Barron, John,  Amabile Chamber Choir Wrapped in Song 2003 c” 

Brensinger, 
David 

Atlanta Singers Chantez Noel 2001 b-flat‟ 

Broadbent, 
Peter 

Joyful Company of Singers Plum Pudding 2003 b‟ 

Burgomaster, 
Frederick 

Christ Church Cathedral 
Choir Indianapolis 

Britten: Ceremony of 
Carols 

1999 b-flat‟ 

Caillard, 
Philippe 

Philippe Caillard Vocal 
Ensemble 

A cappella motets 1966 d-flat” 

Canby, Edward Canby Singers O Great Mystery Unknown d-flat” 

Cohen, Joel Boston Camerata 
A Renaissance 
Christmas 

1991 b‟ 

Crossin, Carl Adelaide Chamber Singers O Magnum Mysterium 1996 b‟ 

Flummerfelt, 
Joseph 

Westminster Choir O Magnus Mysterium 1992 c” 

Gough, Rupert 
Choir of Royal Holloway, 
University of London 

O Sacrum Convivium 2008 b‟ 

Guest, George 
Choir of St. John's College 
Cambridge 

Requiem Mass in six 
parts 

1968 b‟ 

Hill, David 
Westminster Cathedral 
Choir 

Victoria: O Magnum 
Mysterium 

1986 b‟ 

Høgset, Carl Grex vocalis Magnum Mysterium 2006 b‟ 
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Table 20: Starting Pitch Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Starting 

Pitch 

Hughes, Indra Musica Sacra (NZ) Christmas a cappella 2001 c” 

Keene, Dennis Voices of Ascension 
Beyond Chant: 
Mysteries of the 
Renaissance 

1994 c” 

de Kerret, Gael Maitrise des Hauts-de-Seine 
Gregorio Allegri, 
Miserere Mei Deus 

2009 c” 

Leroy, Eric 
Les Petits Chanteurs de 
Saint-Francois de Versailles 

Allegri, Desprez, 
Palestrina, Victoria 

2004 b‟ 

Llewellyn, 
Grant 

Handel and Haydn Society 
Peace - A Choral 
Album for our Time 

2004 c” 

Lydon, Tom 
The Choir of Lincoln Collge 
Oxford 

O Magnum Mysterium 2001 b‟ 

McCreesh, 
Paul 

Gabrieli Consort Mass 1993 a‟ 

McCrisken, 
Donal 

Cappella Caeciliana O Quam Gloriosum 2008 c” 

Mena, Carlos Rivera, Juan Carlos 
Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Et Jesum 

2003 a-flat‟ 

Nelson, Eric Atlanta Sacred Chorale This Christmastide 2004 c” 

Peterson, 
Patricia 

Fortuna Ensemble 
Christmas Motets from 
Renaissance Europe 

1993 a‟ 

Pujol, Joan Pau La Colombina In Natali Domini 2004 a‟ 

Rossin, 
Thomas 

Exultate Choir and 
Orchestra 

Gloria Unknown a‟ 

Rutter, John Cambridge Singers 
The Cambridge Singers 
Christmas Album 

2003 b-flat‟ 

Rutter, John Cambridge Singers 
Portrait of the 
Cambridge Singers 

1990 b-flat‟ 

Salgo, Sandor 
The Carmel Bach Festival 
Chorale 

Vivaldi: Beatus Vir 1985 c” 

Savall, Jordi Hesperion XX 
Victoria: Cantica 
Beatae Virginis 

1992 b‟ 

Shaw, Robert RS Festival Singers O Magnus Mysterium 2000 b‟ 
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Table 20: Starting Pitch Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Starting 

Pitch 

Sidwell, 
Martindale 

St. Clement Danes 
Music from St. 
Clement Danes 

1985 b‟ 

Smith, Stephen Ensemble Corund Navidad Iberica 1998 c” 

Stopford, 
Philip 

Keble College Chapel Choir 
Oxford 

Lux Mundi 2003 b‟ 

Summerly, 
Jeremy 

Oxford Camerata Discover Early Music 2005 c” 

Walker, 
Anthony 

Cantillation (AUS) 
Allegri, Miserere: 
Sacred music of the 
Renaissance 

2003 c” 

White, 
Nicholas 

The Tiffany Consort O Magnus Mysterium 2004 c” 

Willcocks, 
David 

Choir of King's College 
Cambridge 

Christmas at King's 
College 

1996 b‟ 

 (no conductor 
Washington Saxophone 
Quartet 

Daydream 2000 c” 

 (no conductor) Issy Paris Clarinet Quartet Discussion 2008 c” 

 

 

Table 21: Starting Pitch Data, O quam gloriosum 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Starting 

Pitch 

Barnes, Philip 
The Saint Louis Chamber 
Chorus 

Songs of the Soul 2004 g-flat‟ 

Blackwood, 
Krista 

Octarium Octarium 1998 a‟ 

Brown, Tim 
Choir of Clare College 
Cambridge 

Light of the Spirit 2005 a‟ 

Buschini, 
Stefano 

Il Convitto Armonico 
Tomaso da Vittoria: 
Missa O quam 
gloriosum  

2008 g‟ 

Caillard, 
Philippe 

Philippe Caillard Vocal 
Ensemble 

A cappella motets 1966 b-flat‟ 
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Table 21: Starting Pitch Data, O quam gloriosum 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Starting 

Pitch 

Christophers, 
Harry 

The Sixteen Into the Light 2007 g‟ 

Cleobury, 
Stephen 

Choir of King's College 
Cambridge 

Música Española 1994 b-flat‟ 

Darlington, 
Stephen 

Christ Church Cathedral 
Choir 

Oxford Church 
Anthems 

1995 a‟ 

Gardiner, John Monteverdi Choir Pilgrimage to Santiago 2005 b-flat‟ 

Guest, George 
Choir of St. John's College 
Oxford 

Choral Works: 
Vittoria 

1970 b‟ 

Hill, David 
Westminster Cathedral 
Choir 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: O Quam 

1985 b-flat‟ 

Hurford, Peter 
Choirs of St. Albans and 
Ely Cathedrals 

St. Albans and Ely 1970 b‟ 

Johnson, 
Simon 

The Choirs of All Saints' 
Church Northampton 

Saints & Souls 2000 a‟ 

Jones, G. L. 
Eastbourne College Chapel 
Choir 

100 Hymns & Songs 
of Inspiration v. 5 

2009 a‟ 

Kammler, 
Reinhard 

Augsburg Cathedral Boys' 
Choir 

Choral Recital 2009 a‟ 

Keene, Dennis Voices of Ascension 
Beyond Chant: 
Mysteries of the 
Renaissance 

1994 b-flat‟ 

McCrisken, 
Donal 

Cappella Caeciliana O Quam Gloriosum 2008 b-flat‟ 

McKewan, 
Neil 

The Choir of Christ 
Church, St. Laurence 

Missa Surge Propera 2006 b-flat‟ 

Mena, Carlos Rivera, Juan Carlos 
Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Et Jesum 

2003 g-flat‟ 

Muraji, Kaori The Sixteen Into the Light 2007 g‟ 

Shafer, Robert 
National Shrine of the 
Immaculate Conception 

O Quam Gloriosum 1978 b‟ 

Solomons, 
David W. 

dwsChorale 
When One is Gathered 
Together 

Unknown g-flat‟ 

Summerly, Oxford Camerata Victoria 2004 b-flat‟ 
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Table 21: Starting Pitch Data, O quam gloriosum 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Starting 

Pitch 

Jeremy 

Unknown 
The Brotherhood of St. 
Gregory and the Sisters of 
Mercy Choir 

Unknown 2007 a‟ 

Willcocks, 
David 

Choir of King's College 
Cambridge 

The Music of Byrd 
and His 
Contemporaries 

1965 b-flat‟ 

 

 

Table 22: Starting Pitch Data, O vos omnes 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Starting 

Pitch 

Buschini, 
Stefano 

Il Convitto Armonico 
Tomasso da Vittoria: Missa 
O Quam Gloriosum 

2008 g-flat‟ 

Caillard, 
Philippe 

Philippe Caillard Vocal 
Ensemble 

Motets a cappella 1966 b 

Christophers, 
Harry 

The Sixteen The Flowering of Genius 2006 c‟ 

Greenberg, 
Noah 

Primavera Singers of the 
New York Pro Musica 

Anthology of Renaissance 
Music 

1965 f-sharp‟ 

Hunt, Donald 
Choir of Leeds Parish 
Church 

In quires and Places no. 2 1970 d‟ 

Kerret, Gaël de 
Maitrise des Hauts-de-
Seine 

Gregorio Allegri, Miserere 
Mei Deus 

2009 d‟ 

Ledger, Philip Choir of King's College Music for Holy Week 1980 c‟ 

Lewkovitch, 
Bernhard 

Copenhagen Schola 
Cantorum 

Choral 1987 b 

Peltola, Heikki The Chamberlains Ramirez: Misa Criola 1998 f‟ 

Pujol, Joan Pau La Colombina Tomás Luis de Victoria 2008 c‟ 

Salgo, Sandor 
The Carmel Bach Festival 
Chorale 

Vivaldi: Beatus Vir 1985 d‟ 

Scheibe, Jo- University of Miami Love of My Soul 2002 d-flat‟ 
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Table 22: Starting Pitch Data, O vos omnes 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Starting 

Pitch 

Michael Chorale 

Shaw, Robert RS Festival Singers O Magnus Mysterium 1989 d-flat‟ 

Stramp, Barry Barry Stramp The Renaissance 1998 e‟ 
 

 

Table 23: Starting Pitch Data, Officium defunctorum (1) 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Starting Pitch 
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Blancafort, 
Alberto 

Coro de 
Radiotelevision 
Espanola 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Officium 
defunctorum 

2000 c” f‟ e‟ b-
flat‟ g‟ 

Cave, Philip Magnificat 
Officium 
defunctorum 

1996 b‟ g‟ g‟ a‟ g-
flat‟ 

Christophers, 
Harry 

The Sixteen Requiem 1605 2005 b‟ g‟ g‟ a‟ g-
flat‟ 

Guest, 
George 

Choir of St. 
John's College 
Cambridge 

Música española 1968 NA g‟ g-
flat‟ a‟ g-

flat‟ 

Hill, David 
Westminster 
Cathedral Choir 

Victoria Requiem: 
Officium 
defunctorum, 1605 

1987 b‟ g‟ g‟ a‟ g-
flat‟ 

Magraner, 
Carles 

Capella de 
Ministrers 

Requiem: Tomás 
Luis de Vitoria 

2006 a‟ f‟ f‟ b-
flat‟ e‟ 

Mallavibarre
na, Raul 

Musica Ficta 
Vocal Ensemble 

Tomás Luis de 
Vitoria: Officium 
Defunctorum 

2003 a‟ f‟ f‟ b-
flat‟ e‟ 

McCreesh, 
Paul 

Gabrieli 
Consort 

Victoria Requiem: 
Officium 
defunctorum, 1605 

1995 a‟ f‟ f‟ f‟ e‟ 
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Table 23: Starting Pitch Data, Officium defunctorum (1) 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Starting Pitch 
    T

a
ed

et
 

In
tr

o
it

u
s 

K
yr

ie
 

G
ra

d
u

a
le

 

O
ff

er
to

ri
u

m
 

Monks, 
Christopher 

Armonico 
Ensemble 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Requiem 

2005 
b-

flat‟ g‟ g‟ a‟ g-
flat‟ 

Phillips, 
Peter 

Tallis Scholars Requiem 1987 NA g‟ g‟ a‟ g-
flat‟ 

Segarra, 
Ireneu 

Escolania y 
Capella de 
Montserrat 

Victoria : Requiem 1977 a‟ g‟ g-
flat‟ 

b-
flat‟ f‟ 

  

 

Table 24: Starting Pitch Data, Officium defunctorum (2) 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Starting Pitch 

    S
a
n

ct
u

s 

A
g
n

u
s 

D
ei

 

C
o
m

m
u

n
io

 

V
er

sa
 

R
es

p
o
n

so
ri

u
m

 

Blancafort, 
Alberto 

Coro de 
Radiotelevision 
Espanola 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Officium 
defunctorum 

2000 c” c” c” 
b-

flat‟ c” 

Cave, Philip Magnificat 
Officium 
defunctorum 

1996 b‟ b‟ b‟ b‟ b‟ 

Christophers
, Harry 

The Sixteen Requiem 1605 2005 b‟ b‟ b‟ b‟ b‟ 

Guest, 
George 

Choir of St. 
John's College 
Cambridge 

Música española 1968 
b-

flat‟ b‟ b‟ NA b‟ 

Hill, David 
Westminster 
Cathedral Choir 

Victoria Requiem: 
Officium 
defunctorum, 1605 

1987 f‟ b‟ b‟ a‟ b‟ 
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Table 24: Starting Pitch Data, Officium defunctorum (2) 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Starting Pitch 
    S

a
n

ct
u

s 

A
g
n

u
s 

D
ei

 

C
o
m

m
u

n
io

 

V
er

sa
 

R
es

p
o
n

so
ri

u
m

 

Magraner, 
Carles 

Capella de 
Ministrers 

Requiem: Tomás 
Luis de Vitoria 

2006 a‟ a‟ a‟ a‟ a‟ 

Mallavibarre
na, Raul 

Musica Ficta 
Vocal Ensemble 

Tomás Luis de 
Vitoria: Officium 
Defunctorum 

2003 a‟ a‟ a‟ a‟ a‟ 

McCreesh, 
Paul 

Gabrieli Consort 
Victoria Requiem: 
Officium 
defunctorum, 1605 

1995 a‟ a‟ a‟ a‟ a‟ 

Monks, 
Christopher 

Armonico 
Ensemble 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Requiem 

2005 b‟ b‟ b‟ b‟ b‟ 

Phillips, 
Peter 

Tallis Scholars Requiem 1987 b‟ b‟ b‟ b‟ b‟ 

Segarra, 
Ireneu 

Escolania y 
Capella de 
Montserrat 

Victoria : Requiem 1977 b‟ b-
flat‟ 

b-
flat‟ 

b-
flat‟ 

b-
flat‟ 
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APPENDIX D 

TEMPO DATA 

 

 

Table 25: Tempo Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble 
Recording 

Title 
Year Beats Per Minute 

    “O
 

m
a
g
n

u
m

” 
 

(m
in

im
) 

“u
t 

 

n
im

a
li

a
” 

(m
in

im
) 

“o
 b

ea
ta

” 
(m

in
im

) 

“a
ll

el
u

ia
” 

(s
em

ib
re

v
e)

 

Agren, Solveig 
Stella Sovieg 
Agren's 
Chamber Choir 

Julens stjärna 2005 98 100 100 122 

Albinder, 
Frank 

Chanticleer 
Sing We 
Christmas 

1995 73 64 72 102 

Barron, John,  
Amabile 
Chamber Choir 

Wrapped in 
Song 

2003 82 76 76 90 

Brensinger, 
David 

Atlanta Singers 
Chantez 
Noel 

2001 73 73 72 102 

Broadbent, 
Peter 

Joyful 
Company of 
Singers 

Plum 
Pudding 

2003 80 92 72 160 

Burgomaster, 
Frederick 

Christ Church 
Cathedral Choir 
Indianapolis 

Britten: 
Ceremony of 
Carols 

1999 92 90 84 150 

Caillard, 
Philippe 

Philippe 
Caillard Vocal 
Ensemble 

A cappella 
motets 

1966 60 68 58 150 

Canby, 
Edward 

Canby Singers 
O Great 
Mystery 

Unkn
own 

70 84 84 93 

Cohen, Joel 
Boston 
Camerata 

A 
Renaissance 
Christmas 

1991 126 112 92 175 

Crossin, Carl Adelaide O Magnum 1996 82 88 80 146 
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Table 25: Tempo Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble 
Recording 

Title 
Year Beats Per Minute 

    “O
 

m
a
g
n

u
m

” 
 

(m
in

im
) 

“u
t 

 

n
im

a
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a
” 

(m
in

im
) 

“o
 b
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” 
(m

in
im

) 

“a
ll

el
u

ia
” 

(s
em

ib
re

v
e)

 

Chamber 
Singers 

Mysterium 

Flummerfelt, 
Joseph 

Westminster 
Choir 

O Magnus 
Mysterium 

1992 100 102 120 156 

Gough, Rupert 

Choir of Royal 
Holloway, 
University of 
London 

O Sacrum 
Convivium 

2008 66 66 66 90 

Guest, George 
Choir of St. 
John's College 
Cambridge 

Requiem 
Mass in six 
parts 

1968 80 80 72 144 

Hill, David 
Westminster 
Cathedral Choir 

Victoria: O 
Magnum 
Mysterium 

1986 90 90 90 123 

Høgset, Carl Grex vocalis 
Magnum 
Mysterium 

2006 66 66 58 124 

Hughes, Indra 
Musica Sacra 
(NZ) 

Christmas a 
cappella 

2001 100 94 92 130 

Keene, Dennis 
Voices of 
Ascension 

Beyond 
Chant: 
Mysteries of 
the 
Renaissance 

1994 66 72 54 82 

de Kerret, Gael 
Maitrise des 
Hauts-de-Seine 

Gregorio 
Allegri, 
Miserere Mei 
Deus 

2009 78 78 70 180 

Leroy, Eric 

Les Petits 
Chanteurs de 
Saint-Francois 
de Versailles 

Allegri, 
Desprez, 
Palestrina, 
Victoria 

2004 96 96 90 150 

Llewellyn, Handel and Peace - A 2004 68 78 62 148 
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Table 25: Tempo Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble 
Recording 

Title 
Year Beats Per Minute 

    “O
 

m
a
g
n

u
m

” 
 

(m
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) 

“u
t 

 

n
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a
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a
” 

(m
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“o
 b
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” 
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u

ia
” 

(s
em

ib
re

v
e)

 

Grant Haydn Society Choral 
Album for 
our Time 

Lydon, Tom 
The Choir of 
Lincoln Collge 
Oxford 

O Magnum 
Mysterium 

2001 84 80 84 132 

McCreesh, 
Paul 

Gabrieli 
Consort 

Mass 1993 72 72 66 132 

McCrisken, 
Donal 

Cappella 
Caeciliana 

O Quam 
Gloriosum 

2008 80 80 72 160 

Mena, Carlos 
Rivera, Juan 
Carlos 

Tomás Luis 
de Victoria: 
Et Jesum 

2003 94 94 85 110 

Nelson, Eric 
Atlanta Sacred 
Chorale 

This 
Christmastid
e 

2004 96 96 92 142 

Peterson, 
Patricia 

Fortuna 
Ensemble 

Christmas 
Motets from 
Renaissance 
Europe 

1993 86 80 80 80 

Pujol, Joan 
Pau 

La Colombina 
In Natali 
Domini 

2004 108 100 100 108 

Rossin, 
Thomas 

Exultate Choir 
and Orchestra 

Gloria 
Unkn
own 

71 76 70 106 

Rutter, John 
Cambridge 
Singers 

The 
Cambridge 
Singers 
Christmas 
Album 

2003 65 65 65 144 

Rutter, John 
Cambridge 
Singers 

Portrait of 
the 
Cambridge 

1990 72 69 62 144 
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Table 25: Tempo Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble 
Recording 

Title 
Year Beats Per Minute 

    “O
 

m
a
g
n

u
m

” 
 

(m
in
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) 
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t 

 

n
im

a
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a
” 

(m
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) 

“o
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” 
(m

in
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) 

“a
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u

ia
” 

(s
em

ib
re

v
e)

 

Singers 

Salgo, Sandor 
The Carmel 
Bach Festival 
Chorale 

Vivaldi: 
Beatus Vir 

1985 74 86 72 115 

Savall, Jordi Hesperion XX 

Victoria: 
Cantica 
Beatae 
Virginis 

1992 90 84 84 138 

Shaw, Robert 
RS Festival 
Singers 

O Magnus 
Mysterium 

2000 64 80 66 124 

Sidwell, 
Martindale 

St. Clement 
Danes 

Music from 
St. Clement 
Danes 

1985 75 70 66 140 

Smith, Stephen 
Ensemble 
Corund 

Navidad 
Iberica 

1998 78 76 72 120 

Stopford, 
Philip 

Keble College 
Chapel Choir 
Oxford 

Lux Mundi 2003 76 76 76 120 

Summerly, 
Jeremy 

Oxford 
Camerata 

Discover 
Early Music 

2005 62 62 62 114 

Walker, 
Anthony 

Cantillation 
(AUS) 

Allegri, 
Miserere: 
Sacred music 
of the 
Renaissance 

2003 74 78 60 130 

White, 
Nicholas 

The Tiffany 
Consort 

O Magnus 
Mysterium 

2004 102 77 77 136 

Willcocks, 
David 

Choir of King's 
College 
Cambridge 

Christmas at 
King's 
College 

1996 66 71 71 117 

 (no conductor Washington 
Saxophone 

Daydream 2000 94 92 94 160 
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Table 25: Tempo Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble 
Recording 

Title 
Year Beats Per Minute 

    “O
 

m
a
g
n

u
m

” 
 

(m
in

im
) 

“u
t 

 

n
im

a
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a
” 

(m
in
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) 

“o
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” 
(m

in
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) 

“a
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u
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” 

(s
em

ib
re

v
e)

 

Quartet 

 (no conductor) 
Issy Paris 
Clarinet Quartet 

Discussion 2008 100 88 90 154 

 

 

Table 26: Tempo Data, O quam gloriosum 

Conductor Ensemble 
Recording 

Title 
Year Beats Per Minute 

    “O
 q

u
a
m
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) 
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u

o
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m
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“s
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u
u

n
tu

r”
 

(m
in

im
) 

Barnes, Philip 
The Saint 
Louis Chamber 
Chorus 

Songs of the 
Soul 

2004 104 100 96 94 

Blackwood, 
Krista 

Octarium Octarium 1998 126 112 140 122 

Brown, Tim 
Choir of Clare 
College 
Cambridge 

Light of the 
Spirit 

2005 92 94 94 90 

Buschini, 
Stefano 

Il Convitto 
Armonico 

Tomaso da 
Vittoria: 
Missa O 
quam 
gloriosum  

2008 102 112 112 106 

Caillard, 
Philippe 

Philippe 
Caillard Vocal 
Ensemble 

A cappella 
motets 

1966 82 82 82 82 

Christophers, The Sixteen Into the 2007 104 112 104 102 
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Table 26: Tempo Data, O quam gloriosum 

Conductor Ensemble 
Recording 

Title 
Year Beats Per Minute 

    “O
 q

u
a
m

” 
(m

in
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) 

“i
n

 q
u

o
” 

(m
in

im
) 

“a
m
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” 
(m
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) 

“s
eq

u
u

n
tu

r”
 

(m
in

im
) 

Harry Light 

Cleobury, 
Stephen 

Choir of King's 
College 
Cambridge 

Música 
Española 

1994 96 96 93 93 

Darlington, 
Stephen 

Christ Church 
Cathedral 
Choir 

Oxford 
Church 
Anthems 

1995 100 102 100 96 

Gardiner, John 
Monteverdi 
Choir 

Pilgrimage to 
Santiago 

2005 110 108 90 90 

Guest, George 
Choir of St. 
John's College 
Oxford 

Choral 
Works: 
Vittoria 

1970 110 110 110 110 

Hill, David 
Westminster 
Cathedral 
Choir 

Tomás Luis 
de Victoria: 
O Quam 

1985 100 104 96 98 

Hurford, Peter 
Choirs of St. 
Albans and Ely 
Cathedrals 

St. Albans 
and Ely 

1970 72 72 72 72 

Johnson, Simon 

The Choirs of 
All Saints' 
Church 
Northampton 

Saints & 
Souls 

2000 84 84 84 84 

Jones, G. L. 
Eastbourne 
College Chapel 
Choir 

100 Hymns 
& Songs of 
Inspiration v. 
5 

2009 86 87 86 80 

Kammler, 
Reinhard 

Augsburg 
Cathedral 
Boys' Choir 

Choral 
Recital 

2009 102 102 104 98 

Keene, Dennis 
Voices of 
Ascension 

Beyond 
Chant: 
Mysteries of 

1994 117 114 106 110 
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Table 26: Tempo Data, O quam gloriosum 

Conductor Ensemble 
Recording 

Title 
Year Beats Per Minute 

    “O
 q

u
a
m

” 
(m

in
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) 

“i
n

 q
u

o
” 

(m
in

im
) 

“a
m
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” 
(m

in
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) 

“s
eq

u
u

n
tu

r”
 

(m
in

im
) 

the 
Renaissance 

McCrisken, 
Donal 

Cappella 
Caeciliana 

O Quam 
Gloriosum 

2008 100 100 96 86 

McKewan, Neil 
The Choir of 
Christ Church, 
St. Laurence 

Missa Surge 
Propera 

2006 98 102 104 98 

Mena, Carlos 
Rivera, Juan 
Carlos 

Tomás Luis 
de Victoria: 
Et Jesum 

2003 58 58 60 58 

Muraji, Kaori The Sixteen 
Into the 
Light 

2007 57 57 57 58 

Shafer, Robert 

National 
Shrine of the 
Immaculate 
Conception 

O Quam 
Gloriosum 

1978 60 60 60 60 

Solomons, 
David W. 

dwsChorale 
When One is 
Gathered 
Together 

Unkn
own 

100 102 102 96 

Summerly, 
Jeremy 

Oxford 
Camerata 

Victoria 2004 130 130 122 122 

Unknown 

The 
Brotherhood of 
St. Gregory 
and the Sisters 
of Mercy Choir 

Unknown 2007 85 86 83 78 

Willcocks, 
David 

Choir of King's 
College 
Cambridge 

The Music of 
Byrd and His 
Contemporar
ies 

1965 90 90 90 90 
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Table 27: Tempo Data, O vos omnes 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Beats Per Minute 

    “O
 v

o
s”

 
(m

in
im

) 

“a
tt

en
d
it

e”
 

(m
in

im
) 

“s
i e

st
” 

(m
in

im
) 

Buschini, 
Stefano 

Il Convitto 
Armonico 

Tomasso da 
Vittoria: Missa O 
Quam Gloriosum 

2008 90 105 88 

Caillard, 
Philippe 

Philippe Caillard 
Vocal Ensemble 

Motets a cappella 1966 56 63 54 

Christophers, 
Harry 

The Sixteen 
The Flowering of 
Genius 

2006 58 63 54 

Greenberg, 
Noah 

Primavera 
Singers of the 
New York Pro 
Musica 

Anthology of 
Renaissance Music 

1965 80 86 80 

Hunt, Donald 
Choir of Leeds 
Parish Church 

In quires and Places 
no. 2 

1970 75 75 86 

Kerret, Gaël de 
Maitrise des 
Hauts-de-Seine 

Gregorio Allegri, 
Miserere Mei Deus 

2009 65 65 65 

Ledger, Philip 
Choir of King's 
College 

Music for Holy 
Week 

1980 65 66 62 

Lewkovitch, 
Bernhard 

Copenhagen 
Schola Cantorum 

Choral 1987 60 66 60 

Peltola, Heikki 
The 
Chamberlains 

Ramirez: Misa 
Criola 

1998 80 82 80 

Pujol, Joan Pau La Colombina 
Tomás Luis de 
Victoria 

2008 80 86 86 

Salgo, Sandor 
The Carmel 
Bach Festival 
Chorale 

Vivaldi: Beatus Vir 1985 80 88 92 

Scheibe, Jo-
Michael 

University of 
Miami Chorale 

Love of My Soul 2002 96 94 92 

Shaw, Robert 
RS Festival 
Singers 

O Magnus 
Mysterium 

1989 60 66 60 
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Table 27: Tempo Data, O vos omnes 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Beats Per Minute 
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o
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) 

“a
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d
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(m
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) 

“s
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” 

(m
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Stramp, Barry Barry Stramp The Renaissance 1998 89 89 89 

 

 

Table 28: Tempo data, Officium defunctorum (1) 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Beats Per Minute 

    T
a
ed

et
 

In
tr

o
it

u
s 

K
yr
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C
h

ri
st

e 

G
ra

d
u

a
le

 

Blancafort, 
Alberto 

Coro de 
Radiotelevision 
Espanola 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Officium 
defunctorum 

2000 108 96 
10
0 

96 98 

Cave, Philip Magnificat 
Officium 
defunctorum 

1996 96 75 78 94 62 

Christophers, 
Harry 

The Sixteen Requiem 1605 2005 64 88 80 
11
6 

62 

Guest, George 
Choir of St. 
John's College 
Cambridge 

Música española 1968 NA 62 62 67 95 

Hill, David 
Westminster 
Cathedral Choir 

Victoria Requiem: 
Officium 
defunctorum, 1605 

1987 85 60 50 63 81 

Magraner, 
Carles 

Capella de 
Ministrers 

Requiem: Tomás 
Luis de Vitoria 

2006 102 81 81 86 
10
3 

Mallavibarrena, 
Raul 

Musica Ficta 
Vocal Ensemble 

Tomás Luis de 
Vitoria: Officium 
Defunctorum 

2003 100 82 70 80 82 

McCreesh, Paul Gabrieli Consort Victoria Requiem: 
Officium 

1995 102 72 72 78 84 
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Table 28: Tempo data, Officium defunctorum (1) 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Beats Per Minute 

    T
a
ed
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o
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u
s 

K
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C
h

ri
st

e 

G
ra

d
u

a
le

 

defunctorum, 1605 

Monks, 
Christopher 

Armonico 
Ensemble 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Requiem 

2005 93 47 61 80 97 

Phillips, Peter Tallis Scholars Requiem 1987 NA 74 77 83 80 

Segarra, Ireneu 
Escolania y 
Capella de 
Montserrat 

Victoria : Requiem 1977 86 87 86 87 88 

 

 

Table 29: Tempo data, Officium defunctorum (2) 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Beats Per Minute 
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S
a
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h
o
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n
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B
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s 

H
o
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n
n
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Blancafort, 
Alberto 

Coro de 
Radiotelevisio
n Espanola 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Officium 
defunctorum 

2000 100 98 98 98 106 

Cave, Philip Magnificat 
Officium 
defunctorum 

1996 82 66 98 66 66 

Christophers, 
Harry 

The Sixteen Requiem 1605 2005 92 88 102 84 94 

Guest, George 
Choir of St. 
John's College 
Cambridge 

Música española 1968 104 62 98 86 86 

Hill, David 
Westminster 
Cathedral 
Choir 

Victoria Requiem: 
Officium 
defunctorum, 1605 

1987 96 58 89 61 86 
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Table 29: Tempo data, Officium defunctorum (2) 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Beats Per Minute 
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B
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H
o
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Magraner, 
Carles 

Capella de 
Ministrers 

Requiem: Tomás 
Luis de Vitoria 

2006 86 81 89 85 85 

Mallavibarrena, 
Raul 

Musica Ficta 
Vocal 
Ensemble 

Tomás Luis de 
Vitoria: Officium 
Defunctorum 

2003 86 81 100 86 81 

McCreesh, Paul 
Gabrieli 
Consort 

Victoria Requiem: 
Officium 
defunctorum, 1605 

1995 106 70 90 74 84 

Monks, 
Christopher 

Armonico 
Ensemble 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Requiem 

2005 98 52 84 50 94 

Phillips, Peter Tallis Scholars Requiem 1987 78 72 112 105 105 

Segarra, Ireneu 
Escolania y 
Capella de 
Montserrat 

Victoria : Requiem 1977 89 85 88 87 82 

 

 

Table 30: Tempo Data, Officium defunctorum, (3) 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Beats Per Minute 
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R
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o
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Blancafort, 
Alberto 

Coro de 
Radiotelevision 
Espanola 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Officium 
defunctorum 

2000 90 94 96 96 

Cave, Philip Magnificat 
Officium 
defunctorum 

1996 70 70 64 70 

Christophers, 
Harry 

The Sixteen Requiem 1605 2005 80 70 62 81 
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Table 30: Tempo Data, Officium defunctorum, (3) 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Beats Per Minute 
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V
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R
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p
o
n
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u
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Guest, George 
Choir of St. 
John's College 
Cambridge 

Música española 1968 73 78 NA 58 

Hill, David 
Westminster 
Cathedral Choir 

Victoria Requiem: 
Officium 
defunctorum, 1605 

1987 48 60 48 48 

Magraner, 
Carles 

Capella de 
Ministrers 

Requiem: Tomás 
Luis de Vitoria 

2006 87 83 90 87 

Mallavibarrena, 
Raul 

Musica Ficta 
Vocal Ensemble 

Tomás Luis de 
Vitoria: Officium 
Defunctorum 

2003 71 85 72 90 

McCreesh, Paul Gabrieli Consort 
Victoria Requiem: 
Officium 
defunctorum, 1605 

1995 70 75 66 98 

Monks, 
Christopher 

Armonico 
Ensemble 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Requiem 

2005 49 80 52 52 

Phillips, Peter Tallis Scholars Requiem 1987 76 80 72 69 

Segarra, Ireneu 
Escolania y 
Capella de 
Montserrat 

Victoria : Requiem 1977 89 89 74 90 
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APPENDIX E 

VIBRATO DATA 

 

 

Table 31: Vibrato Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Vibrato 

Agren, Solveig 
Stella Sovieg Agren's 
Chamber Choir 

Julens stjärna 2005 No 

Albinder, 
Frank 

Chanticleer Sing We Christmas 1995 Yes 

Barron, John,  Amabile Chamber Choir Wrapped in Song 2003 No 

Brensinger, 
David 

Atlanta Singers Chantez Noel 2001 Yes 

Broadbent, 
Peter 

Joyful Company of Singers Plum Pudding 2003 Yes 

Burgomaster, 
Frederick 

Christ Church Cathedral 
Choir Indianapolis 

Britten: Ceremony of 
Carols 

1999 Yes 

Caillard, 
Philippe 

Philippe Caillard Vocal 
Ensemble 

A cappella motets 1966 No 

Canby, Edward Canby Singers O Great Mystery Unknown Yes 

Cohen, Joel Boston Camerata 
A Renaissance 
Christmas 

1991 No 

Crossin, Carl Adelaide Chamber Singers O Magnum Mysterium 1996 No 

Flummerfelt, 
Joseph 

Westminster Choir O Magnus Mysterium 1992 Yes 

Gough, Rupert 
Choir of Royal Holloway, 
University of London 

O Sacrum Convivium 2008 No 

Guest, George 
Choir of St. John's College 
Cambridge 

Requiem Mass in six 
parts 

1968 Yes 

Hill, David 
Westminster Cathedral 
Choir 

Victoria: O Magnum 
Mysterium 

1986 
Yes, 
Men/No, 
Boys 

Høgset, Carl Grex vocalis Magnum Mysterium 2006 Yes 
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Table 31: Vibrato Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Vibrato 

Hughes, Indra Musica Sacra (NZ) Christmas a cappella 2001 Yes 

Keene, Dennis Voices of Ascension 
Beyond Chant: 
Mysteries of the 
Renaissance 

1994 No 

de Kerret, Gael Maitrise des Hauts-de-Seine 
Gregorio Allegri, 
Miserere Mei Deus 

2009 No 

Leroy, Eric 
Les Petits Chanteurs de 
Saint-Francois de Versailles 

Allegri, Desprez, 
Palestrina, Victoria 

2004 No 

Llewellyn, 
Grant 

Handel and Haydn Society 
Peace - A Choral 
Album for our Time 

2004 No 

Lydon, Tom 
The Choir of Lincoln Collge 
Oxford 

O Magnum Mysterium 2001 No 

McCreesh, 
Paul 

Gabrieli Consort Mass 1993 No 

McCrisken, 
Donal 

Cappella Caeciliana O Quam Gloriosum 2008 Yes 

Mena, Carlos Rivera, Juan Carlos 
Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Et Jesum 

2003 No 

Nelson, Eric Atlanta Sacred Chorale This Christmastide 2004 Yes 

Peterson, 
Patricia 

Fortuna Ensemble 
Christmas Motets 
from Renaissance 
Europe 

1993 No 

Pujol, Joan Pau La Colombina In Natali Domini 2004 Yes 

Rossin, 
Thomas 

Exultate Choir and 
Orchestra 

Gloria Unknown Yes 

Rutter, John Cambridge Singers 
The Cambridge 
Singers Christmas 
Album 

2003 No 

Rutter, John Cambridge Singers 
Portrait of the 
Cambridge Singers 

1990 No 

Salgo, Sandor 
The Carmel Bach Festival 
Chorale 

Vivaldi: Beatus Vir 1985 Yes 

Savall, Jordi Hesperion XX 
Victoria: Cantica 
Beatae Virginis 

1992 Yes 

Shaw, Robert RS Festival Singers O Magnus Mysterium 2000 Yes 
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Table 31: Vibrato Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Vibrato 

Sidwell, 
Martindale 

St. Clement Danes 
Music from St. 
Clement Danes 

1985 No 

Smith, Stephen Ensemble Corund Navidad Iberica 1998 No 

Stopford, 
Philip 

Keble College Chapel Choir 
Oxford 

Lux Mundi 2003 No 

Summerly, 
Jeremy 

Oxford Camerata Discover Early Music 2005 No 

Walker, 
Anthony 

Cantillation (AUS) 
Allegri, Miserere: 
Sacred music of the 
Renaissance 

2003 No 

White, 
Nicholas 

The Tiffany Consort O Magnus Mysterium 2004 No 

Willcocks, 
David 

Choir of King's College 
Cambridge 

Christmas at King's 
College 

1996 
Yes, 
Men/No, 
Boys 

 (no conductor 
Washington Saxophone 
Quartet 

Daydream 2000 Yes 

 (no conductor) Issy Paris Clarinet Quartet Discussion 2008 Yes 

 

 

Table 32: Vibrato Data, O quam gloriosum 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Vibrato 

Barnes, Philip 
The Saint Louis Chamber 
Chorus 

Songs of the Soul 2004 Yes 

Blackwood, 
Krista 

Octarium Octarium 1998 No 

Brown, Tim 
Choir of Clare College 
Cambridge 

Light of the Spirit 2005 No 

Buschini, 
Stefano 

Il Convitto Armonico 
Tomaso da Vittoria: 
Missa O quam 
gloriosum  

2008 No 

Caillard, 
Philippe 

Philippe Caillard Vocal 
Ensemble 

A cappella motets 1966 No 
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Table 32: Vibrato Data, O quam gloriosum 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Vibrato 

Christophers, 
Harry 

The Sixteen Into the Light 2007 No 

Cleobury, 
Stephen 

Choir of King's College 
Cambridge 

Música Española 1994 
Yes, 
Men/No, 
Boys 

Darlington, 
Stephen 

Christ Church Cathedral 
Choir 

Oxford Church 
Anthems 

1995 
Yes, 
Men/No, 
Boys 

Gardiner, John Monteverdi Choir 
Pilgrimage to 
Santiago 

2005 No 

Guest, George 
Choir of St. John's College 
Oxford 

Choral Works: 
Vittoria 

1970 No 

Hill, David Westminster Cathedral Choir 
Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: O Quam 

1985 Yes/No 

Hurford, Peter 
Choirs of St. Albans and Ely 
Cathedrals 

St. Albans and Ely 1970 
Yes, 
Men/No, 
Boys 

Johnson, 
Simon 

The Choirs of All Saints' 
Church Northampton 

Saints & Souls 2000 No 

Jones, G. L. 
Eastbourne College Chapel 
Choir 

100 Hymns & Songs 
of Inspiration v. 5 

2009 No 

Kammler, 
Reinhard 

Augsburg Cathedral Boys' 
Choir 

Choral Recital 2009 No 

Keene, Dennis Voices of Ascension 
Beyond Chant: 
Mysteries of the 
Renaissance 

1994 No 

McCrisken, 
Donal 

Cappella Caeciliana O Quam Gloriosum 2008 No 

McKewan, 
Neil 

The Choir of Christ Church, 
St. Laurence 

Missa Surge Propera 2006 No 

Mena, Carlos Rivera, Juan Carlos 
Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Et Jesum 

2003 No 

Muraji, Kaori The Sixteen Into the Light 2007 No 

Shafer, Robert 
National Shrine of the 
Immaculate Conception 

O Quam Gloriosum 1978 Yes 
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Table 32: Vibrato Data, O quam gloriosum 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Vibrato 

Solomons, 
David W. 

dwsChorale 
When One is 
Gathered Together 

Unknown Yes 

Summerly, 
Jeremy 

Oxford Camerata Victoria 2004 No 

Unknown 
The Brotherhood of St. 
Gregory and the Sisters of 
Mercy Choir 

Unknown 2007 No 

Willcocks, 
David 

Choir of King's College 
Cambridge 

The Music of Byrd 
and His 
Contemporaries 

1965 
Yes, 
Men/No, 
Boys 

 

 

Table 33: Vibrato Data, O vos omnes 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Vibrato 

Buschini, 
Stefano 

Il Convitto Armonico 
Tomasso da Vittoria: 
Missa O Quam 
Gloriosum 

2008 Yes 

Caillard, 
Philippe 

Philippe Caillard Vocal 
Ensemble 

Motets a cappella 1966 No 

Christophers, 
Harry 

The Sixteen The Flowering of Genius 2006 No 

Greenberg, Noah 
Primavera Singers of the 
New York Pro Musica 

Anthology of 
Renaissance Music 

1965 No 

Hunt, Donald 
Choir of Leeds Parish 
Church 

In quires and Places no. 2 1970 Yes 

Kerret, Gaël de 
Maitrise des Hauts-de-
Seine 

Gregorio Allegri, 
Miserere Mei Deus 

2009 Yes 

Ledger, Philip Choir of King's College Music for Holy Week 1980 
Yes, 
Men/No, 
Boys 

Lewkovitch, 
Bernhard 

Copenhagen Schola 
Cantorum 

Choral 1987 Yes 

Peltola, Heikki The Chamberlains Ramirez: Misa Criola 1998 Yes 

Pujol, Joan Pau La Colombina Tomás Luis de Victoria 2008 No 
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Table 33: Vibrato Data, O vos omnes 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Vibrato 

Salgo, Sandor 
The Carmel Bach Festival 
Chorale 

Vivaldi: Beatus Vir 1985 No 

Scheibe, Jo-
Michael 

University of Miami 
Chorale 

Love of My Soul 2002 No 

Shaw, Robert RS Festival Singers O Magnus Mysterium 1989 Yes 

Stramp, Barry Barry Stramp The Renaissance 1998 No 

 

 

Table 34: Vibrato Data, Officium defunctorum 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year Vibrato 

Blancafort, 
Alberto 

Coro de Radiotelevision 
Espanola 

Tomás Luis de Victoria: 
Officium defunctorum 

2000 Yes 

Cave, Philip Magnificat Officium defunctorum 1996 No 

Christophers, 
Harry 

The Sixteen Requiem 1605 2005 No 

Guest, George 
Choir of St. John's College 
Cambridge 

Música española 1968 
Yes, 
Men/No, 
Boys 

Hill, David 
Westminster Cathedral 
Choir 

Victoria Requiem: 
Officium defunctorum, 
1605 

1987 
Yes, 
Men/No, 
Boys 

Magraner, Carles Capella de Ministrers 
Requiem: Tomás Luis de 
Vitoria 

2006  No 

Mallavibarrena, 
Raul 

Musica Ficta Vocal 
Ensemble 

Tomás Luis de Vitoria: 
Officium Defunctorum 

2003 No 

McCreesh, Paul Gabrieli Consort 
Victoria Requiem: 
Officium defunctorum, 
1605 

1995 Yes 

Monks, 
Christopher 

Armonico Ensemble 
Tomás Luis de Victoria: 
Requiem 

2005 No 

Phillips, Peter Tallis Scholars Requiem 1987 No 

Segarra, Ireneu 
Escolania y Capella de 
Montserrat 

Victoria : Requiem 1977 Yes 
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APPENDIX F 

MELODIC EMBELLISHMENT DATA 

 

 

Table 35: Melodic Embellishment Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Melodic 

Embellishment 

Agren, Solveig 
Stella Sovieg Agren's 
Chamber Choir 

Julens stjärna 2005 None 

Albinder, 
Frank 

Chanticleer 
Sing We 
Christmas 

1995 None 

Barron, John,  Amabile Chamber Choir Wrapped in Song 2003 No 

Brensinger, 
David 

Atlanta Singers Chantez Noel 2001 None 

Broadbent, 
Peter 

Joyful Company of 
Singers 

Plum Pudding 2003 None 

Burgomaster, 
Frederick 

Christ Church Cathedral 
Choir Indianapolis 

Britten: Ceremony 
of Carols 

1999 None 

Caillard, 
Philippe 

Philippe Caillard Vocal 
Ensemble 

A cappella motets 1966 None 

Canby, Edward Canby Singers O Great Mystery Unknown None 

Cohen, Joel Boston Camerata 
A Renaissance 
Christmas 

1991 None 

Crossin, Carl 
Adelaide Chamber 
Singers 

O Magnum 
Mysterium 

1996 None 

Flummerfelt, 
Joseph 

Westminster Choir 
O Magnus 
Mysterium 

1992 None 

Gough, Rupert 
Choir of Royal 
Holloway, University of 
London 

O Sacrum 
Convivium 

2008 None 

Guest, George 
Choir of St. John's 
College Cambridge 

Requiem Mass in 
six parts 

1968 None 

Hill, David 
Westminster Cathedral 
Choir 

Victoria: O 
Magnum 

1986 None 
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Table 35: Melodic Embellishment Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Melodic 

Embellishment 

Mysterium 

Høgset, Carl Grex vocalis 
Magnum 
Mysterium 

2006 None 

Hughes, Indra Musica Sacra (NZ) 
Christmas a 
cappella 

2001 None 

Keene, Dennis Voices of Ascension 
Beyond Chant: 
Mysteries of the 
Renaissance 

1994 None 

de Kerret, Gael 
Maitrise des Hauts-de-
Seine 

Gregorio Allegri, 
Miserere Mei Deus 

2009 None 

Leroy, Eric 
Les Petits Chanteurs de 
Saint-Francois de 
Versailles 

Allegri, Desprez, 
Palestrina, Victoria 

2004 None 

Llewellyn, 
Grant 

Handel and Haydn 
Society 

Peace - A Choral 
Album for our 
Time 

2004 None 

Lydon, Tom 
The Choir of Lincoln 
Collge Oxford 

O Magnum 
Mysterium 

2001 None 

McCreesh, 
Paul 

Gabrieli Consort Mass 1993 None 

McCrisken, 
Donal 

Cappella Caeciliana 
O Quam 
Gloriosum 

2008 None 

Mena, Carlos Rivera, Juan Carlos 
Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Et Jesum 

2003 On vihuela 

Nelson, Eric Atlanta Sacred Chorale This Christmastide 2004 None 

Peterson, 
Patricia 

Fortuna Ensemble 
Christmas Motets 
from Renaissance 
Europe 

1993 None 

Pujol, Joan Pau La Colombina In Natali Domini 2004 Yes 

Rossin, 
Thomas 

Exultate Choir and 
Orchestra 

Gloria Unknown None 

Rutter, John Cambridge Singers 
The Cambridge 
Singers Christmas 
Album 

2003 None 
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Table 35: Melodic Embellishment Data, O magnum mysterium 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Melodic 

Embellishment 

Rutter, John Cambridge Singers 
Portrait of the 
Cambridge Singers 

1990 None 

Salgo, Sandor 
The Carmel Bach 
Festival Chorale 

Vivaldi: Beatus 
Vir 

1985 None 

Savall, Jordi Hesperion XX 
Victoria: Cantica 
Beatae Virginis 

1992 None 

Shaw, Robert RS Festival Singers 
O Magnus 
Mysterium 

2000 None 

Sidwell, 
Martindale 

St. Clement Danes 
Music from St. 
Clement Danes 

1985 None 

Smith, Stephen Ensemble Corund Navidad Iberica 1998 None 

Stopford, 
Philip 

Keble College Chapel 
Choir Oxford 

Lux Mundi 2003 None 

Summerly, 
Jeremy 

Oxford Camerata 
Discover Early 
Music 

2005 None 

Walker, 
Anthony 

Cantillation (AUS) 
Allegri, Miserere: 
Sacred music of 
the Renaissance 

2003 None 

White, 
Nicholas 

The Tiffany Consort 
O Magnus 
Mysterium 

2004 None 

Willcocks, 
David 

Choir of King's College 
Cambridge 

Christmas at 
King's College 

1996 None 

 (no conductor) 
Washington Saxophone 
Quartet 

Daydream 2000 None 

 (no conductor) 
Issy Paris Clarinet 
Quartet 

Discussion 2008 None 

 

 

Table 36: Melodic Embellishment Data, O quam gloriosum 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Melodic 

Embellishment 

Barnes, Philip 
The Saint Louis Chamber 
Chorus 

Songs of the Soul 2004 None 
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Table 36: Melodic Embellishment Data, O quam gloriosum 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Melodic 

Embellishment 

Blackwood, 
Krista 

Octarium Octarium 1998 None 

Brown, Tim 
Choir of Clare College 
Cambridge 

Light of the Spirit 2005 None 

Buschini, 
Stefano 

Il Convitto Armonico 
Tomaso da 
Vittoria: Missa O 
quam gloriosum  

2008 None 

Caillard, 
Philippe 

Philippe Caillard Vocal 
Ensemble 

A cappella motets 1966 None 

Christophers, 
Harry 

The Sixteen Into the Light 2007 None 

Cleobury, 
Stephen 

Choir of King's College 
Cambridge 

Música Española 1994 None 

Darlington, 
Stephen 

Christ Church Cathedral 
Choir 

Oxford Church 
Anthems 

1995 None 

Gardiner, John Monteverdi Choir 
Pilgrimage to 
Santiago 

2005 None 

Guest, George 
Choir of St. John's 
College Oxford 

Choral Works: 
Vittoria 

1970 None 

Hill, David 
Westminster Cathedral 
Choir 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: O Quam 

1985 None 

Hurford, Peter 
Choirs of St. Albans and 
Ely Cathedrals 

St. Albans and 
Ely 

1970 None 

Johnson, 
Simon 

The Choirs of All Saints' 
Church Northampton 

Saints & Souls 2000 None 

Jones, G. L. 
Eastbourne College 
Chapel Choir 

100 Hymns & 
Songs of 
Inspiration v. 5 

2009 None 

Kammler, 
Reinhard 

Augsburg Cathedral Boys' 
Choir 

Choral Recital 2009 None 

Keene, Dennis Voices of Ascension 
Beyond Chant: 
Mysteries of the 
Renaissance 

1994 None 

McCrisken, 
Donal 

Cappella Caeciliana 
O Quam 
Gloriosum 

2008 None 
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Table 36: Melodic Embellishment Data, O quam gloriosum 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Melodic 

Embellishment 

McKewan, 
Neil 

The Choir of Christ 
Church, St. Laurence 

Missa Surge 
Propera 

2006 None 

Mena, Carlos Rivera, Juan Carlos 
Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Et 
Jesum 

2003 Yes 

Muraji, Kaori The Sixteen Into the Light 2007 On vihuela 

Shafer, Robert 
National Shrine of the 
Immaculate Conception 

O Quam 
Gloriosum 

1978 None 

Solomons, 
David W. 

dwsChorale 
When One is 
Gathered 
Together 

Unknown None 

Summerly, 
Jeremy 

Oxford Camerata Victoria 2004 None 

Unknown 
The Brotherhood of St. 
Gregory and the Sisters of 
Mercy Choir 

Unknown 2007 None 

Willcocks, 
David 

Choir of King's College 
Cambridge 

The Music of 
Byrd and His 
Contemporaries 

1965 None 

 

 

Table 37: Melodic Embellishment Data, O vos omnes 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Melodic 

Embellishment 

Buschini, 
Stefano 

Il Convitto Armonico 
Tomasso da Vittoria: 
Missa O Quam 
Gloriosum 

2008 None 

Caillard, 
Philippe 

Philippe Caillard Vocal 
Ensemble 

Motets a cappella 1966 None 

Christophers, 
Harry 

The Sixteen 
The Flowering of 
Genius 

2006 None 

Greenberg, Noah 
Primavera Singers of the 
New York Pro Musica 

Anthology of 
Renaissance Music 

1965 None 
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Table 37: Melodic Embellishment Data, O vos omnes 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Melodic 

Embellishment 

Hunt, Donald 
Choir of Leeds Parish 
Church 

In quires and Places 
no. 2 

1970 None 

Kerret, Gaël de 
Maitrise des Hauts-de-
Seine 

Gregorio Allegri, 
Miserere Mei Deus 

2009 None 

Ledger, Philip Choir of King's College 
Music for Holy 
Week 

1980 None 

Lewkovitch, 
Bernhard 

Copenhagen Schola 
Cantorum 

Choral 1987 None 

Peltola, Heikki The Chamberlains 
Ramirez: Misa 
Criola 

1998 None 

Pujol, Joan Pau La Colombina 
Tomás Luis de 
Victoria 

2008 None 

Salgo, Sandor 
The Carmel Bach 
Festival Chorale 

Vivaldi: Beatus Vir 1985 None 

Scheibe, Jo-
Michael 

University of Miami 
Chorale 

Love of My Soul 2002 None 

Shaw, Robert RS Festival Singers 
O Magnus 
Mysterium 

1989 None 

Stramp, Barry Barry Stramp The Renaissance 1998 None 

 

 

Table 38: Melodic Embellishment Data, Officium defunctorum 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Melodic 

Embellishment 

Blancafort, 
Alberto 

Coro de Radiotelevision 
Espanola 

Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Officium 
defunctorum 

2000 Yes 

Cave, Philip Magnificat 
Officium 
defunctorum 

1996 None 

Christophers, 
Harry 

The Sixteen Requiem 1605 2005 None 

Guest, George 
Choir of St. John's 
College Cambridge 

Música española 1968 None 
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Table 38: Melodic Embellishment Data, Officium defunctorum 

Conductor Ensemble Recording Title Year 
Melodic 

Embellishment 

Hill, David 
Westminster Cathedral 
Choir 

Victoria Requiem: 
Officium 
defunctorum, 1605 

1987 None 

Magraner, 
Carles 

Capella de Ministrers 
Requiem: Tomás 
Luis de Vitoria 

2006  None 

Mallavibarrena, 
Raul 

Musica Ficta Vocal 
Ensemble 

Tomás Luis de 
Vitoria: Officium 
Defunctorum 

2003 None 

McCreesh, Paul Gabrieli Consort 
Victoria Requiem: 
Officium 
defunctorum, 1605 

1995 None 

Monks, 
Christopher 

Armonico Ensemble 
Tomás Luis de 
Victoria: Requiem 

2005 None 

Phillips, Peter Tallis Scholars Requiem 1987 None 

Segarra, Ireneu 
Escolania y Capella de 
Montserrat 

Victoria : Requiem 1977 None 
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APPENDIX G 

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD APPROVAL 

 

 

Upon review, it has been determined that your protocol is an oral history, which in general, does 

not fit the definition of "research" pursuant to the federal regulations governing the protection of 

research subjects. Please be mindful that there may be other requirements such as releases, 

copyright issues, etc. that may impact your oral history endeavor, but are beyond the purview of 

this office. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Tom Jacobson, Chair 

FSU Human Subjects Committee 

   

Julie Haltiwanger 

Office of Research 

P O Box 3062742 

Tallahassee Fl 32306-2742 

850-644-7900 

Fax 850-644-4392 

jth5898@fsu.edu 
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